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Abstract 

The principt aim of the research was to identify flow features 

and effects in the region of arterial branches which may contribute to 

the localised development of the disease atherosclerosis. To this end, 

a program of experimental and computational study was followed to 

develop several areas of research. 

The 	context 	of 	the present work 	is 	described 	in 	chapter 	1 in 

which 	a general 	survey of the 	relevant 	literature 	is 	presented. 	In this 

chapter 	experimental 	and computational 	studies 	covering 	much 	of the 

range 	of 	fluid 	dynamically related topics 	in 	this 	area 	of 	research are 

discussed. 	The 	methods of 	study are 	described 	and 	the 	results and 

conclusions 	discussed 	with the 	aim of 	identifying 	the 	specific 	areas of 

development to be followed in 	the subsequent 	chapters. 

The use of a relatively rare method of measurement of local mass 

transfer coefficients is described in chapter 2 and its adaptation to 

the study of mass transport in systems of different Schmidt number is 

discussed. A model of a symmetrical arterial branch was used to 

provide mass transport data and the results of these experiments are 

presented and discussed within this chapter. 

The finite element method was used to solve the Navier-Stokes 

equations for flow in a system of similar geometry to that used in the 

experimental studies. The velocity data generated in this way was then 

used to solve the mass transport equation and thus to obtain mass 

transfer coefficients for the system. The effect of varying Schmidt 



number upon the magnitude (and accuracy) of the results and the 

possible implications for the experimental results are discussed. 

Chapter 4 	contains comparative 	data 	for 	both computational 	and 

experimental results 	and also 	some 	data describing the 	importance 	of 

the role of the boundary layer 	in 	the 	resistance 	to 02 	transfer 	within 

the 	whole 	blood:arterial 	wall 	system. 	The context 	of 	the 	work within 

the 	field 	as a 	whole 	is discussed 	and areas 	for further 	work 	are 

identified. 	A summary and 	conclusions 	are contained in 	chapter 	5. 

Appendix A contains a procedure by which potential flow in a 

branched domain can be described and the possible implications for 

computation of flow distribution in a branched domain. Appendix B 

contains a discussion of a study of the variation of flow distribution 

between two limbs of an asymmetric branch with Re. Appendix C 

contains a procedure by which the constant rate period for mass 

transport of solute within a swollen polymer may be calculated. 

IV 
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Chapter 1 Previous Work Relating 	to the Study of 	the Role of 

Fluid Dynamics in 	Atherogenesis 

1.1 Introduction 

The disease atherosclerosis, characterised by hardening of the 

arteries, manifests itself as plaques or atheroma (Greek meaning gruel), of 

which the major component is cholesterol, yrirjU- the arterial 

While the atherom-a is apparently harmless in itself, when the disease 

becomes sufficiently advanced, it can have drastic effects upon the 

circulation. Blood clotting (thrombosis) is a strong danger, loss of arterial 

elasticity occurs, the artery becomes weakened increasing the danger of 

internal bleeding, and restriction of blood supply to the rest of the 

circulation, causing oxygen deficiency, is a common cause of heart attacks 

and strokes. 	The disease mechanism itself is unknown but it is apparently 

associated with an excess of lipoproteins (closely related to several 

components of atheroma) in the bloodstream. The disease, which has been 

described as being of epidemic proportions in some countries, is very 

common in the Western world, but is relatively rare in the Far East. A 

cause which has been attributed to this fact is the difference in the 

diet of the two regions, the Western diet involving heavy intake of animal 

fats and the Eastern being more vegetable orientated; but the connection 

is by no means established. However, a high proportion of Western 

resources are directed towards research into the causes of the disease as 

well as towards a cure. 

There is much evidence to suggest that atherosclerosis is caused, 

and enhanced, by the nature of the blood flow in the arteries. Several 



authors 	have 	reported 	that 	atherosclerotic 	lesions 	tend 	to form 	near 

arterial 	branches 	and 	abrupt 	bends 	in 	the 	larger 	arteries, and 	have 

concluded 	that 	the disease is 	strongly 	promoted 	r, 4 	- 

disturbed 	flow conditions. 	For 	example, 	Fox 	and Seed 	(F5) 

reported 	upon early lesions occurring 	in 	the major coronary arteries: 	highly 

concentrated 	close 	to 	the arterial 	ostia, 	their 	concentration decreased 

with 	distance 	from 	the ostia. 	The 	conclusion 	that 	fluid mechanical 

disturbances 	are 	related 	to 	lesion 	formation 	is 	supported 	by the 	fact 

that 	the 	disease 	is 	rarely found 	in 	the 	smaller 	arteries, 	in straighter 

portions 	of 	larger 	arteries, or 	in 	the 	veins. 

If development of atheroma is flow-related, the processes which 

affect it must be one or more of the following: 

convective transport of material in the bloodstream into the 

arterial wall or of transport of material from the wall into the 

bloodstream 

mechanical effect of fluid shear stress on some propensity of 

the wall to interact with material on or within it (for example the, 

removal of the layer of endothelial cells by high shear stress) 

mechanical effect of normal fluid stress (transmural pressure) on 

wall properties (for example, permeability to lipoproteins) 

To identify which, if any, of the above is important, the following 

features must be understood, 

the fluid mechanical characteristics of the flow field in the 

neighbourhood of the arterial sites of plaque formation and 

the nature of the species whose transfer to, or mechanically 

induced interaction with, the arterial wall initiates atheroma 
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(C) 	 the mechanism by which (a) and (b) interact to cause formation 

of plaques. 

The remaining sections of 	chapter 1 	contain 	discussion 	of 	these 

features. Section 	1.2 describes some 	of 	the 	studies 	of 	location of 	plaque 

formation in 	animals. Sections 1.3 	- 	1.6 describe 	respectively 	methods 	of 

study, 	in vivo 	studies, in 	vitro studies 	and theoretical 	studies 	of 	the 	fluid 

mechanical flow 	characteristics in 	branched vessels. 

Section 1.7 describes some of the studies of macromolecular and 

oxygen transport and their possible influences upon the disease process. 

Section 1.8 describes the contents of the remaining chapters. 

1.2 Plague Location 

The actual location of the disease in the regions of disturbed flow 

is the subject of some disagreement, both in human post mortem studies 

and in studies of experimental animals. 

Schwartz 	& Mitchell 	(SB) observed 	plaque 	formation 	in 	the iliac, 

carotid, 	vertebral, and 	aortic arteries 	of 	336 	patients 	and 	found them 

primarily 	in 	regions expected 	to sustain 	high 	shear 	stress. 	Enos 	et 	al (E2) 

also found atherosclerosis predominantly in high shear stress regions. Fo>< 

and Seed (F5) on the other hand found left common and anterior 

descending coronary arteries to be spared of lesions on the flow dividers. 

Lesions were concentrated on the inner wall of the curve over the heart 

in the right coronary artery, and on the outer walls of the branch of 

3 



the 	left 	anterior descending and 	circumflex 	arteries. Hugh and 	Fox 	(H6) 

presented 	pictures of 	plaques formed 	in areas expected to be 	regions 	of 

stasis 	along 	the 	outer 	wall of 	bifurcations. 	Grottum et al 	(G8) 	found 

many 	lesions 	upon the outer walls 	of 	arterial 	branches but few upon 	the 

flow 	divider. 

Using 	cholesterol 	fed rabbits, 	Cornhill 	& 	Roach (C4) 	found 	lesions 

formed 	mostly 	upon 	flow dividers, 	results 	echoed 	by Roach 	& Fletcher 

(Ru), 	and 	Cornhill 	et 	al 	(C5). 	Zarins 	et 	at 	(Zi) 	however 	found in 	general 

that 	the 	divider 	was free of 	lesions 	in 	similarly 	tested rabbits, and 	that 

lesions 	occurred 	where 	low shear 	stress 	might 	be 	expected. In addition, 

Cornhill 	et 	al 	(C4); 	in 	the paper 	previously 	mentioned, described tests 	on 

pigeons which were not fed a 	cholesterol 	diet, 	in 	which lesions were found 

to have occurred mostly in regions expected to exhibit low shear stress. 

Thus it is apparent within the literature that a wide disparity of 

views have been expressed as regards the flow characteristics which 

initiate and propel the disease mechanism. The study of these 

characteristics is discussed in the following sections. 

1.3 Techniques of Flow Study. 

With the considerable evidence afforded by such studies as those 

described in section 1.2 that atherosclerosis is a focal disease dependent 

at least in part upon the fluid dynamic nature of the flow field, much 

work has been concentrated upon determining the nature of flow in 

branched regions. With the increasingly sophisticated techniques becoming 

available recently, more accurate measurement of point velocities using 
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non-invasive (Laser- and Ultra-sonic Doppler anemometry) and invasive 

(hot-wire and -film anemometry) methods have become possible and much 

work has gone into measuring these quantities both in vitro and in vivo. 

Even with such sophisticated instrumentation however, it is still very 

difficult to obtain indisputably accurate results. Those involved in in vitro 

work generally construct approximate models of one specific area of the 

circulation (2 or 3 dimensional), pass fluid through it, and measure point 

velocities throughout the system. 	Such work is of limited value because it 

can only be hoped that the general flow features are consistent with 

those of the circulation, since substantial differences exist between the 

model and the physiological situation. 	Some of these differences are the 

following, 

use of non-compliant materials of construction. 

sharp rather than round cornered branches. 

1 	2 rather than 3 dimensional flow regimes. 

steady rather than pulsatile flow. 

Newtonian rather than non-Newtonian flow. 

homogeneous rather than inhomogeneous flow. 

Of course, some of these differences are of more significance than 

others. Cross-sectional area variation due to arterial wall compliance over 

a heart cycle is not generally more than about 57 in the larger arteries 

(see Atabek,Ling et al (AS)) so it is possible that the difference between 

a compliant, natural vessel and a non-compliant model is not important in 

relation to point velocity and shear stress measurements. 	it is, however, 

of great importance in other measurements; for example the study of 
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pulse propagation in the arterial tree. Again, at shear rates of above 100 

sec 1  blood behaves as a Newtonian fluid when examined in co-axial cylinder 

viscometers (thus from the point of view of velocity measurement, as a 

homogeneous fluid) hence assumptions 5 and 6 are generally assumed valid. 

However, in some situations the effects of pulsatile flow rather 

than steady flow can be considerable. Studying steady flow in a 

symmetric, 3-dimensional, sharp-cornered branch, Brech and Belihouse (134) 

found no flow reversal due to the effect of secondary flows but did 

find flow reversal at the outer walls of the branch during the diastolic 

phase of pulsatile flow, a result which indicates the possibility of regions 

of stasis occurring. Peak and mean shear stresses measured in pulsatile 

flow both experimentally and computationally tend to be much higher than 

in steady flow, and flow conditions in general are more extreme. 

2-dimensional model studies of 3-dimensional flows are also of limited value. 

In 3-dimensional branched flow or flow in bends, flow is skewed towards 

the flow divider/outer wall and displaces the boundary fluid, setting up 

helical flow patterns. These secondary flows prevent recirculation in the 

separation region distal to the branch/bend, as shown by Brech and 

Bellhouse (86). These features cannot be simulated by 2-dimensional flow, 

and thus an important feature of flow in branches/bends is lost. 

Exact simulation of the geometrical details of the flow system of 

interest likewise appears very important. Lutz et al (Li) examined the 

mesenteric and celiac junctions with the aorta using an in vitro model. 

One feature of this system is that the flow divider of the 

aorto-mesenteric junction protudes into the aortic flow stream more than 

that of the aorto-celiac junction. Lutz et al (Li) found that at identical 
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flow ratios for the two branches, pulsatile flow separation occurred on 

the outer wall of the celiac branch and not on the mesenteric during 

diastole, while there was no separation in either during steady flow runs. 

Houle and Roach (H8) found no vortex formed in a 900  sharp-cornered 

branch which was occluded, a result which contrasts with that of Malcolm 

and Roach (M4), using an identical model with the exception that the 

branch corners were rounded. 

In the same way, the type of flow inlet conditions to an 

experimental apparatus can be of fundamental importance to the 

measurement of, for example, shear stress. A feed with blunt velocity 

profile would be expected to produce far higher shear stresses than a 

Poiseuille flow feed, but neither type would model adequately flow into, 

for example, the coronary arteries where velocity profiles are strongly 

skewed because the branches are oriented at roughly 900  to the aorta. 

Such difficulties encountered in in vitro modelling may in principle 

be avoided in animal experiments. These, however, have limitations of 

their own. While much work on blood velocity measurement in 

experimental animals has been done, producing some very plausible results, 

much 	doubt still 	exists 	about 	how 	accurate 	the 	measurements are, 

especially 	in the 	region near 	the 	arterial 	wall. 	Boundary 	layer 	flow 	is 

much 	slower than 	centre-line 	flow 	in 	any 	flow 	passage, 	and 	thus any 

invasive 	device 	implanted within 	this 	region 	is 	likely 	to 	disturb 	the flow 

substantially more 	and may 	give 	misleading 	results. 	Hot-wire 	or -film 

anemometry is 	generally carried 	out 	with 	transducer 	head 	temperature of 

5-10°C 	above 	blood temperature. 	Blood 	viscosity 	decreases with 

temperature, and hence is 	reduced 	in 	the 	region 	of 	the device. 	If flow 
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across the anemometer is high, then local fluid will not change 

temperature significantly and flow will be relatively unaffected by viscosity 

change. The temperature of the anemometer head must be kept low due 

to problems of coagulation upon it. With low temperatures, larger errors 

are caused which in boundary regions may be more severe, and these 

errors may be compounded substantially when measurement of radial 

velocity gradient is used to determine shear stress. Use of ultrasonic 

Doppler anemometry allows measurements to be made without interference 

to the flow in the artery. Boundary layer velocity measurement is still 

difficult however, because stray reflections from the wall give misleading 

echo and frequency shift detected at the transducer head which are not 

caused by the blood velocity. In addition to these individual problems 

characteristic of the two measurement techniques is a further 

complication common to both. The measurements are made in an 

expanding/contracting vessel where it is difficult to maintain constant the 

position (with respect to the moving wall) at which the velocity is being 

measured. 

Despite all the problems outlined above much work has been carried 

out using both in vivo and in vitro methods, and this is discussed below. 

1.4 In Vivo Studies of Flow Behaviour. 

In vivo study of flow behaviour within the arterial system is, as 

indicated above, extremely difficult. Access to the flow field is awkward 
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for obvious reasons and the blood vessels are too small for standard 

engineering instruments to be of much use. 	Use of invasive instruments is 

difficult because of the problems of coagulation and of interference with 

the flow. In addition there is no such thing as a standard human flow 

model. Hence extrapolation of experimental results from, for example, 

animals studies to the corresponding human situation must be done with 

extreme caution. Thus the fluid dynarnicist is faced with an immense 

problem in trying to define flow in the circulation. 

The arterial system is characterised by a large number of flow 

passages which sub-divide and decrease in diameter with distance from the 

heart. Because parent vessels normally have larger cross-sectional areas 

than daughter vessels, boundary velocity gradients in the daughter vessels 

are characteristically steep with the entrance velocity profiles blunt. If 

the daughter vessel is oriented at an angle to the parent then skewing of 

the velocity profile occurs. This is generally the case with flow in a 

bifurcation. One fluid mechanical question about which there has remained 

considerable doubt from both in vivo and in vitro experimental work is 

whether or not reverse flow is a common occurrance at branches. Wells 

et al (Wi) found some evidence of reverse flow in the left common 

coronary artery during systole, but the magnitude of this reverse velocity 

was fairly small by comparison with that of forward velocity during the 

later systolic flow and diastolic phases. Nerem and Seed (N5) found more 

substantial evidence of reverse flow in the canine descending aorta during 

their studies of development of disturbance. Given the wide range of 

flow conditions which occur in the circulation it seems plausible that 

reversal occurs in some locations, but whether or not it is a stable 

feature of the flow situation is as yet unknown. 
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Flow downstream to branches and bends is generally helical (in similar 

fashion to the situation in a pipe bend). 	Most reports, however, indicate 

that such secondary flows are dissipated within 5-6 diameters of the 

ostia. 	This finding illustrates how pulsatile flow can aid stability of flow. 

For example, Nerem, Rumberger et al (N4) reported peak Reynolds' numbers 

of 3085 in the coronary arteries of a horse. In a straight pipe of 

circular cross-section, steady flow of this character would probably be 

turbulent particularly if the feed to the pipe was essentially plug-flow as 

is the case in coronary flow. Because the flow is pulsatile, secondary 

flows and disturbed components which develop during the high velocity 

phase are dissipated during the low velocity phase with the result that 

these unstable features of flow can only manifest themselves during very 

high Reynolds' number flow. 

Nerem and Seed (N3) defined turbulence as "a velocity waveform 

with high frequency (ie velocity disturbances) all the way through the 

deceleration stage of systole'. In dogs they found several cases where 

turbulence occurred but that occurrances of turbulence were less likely as 

the frequency parameter increased and as Reynolds number decreased. 

Study of the endothelial cell layer has been found to provide 

qualitative information about flow behaviour. Nerem et al (N5) used 

electron microscopy to obtain photographs of cell formation in rabbit 

ostia. They found marked variation in morphology at locations proximal and 

distal to the flow divider. 	In the proximal region, cells had short length 

and small surface area. Near the branch they were aligned at about 450 

to the aorta. Aortic and flow divider cells were aligned strongly with 

expected flow direction, but those on the outer walls of bifurcations 
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where lower shear stresses were expected were very disorientated. 	Similar 

results were obtained by Reidy (R8). 

Thus it seems likely that cell morphology studies may yield 

information about shear stresses occurring in arteries. Because flow is 

pulsatile, the Shapes of cells are more likely to provide information about 

the nature of the time-averaged flow conditions in any specific location 

than about eg diastolic flow shear stresses. 	The technique, though useful 

for giving an overview of flow conditions, is unlikely to be useful for 

quantitative measurements of shear stress because an a priori knowledge 

of cell shapes at birth would be necessary. It is also unlikely that a 

sufficiently precise definition of cell shape could be obtained in order 

that accurate computation of shear stress could be done. 

1.5 In Vitro Studies of Flow Behaviour 

A variety of papers have been published discussing the results of 

studies of flow in model branches using hot-film or laser Doppler 

anemometry. 	Brech and Bellhouse (64) studied flow in models of branching 

vessels using hot-film anemornetry, and observed the effect of varying the 

parameters Re (Reynolds' number) and ci (frequency parameter). Working 

with circular cross-section symmetric bifurcations they observed the 

effects upon flow of both a rounded- and a sharp-cornered bifurcation. 

They found that helical flow occurred during steady flow, caused by the 

high inertia centreline flow in the parent vessel displacing the low inertia 

boundary fluid on the flow divider, preventing formation of a recirculation 

zone on the outer walls of the branch. They found some reverse flow on 
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the outer branch walls during the diastolic phase of pulsatile flow. The 

helical flow patterns observed during steady flow were also found during 

pulsatile flow, though in the case of the latter the secondary flows were 

dissipated during the diastolic phase when the instantaneous -Flow--rate 

dropped to a minimum. 	El Masry et al (E3) found similar flow patterns to 

those found by Brech and Bellhouse in both steady and pulsatile flow. 

They suggested that when pulse frequency was less than 0.3 Hz, reverse 

flows were -Found on one or both outer walls. 

Gutstein and Schneck (G3 and S3) used blood as the testing fluid in 

models of branches of circular cross-section with divider angles of 

00,110,300,450 and 600. Varying flow-rate and frequency, they -Found 

separation in all branching channels at or above some critical flow-rate. 

Below this value they found boundary-layer thickening (using radio-opaque 

dye to observe boundary flow behaviour). They claimed that separation 

occurred in the boundary-layer due to a low axial inertial pressure in 

boundary layer driving against an adverse hydrostatic pressure gradient 

caused by a cross-sectional area increase. However it would seem 

reasonable to expect separation to be caused also by inertial forces of 

the fluid in the sharp cornered branched channels used. Because sharp 

cornered domains have a very small radius of curvature, at the outer wall 

high centrifugal forces act upon the fluid flowing round the corner if 

there is no separation. Generally the induced pressure gradient normal to 

the wall is insufficient to prevent the inertial forces acting upon the 

fluid from causing separation. 

Rodkiewicz and Roussel (R6) varied distal branch area ratios, and 

branch angles in a simple mainstream:side branch network and observed 
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these effects upon 

the flow ratio of the daughter branches, and 

flow behaviour in bifurcation regions using hydrogen bubbles. 

They found crescent-shaped vortices forming in separation regions of 

both main- and side- branches, and observed some transport of particulate 

solids from main to side branch via this vortex motion. Ratios of 

side/main branch flow were found to increase with (a) decreasing Re, (b) 

decreasing divider angle, (c) increasing side to main diameter ratio. 

Rodkiewicz and Howell (R5), using similar apparatus, found flow ratio to be 

a weak function of frequency parameter. 

Rodkiewicz and Roussels (RE) finding that ratio of branch to main 

stream flow decreased with increasing Re is not, in itself, surprising, but 

it is noteworthy that they found this flow ratio to increase to values 

substantially greater than unity at Re < 1000 (in a branched flow regime 

where the daughter branches were designed to be identical), and to 

appear to asymptote towards infinity as Re -> 0. This result was also 

found by Crowe (C13) studying both flow of water and of a viscous dye 

solution. Furthermore, Crowe found this result in channels of both square 

and of circular cross-section, when the liquid was made to discharge into 

collection beakers. The qualitative behaviour for both fluids was similar 

but the flow ratio (Fr) vs Re curve for the more viscous solution lay very 

much closer to the origin. These results appeared anomalous in view of 

the fact that the flow regimes as described by both sets of authors 

should be characterised purely by Re. 	In view of this, an investigation 

was undertaken in order to establish why such unexpected results 

occurred. This is reported in Appendix B where it is shown that similar 
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anomalies were reproduced in circumstances where surface tension effects 

were found to be responsible and not when care was taken to eliminate 

these. 

Talukder (T2) used fluorescent dyes and cinematography to observe 

flow behaviour in symmetric models of branches with both steady and 

pulsatile flows. He observed secondary flows in both steady and pulsatile 

flows as described by Brech and Bellhouse (B4). In steady flow he found 

low shear stresses at outer walls of branches but, in the pulsatile 

situation, vigorous oscillatory motion in separation regions distal to the 

branching point. He found that this oscillatory motion produced much 

higher (and alternating direction) shear stresses than steady flow. A flush 

wall-mounted hot-film probe and anemometer system gave results 

confirming these beliefs. Both Talukder and Balasubramanian et al (B9) 

speculated upon the possibility of the alternating shear stress playing some 

role in the initiation process of atherosclerosis, though neither proposed 

any specific mechanism. 

Ling et al (L2) made measurements in an aortic flow model using 

hot-film anemometry and found a blunt velocity profile with maximum 

shear stresses being the in-vivo equivalent of about 130 dyne cm 2, ie 

about one third of Fry's critical value. They found flow to be 

transitional between laminar and turbulent, a finding which is compatible 

with those of in-vivo studies eg Clark and Schultz (C3). Batten and Nerem 

(B15) extended the in-vitro work Of Brech and Bellhouse by comparing flow 

behaviour in an in-plane (je flat) 3-dimensional branch with that in a 

branch which models the curve of the coronary arteries over the heart. 

The in-plane model reproduced approximately the results of Brech and 
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Bellhouse 	On 	the curved 	model, 	however, 	overall 	skewing 	of 	the 	velocity 

profile was 	towards the 	outer wall 	of the 	curve rather 	than towards 	the 

flow 	divider, 	due, presumably, 	to 	centrifugal 	effects. 	Helical 	flow 

patterns 	developed shortly downstream 	from 	the 	flow divider. 	In a 	study 

such 	as 	this 	the skewing 	of 	the 	velocity 	profile 	depends 	upon 	the 

respective 	radii 	of curvature 	of 	the 	surface 	of 	the 	heart 	and 	of 	the 

outer 	walls 	of 	the branch. 	Batten 	and 	Nerem 	found 	some 	diastolic 	flow 

reversal 	at 	the 	inner 	wall 	of 	the 	model 	curve 	over 	the 	heart. 	It 	should 

be 	noted 	that 	this area 	is 	one 	in 	which 	low 	shear 	stresses 	are 	expected 

and 	is 	also 	the 	region 	where 	most 	lesions 	were 	found 	by 	Fox 	and 	Seed 

(F5). 	They 	did 	not, however, 	find 	velocity skewing 	towards 	the outer walls 

of 	the 	branch 	which was 	found 	in 	horses 	by 	Nerem, 	Rumberger 	et 	al. 	A 

number 	of 	differences between 	the 	test 	media 	may 	explain 	this: 	for 

example 

differences in ratio of the radius of curvature of the outer 

wall of the branch to the radius of curvature of the surface 

of the heart, 

flow inlet conditions, 

the heart is a pulsating system in which the surface arteries 

are subject to translational motion and continual expansion and 

contraction. The in vitro model is not. 

Friedman, Hutchins etc. in a series of papers (F3,F6,F14), have 

modelled branched flow situations experimentally and measured velocities 

using laser Doppler anemometry. They have found high and low shear 

stresses occurring in close proximity to one another, time varying point--

of 

oints

of reattachment and no fully developed turbulence. One of the main 
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conclusions of their papers is that the accurate determination of the 

shear stress levels within the arteries from in vivo studies requires very 

accurate modelling of the flow regime. They found enormous differences 

in shear stress profiles caused by only minor variations in vessel geometry. 

Two other interesting methods used in the measurement of shear stress 

at vessel boundaries are the following: 

1. 	The 	electro-chemical technique, 	in 	which 	an electrolyte 	solution 

such 	as 	potassium 	ferricyanide is 	passed 	through 	a model 	of 	the 	flow 

system 	of 	interest 	which 	has 	electrodes 	implanted 	in the 	walls. 	When 	a 

current 	is 	passed 	through 	the solution 	the 	ferricyanide 	ion 	is 	converted 

to 	ferrocyanide. 	This 	reaction is 	fast 	by 	comparison with 	the 	rate 	of 

diffusion 	of 	the 	ferricyanide 	towards 	the 	electrode, hence 	the 	rate 	of 

reaction 	is 	limited 	by 	rate 	of transport 	which 	varies with 	shear 	rate 	at 

the 	wall. 	Thus 	the shear 	rate can 	be 	found 	directly by measurement of 

the current. 

This method has been used by Lutz et al (Li & L3), El Masry et al 

(E4), and Smith et al (SB). Lutz et al measured shear stress distribution 

in moulds of the aorto-celiac and -mesenteric junctions, and displayed 

absolute shear stress variation with location. At the downstream flow 

ratios and Reynolds numbers they tested, maximum experimental shear 

stresses occurred at or just downstream of flow dividers and 

corresponded to in-vivo shear stresses of between 10 and 100 dynes cm-2 , 

the latter of which is not very much less than the critical stresses that 

Fry (Fl) listed. One interesting discovery of their work was that at 
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certain -flow rates, the shear stress on the aortic side of the 

aorto-mesenteric flow divider decreased with increasing flow rate. The 

authors attributed this feature to flow separation at the divider caused 

by some interplay of flow effects caused by the close proximity of the 

two bifurcations. Other main features of their results were the 

observation of high and low shear stresses and of stable and unstable 

shear stress regions in very close proximity to each other. They found 

very good correlation of the regions in which they observed strongly 

fluctuating shear stresses with those at which strong lesion formation in 

dogs and swine has been found to occur in vivo. El Masry & Feuerstein 

(E4) studied flow in a model simulating the renal branches of the aorta. 

Using the electrochemical technique they found that shear stress varies 

strongly with Re but that it does not vary linearly. Upon the flow 

divider apex shear stress was found in one case to increase four-fold 

when Re increased by 251 An increase in Re of 1007 caused a shear rate 

increase of 231 upon the renal wall of the divider and of 507 upon the 

aortic wall. Similar studies were performed by and results found by Smith 

et al (Si). 

The electrochemical method has the advantage over velocimetric 

methods for shear rate measurement that shear rates are measured 

directly rather than deduced. As is discussed in section 1.3, point 

velocity measurements by anemometry near a wall can be very inaccurate 

and the compound errors in computing shear rate more so. With the 

electrochemical method the only sources of inaccuracy that occur are if 

the length of the electrode is too great and 

if the electrode is not mounted flush with the wall thereby 

causing flow disturbance. 	Neither of these potential problems need occur 
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with a reasonable amount of experimental care. 

2. 	The wall-coating erosion technique, in which the walls of the 

vessel under consideration are coated with a highly viscous liquid and shear 

stress is measured by the rate of erosion of the coating. Adamson and 

Roach (A7) used a white dyed viscous coating and a black dyed working 

fluid (water) and made video-recordings of the change of colour intensity 

of the wall coating. Using a video-analyser they quantified the rate of 

change of intensity of the coating which is assumed to vary linearly with 

shear stress over a known part of the period of the experiment. In this 

way they predicted the variation of shear stress over the domain of 

interest. As might be expected, they found considerable azimuthal 

variation of shear stress in both daughter limbs of a branch for which a 

side limb makes an angle of 900 both with the upstream limb and with 

the other daughter limb. They also found that the position of maximum 

shear stress varied azimuthally with axial position. 	This latter result lends 

support to previous in-vitro results (Brech and Bellhouse 134) which indicate 

occurrance of helical flow in the daughter branches of bifurcations. 

This technique 	has 	three 	main advantages over 	others 	so 	far 

described: (1) 	shear 	stresses 	may 	be measured 	with ease 	over 	a 	large 

number of points 	(limited 	only 	by 	the resolution 	of the video system) 	by 

re-running the 	tape, 	(2) 	qualitative assessment 	of wall 	shear 	stress 

variation 	can be 	done 	with 	ease 	and (3) 	the 	rate of 	thinning 	of 	the 

coating 	is, at least 	in certain circumstances a direct measure of the shear 

stress 	at 	its surface. 
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The main disadvantages discussed by the authors are: (1) internal 

geometry is altered over the period of a run, with the accompanying 

danger that the flow behaviour is changed and (2) shear stress 

measurement is limited to steady flow. 

Another problem upon which the authors did not comment is that if 

the rate of thinning of the coating is a measure of the shear stress 

acting on it, the ability to resolve variations of local shear stress over a 

surface is limited by considerations of continuity affecting flow in the 

coating itself. Thus the coating will tend to grow in thickness 

immediately downstream of a region of high shear simply by accumulation 

of sheared fluid there. Such behaviour would suggest that local shear 

stress variations may only be measured accurately if the analysis method 

yields data describing the rate of change of coating thickness. In the 

present case some correlation between optical density and coating 

thickness becomes necessary. Tanner et al (T7) describe the theory behind 

and the experimental practice of operating such a system using an oil film 

and measuring film thickness using laser interferometric techniques. They 

have never applied the practice to a complex system such as flow in a 

branched pipe, however, restricting themselves to the study of turbulent 

flow in a duct. 
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1 .6 Theoretical Studies of Flow Behaviour 

The main purposes of theoretical studies of flow in the arterial 

system have been 

(a) 	to improve knowledge of rigid vessel flow patterns in the 

vicinity of such regions as stenoses, bifurcations, etc where 

atherosclerosis generally initiates. 

to provide an 	estimation Of levels 	of wall shear 	stress, 	their 

spatial 	variation 	and their 	correlation with 	plaque formation 	also 	in 

rigid 	vessels. 

to 	provide velocity-pressure data to form the 	basis of 	mass 

transport studies (discussed 	in section 1.7). 

to provide an estimate of the effect of pulsatility upon 	the 

flow regime. 

to provide an indication of the effects of arterial elasticity 

upon flow behaviour and axial variation of pressure pulse shape. 

Studies of type (e) are prospectively of the greatest direct 

physiological interest. The difficulties of analysing pulsatile flow 

behaviour in distensible vessels are, however, very great. Some of them 

will now be reviewed. 

A substantial amount of research has been done in the field of 

arterial wall elasticity in order to determine the effects of elasticity 

upon 	pulsatile 	flow 	rates 	throughout 
	

the 	system 

(A1,A2,A6,C7,I11,l-l9,J1 ,R3R4,R9). 
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The main aim of (e) is to identify features of flow which may be 

associated with physiological disorders. For example, Anliker et al (Al) 

postulate that shock wave development may be associated with a faulty 

aortic valve and that the flow characteristics resulting from this 

disorder may be identified non-invasively using Doppler flow measurement 

equipment. 	In vivo studies upon horses and ponies (NE & Wi) revealed 

the development of low frequency velocity fluctuations in coronary 

arterial flow. While these pulses were believed initially to be caused 

by the oscillatory movement especially apparent in the coronary arterial 

system, subsequent theoretical investigation (R9) has revealed that the 

fluctuations are induced by the compliant nature of the arterial tissue. 

Such effects upon blood flow clearly have strong implications for the 

nature of flow within these arteries and thus can be considered to be 

of significance in the study of fluid mechanical influences upon the 

development of arterial disease. Furthermore, one theory of 

atherogenesis implicates pulse development directly. Lallemand et al 

(L5) stated that the degree of reflection of a pressure pulse from 

the aortic bifurcation depends upon the area ratios of daughter:parent 

limbs and speculated that atherosclerosis is influenced by the degree 

of reflection of such pulses. 

The most common approach to the study of pulse development 

along the arterial tree has been to assume the domain to be a 

permeable tapered vessel in which velocity varies only axially. 

Rumberger (R9) used data from the coronary arteries of a horse to 

approximate the rate of tapering of the vessel and rate of change of 

flow rate with distance for his model. 	He was able to predict that 

low frequency velocity pulses should be expected in the coronary 
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arteries of horses, a result supported by two sets of experiments. 

Pulse propagation appears most strongly influenced by the 

elasticity model used to describe motion of the wall. However, the 

modelling of viscoelastic behaviour of the arterial tissue is awkward. 

Arteries consist primarily of collagen fibres (which are mainly viscous), 

elastin fibres (which have purely elastic properties) and smooth muscle 

cells, but the relative proportions vary from artery to artery. Because 

collagen fibres are elongation thickening, the viscous effects dominate 

at high transmural pressure pulses, while at low pressure pulses, elastic 

effects dominate. Thus the mechanical properties cannot be defined 

easily. 

Nevertheless the incorporation of a viscoelastic term in the 

tissue's constitutive equation appears to alter significantly the 

propagation characteristics of the system. For example, Rudinger's (R4) 

purely elastic wall model predicted that shock waves can occur within 

centimetres of the aortic valve, a result which cannot be supported 

physiologically. On the other hand, Holenstein et al's (Hi) viscoelastic 

model predicted no shock wave development at all. 

The chief drawback of applying one-dimensional theory to a 

complex branching system is the amount of approximation which must 

be made. The arterial system cannot be described accurately as a 

tapered porous tube as the outflow function used in such methods is 

in reality a series of step changes in flow rate rather than a 

continuous outflow. Viscous losses cannot be described by the simple 

Poiseuille flow model which is commonly used and the viscoelastic 



behaviour of the wall is not easily definable. Nevertheless, the most 

sophisticated models do reproduce some of the salient features of flow 

found by in vivo study as is discussed in section 1.4. The above 

difficulties have, however, tended to restrict attention to the analyses 

of flow in rigid models of the arterial tree. 

The most common numerical techniques used for categories (a) - 

(d) have been the finite difference method (132,E5,F4,0203,R12) and the 

finite element method (D2,D5,G,K3,T8). These have been used to solve 

both steady flow and pulsatile flow problems in various flow domains. 

Most of these studies have been concerned with the behaviour of flow 

in branches, eg symmetric bifurcations (D2,E5,F4,K3,02), the renal 

tri-Furcation (03) and the aorto-renal and -mesenteric bifurcations (GY). 

Flow in symmetric bifurcations has been treated using the 

assumption of a branch whose outer wall forms a sharp corner with 

the proximal stream. 	The boundary conditions used for this domain are 

zero velocity upon the wall and Poiseuille flow at the entrance. 

All papers describing studies of this type report high shear 

stresses occurring upon the flow dividing wall and low shear stresses 

upon the outer wall. Upon the flow dividing wall shear rate increases 

very sharply for a short distance downstream from the apex and then 

decreases monotonically from the maximum. On the outer wall, 

behaviour is less predictable. Whether or not flow separation is 

predicted depends very much upon Re, the branch orientation to the 

upstream section and the ratio of ups t ream: downstream vessel 

diameters. For example, Friedman et at (F4) studied both steady and 
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pulsatile flow for Re = 100. 	For steady flow they found no reverse 

flow upon the wall but some during the diastolic phase of pulsatile 

flow. On the other hand, Kandarpa and Davids (K3) found a substantial 

separation region formed in this area when Re = 1050. It should be 

noted that Brech and Bellhouse (B4) cast doubt upon whether reverse 

flow occurs in this region (at physiological Re at least) during steady 

flow for a three dimensional domain. Their experimental results showed 

that secondary flows prevented recirculation even in this region except 

during pulsatile flow. Thus it could be argued with some reasonable 

basis that a steady state two-dimensional flow model which predicts 

reverse flow is in this respect physiologically unrealistic. 	All studies of 

flow in a symmetric branch, whether or not they predict reverse flow, 

report that outer wall vorticity increases in the streamwise direction 

proximal to the branching point, decreases to a minimum (be it positive 

or negative) distal to this point and then increases monotonically to 

the value for Poiseuille flow. 

It is very difficult to define accurate boundary conditions for 

pulsatile flow in models which assume rigid walls. The most convenient 

way to do so is to enforce laminar flow boundary conditions upon the 

entrance and exit to the domain under examination and use a pure 

sinusoidal pulse to describe the velocity profile at both the entrance 

and exit. This was the procedure followed by O'Brien and Ehrlich (03) 

in their study of flow near the aorto-renal arterial branches. O'Brien, 

et al (02), however, compared results for both the sinusoidal pulse and 

a more physiologically realistic pulse. This study indicated that the 

qualitative behaviour of flow is relatively unaffected by pulse shape, 

but that quantitatively it is altered substantially. For example the 
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ratio of in vivo pulse peak velocity to sinusoidal peak velocity was 2.5, 

and the corresponding ratio of vorticities was greater than this value. 

Both types of pulse yielded vorticities substantially greater than those 

found for steady flow. 

Neither studies of steady nor pulsatile flow using numerical 

techniques have indicated shear stress levels to occur which are 

greater than those specified as critical by Fry (Fl) at which the 

endothelial surface is altered. Kandarpa and Davids (K3) found shear 

stresses of up to 55 dyne cm
-2 

(ie 5.5 Nm 2) for steady flow at Re = 

1050 in a bifurcation modelling the aortic bifurcation. It is possible 

that a maximum shear stress several times this would occur if pulsatile 

calculations were performed,.- ut en the ether hand, this is a 

..ualuo of Re-for human aortic flow, where generally Re = 4000 approx. 

Details of shear stresses predicted by a finite element study of 

flow in a bifurcation are discussed in chapter 3. 

1.7 Mass Transfer Studies 

Almost all theories about the factors influencing atherogenesis 

have been based to some degree upon the principle that the mass 

transfer behaviour of molecules in the bloodstream plays some 

significant role and that this mass transfer behaviour is governed by 

the nature of blood flow. There have been two major areas of study 

within this field concerning respectively (a) the transport of 

macromolecules to or from the arterial wall and (b) the transport of 
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to the avascular region of the wall. The work relating to (a) is 

described in section 1.7.1 and that relating to (b) in section 1.7.2. 

1.7.1 Fluid Dynamic Features Influencing Plague Formation 

Fry (Fl) found that by increasing shear stress in an arterial 

segment in vitro, he caused an increase in rate of transport of 

albumin to the endothelium, that structural damage occurred above 

stresses of 380 dyne cm
-2 

 and erosion occurred at 1000 dyne cm-2 . 

He also found that rate of transport increases with transmural 

pressure, shear rate, and degree of turbulence 	fL 

Rate of transport of macromolecules to the arterial wall from the 

bloodstream is controlled by three mechanisms, the degree of effect 

of each being determined by size of macromolecule and local flow 

conditions. The three control mechanisms are 

diffusion through the fluid boundary layer. 

transport through the surface cell layer. 

intra-mural transport. 

Caro and Nerem (C18) investigated the influence of the diffusion 

boundary layer upon macromolecular transport using an in vitro 

apparatus. They passed an albumin solution through an arterial segment 

in Poiseuille flow conditions so that if the transport process was 

boundary layer controlled then greater mass transport would occur 

through the growing concentration boundary layer than further 
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downstream where the boundary layer was fully developed. However 

they found no spatial variation in albumin concentration and therefore 

concluded that transport of macromolecules is controlled at the 

surface or within the intimal regions. 

The effects of transmural pressure upon transport rates of 

macromolecules into the arterial wall have been studied by Chien et al 

(C1 1). 	They have found that rate of uptake of macromolecules in 

arterial segments increases with pressure (eg 671 greater uptake in 

vitro and 831 in situ at 100 mmHg than at OmmHg, and 3031 greater 

uptake at 200 mmHg. in vitro). They also observed (C14) rates of 

uptake of particles of known size at different pressures. At a 

physiological transmurai pressure of 100 mmHg particles of size 9-13 nm 

were found in the interstitial fluid (or vesicles) of the endothelial cell 

layer and in the subendothelial layer. When this pressure was raised to 

200 mmHg. particles of up to 25nm diameter were found in these 

regions. They point out that lipoproteins have diameters of 19-22 nm 

and might not be expected to be transported into the wall at 

pressures of less than 100 mmHg. but that high blood pressure (in 

cases such as hypertension) may cause enhanced transport into the wall. 

While peak transmural pressures are not generally as high as 200 mmHg. 

it should be noted that many authors propose that arterial permeability 

varies with shear stress. Thus a combination of the two effects could 

cause a sufficient increase in vesicle size to allow lipoproteins to 

transfer easily into the wall. 	A parallel study of the effect of shear 

stress upon transport of particles of known size into the wall has not 

been found. 
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From the results of the above studies it appears that resistance 

to macromolecular transport from blood to wall is predominantly within 

the endothelium. From Fry's and others' experiments concerned with 

variation of permeability with shear stress it seems likely that greatest 

mass transport occurs in regions of highest shear stress (eg flow 

dividers etc). 	Thus if the disease is caused by excessive transport of 

lipoproteins etc into the wall from the bloodstream it seems likely 

that the maximum accumulation of cholesterol would occur in areas of 

high shear stress. This presumption agrees with some, but not all, of 

the animal studies discussed above. It does not agree with results 

reported by workers studying arteries of post-mortem humans. 

Fry (Fl) did, however, suggest that the permeability of the 

endothelial cell layer to macromolecules is increased by increasing the 

fluid shear stress to which it is exposed and hence that destruction 

of this cell layer is not necessary for macromolecular transport 

between wall and lumen. 

As previously stated, 5ot. studies indicate a lesion predilection 

for areas where low shear stresses are expected such as outer walls of 

an arterial branch or the inner wall of an arterial curve. In these 

regions low permeability would be expected and thus mass transport 

across the wall would be reduced. Caro et al (C2) account for this by 

proposing that high wall shear stress is a controlling rather than a 

causative influence on the disease. They point out that cholesterol 

appears to be synthesised by the arterial wall and postulate that the 

net flux of this component is from the wall into the bloodstream and 

not vice versa, as is generally assumed. They claim that it is likely 
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that the high permeability of the wall to macromolecules due to high 

shear stress allows cholesterol to transfer away from the wall more 

easily than in low shear stress regions, and that accumulation of 

cholesterol at the wall initiates the fatty plaques which are associated 

with the disease. In the case of animal studies previously mentioned, 

the cholesterol diet may have caused such an increase in cholesterol 

level in the blood that the natural direction of mass transport for the 

macromolecule was reversed, with subsequent accumulation of cholesterol 

at those regions of high shear stress. 

Several groups of workers have found that damage to the 

endothelial cell layer can alter substantially the transport behaviour of 

macromolecules. Weinbaum et at (W6) found a 10 fold increase in mass 

transport rate over the experimental period when the endothelial layer 

was removed. Fry (F9) has found that a break in endothelial integrity 

due to excessive transmural pressure induces large changes in rate of 

lipid deposition, while Cotton et at (C18) found damage to cells led to 

increased protein diffusion into the walls. For transport to occur in a 

process involving fluid mechanical de-endothelialisation, the shear stress 

would have to be sufficient to remove the cells, or at least to alter 

them substantially. As stated above, Fry identified the magnitudes of 

the 	necessary shear stresses as being 380 dyne cm -2 for structural 

alteration, and 1000 dyne cm 2  for cell erosion. 	Few studies of shear 

stress variation in the major arteries of animals have, however, made 

credible the supposition that these critical shear stresses are exceeded, 

though some work has indicated that they may be closely approached 

(eg Crowe(C13),8rech & Belthouse(B4), Benson & Nerem (BiD)). Many of 

those who find results predicting the occurrance of high shear stresses 
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in vivo, and those who find lesions occurring in regions expected to 

undergo high levels of shear stress, have postulated physical and 

chemical changes as described by Fry as being primarily responsible for 

atherogenesis. However while it seems likely that alteration of the wall 

structure would provide conditions suitable for initiation of 

atherosclerosis, there is no conclusive evidence to indicate that such 

shear stresses are attained in the normal human being. Fox and Hugh 

(F?) demonstrated the development of regions of stasis on the outer 

wall of 2-dimensional branched channels, using aluminium powder for 

flow visualisation purposes. They proposed that atherogenesis occurs 

either by 

excessively 	adhesive 	platelets forming initial plaques 	in 	the 

vessel 	wall 	thus 	allowing 	-Fibrin mesh to grow or 

excessive 	stasis 	regions 	causing natural blood constituents 	to 

adhere to the wall. 

These results are shown by Brech and Bellhouses 3-dimensional 

study to be of limited value as regions of stasis in 3-d flow are less 

likely to occur due to secondary flow action. As was described earlier 

however some reverse flow has been found in animal studies which may 

cause some regions of partial stasis and provide favourable conditions 

for either of the mechanisms described by Fox and Hugh. 

Thus it seems unlikely that removal of endothelial cells by fluid 

shear stress within the arteries causes the initiation of the 

atherosclerotic process as sufficiently high shear stresses do not appear 

to occur. It is also unlikely that fluid boundary layer resistance to 
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macromolecular transport is as important as endothelial permeability in 

the exchange of lipoproteins etc between lumen and wall. The fluid 

boundary layer may however determine the resistance to the transport 

of small molecules such as 02  into the wall and such a resistance plays 

a role in another possible disease mechanism linking local hypoxia with 

growth of atheroma. This possibility is discussed in section 1.7.2. 

1.7.2 The Possible Role of Oxygen  In Atherogenesis. 

A further possible causative influence upon the development of 

atherosclerosis is hypoxia (ie starvation of oxygen supply to the tissue). 

Several sets of experiments (eg 04, H10) have indicated that animals 

exposed to an atmosphere with a severe shortage of oxygen, even for 

comparatively short, regular, periods of time are very much more 

susceptible to the disease than the control, while those exposed to 

hyperoxic conditions (high oxygen concentration in atmosphere) are 

generally much less susceptible. One possible explanation for these 

observations is that metabolism (or consumption) of lipoproteins etc in 

the tissue is impaired during hypoxia. Impairment of metabolism would 

cause an excessive concentration of lipoproteins in the tissue and 

induce the characteristic plaque development of atherosclerosis in the 

intimal regions of the arteries. Okamoto et al's (04) work offers 

support to this hypothesis, as they found that while tissue 

concentrations of cholesterol and triglycerides varied markedly with 02 

supply, plasma concentrations of the same compounds did not. The 

implication is that while there is no consumption of cholesterol etc in 

the bloodstream and thus no variation with 02  supply, there is 
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consumption in the tissue and consequently substantial variation with 02 

supply. Conversely, it has been suggested that both the solubility and 

the diffusivity of oxygen in the wall are reduced by an excessive lipid 

concentration in the tissue. In this case, transport Of 02 to hypoxic 

regions would be restricted, hence causing a snowballing effect of lipid 

build-up to occur and promoting atheroma. 

In vascular arteries, having blood vessels embedded in the walls, 

oxygen transport is bi-directional (ie 02 is supplied from both the 

microcirculation and the large artery) and there exists in the medial 

region of the wall a point of minimum oxygen concentration. Several 

of the major arteries are completely avascular (ie they have no vasa 

vasorum {blood vessel micro-circulation} to supply oxygen to the 

arterial tissue) and for oxygen supply, rely solely upon unidirectional 

diffusion of oxygen through the intimal and medial tissue from the 

lumen. This diffusion of oxygen is hence the only means by which 

lipids within these vessels can be consumed. In some avascular arteries 

the diffusion path length of oxygen is very long (for example in the 

thoracic aorta the distance can be 1mm), thereby causing substantial 

resistance to transport within these regions with the resulting danger 

of formation of local hypoxic areas. 

Three medical conditions which have been associated with 

atherogenesis are the following: 

high blood pressure, or hypertension. 

non-atherosclerotic sub-intimal thickening of the blood vessel. 

smoking. 
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Hypertension has been found to restrict flow of blood in the vasa 

vasorum, which may reduce oxygen supply to the arterial wall. 

Non-atherosclerotic sub-intimal thickening causes an increase in the 

diffusional path length and therefore an increase in oxygen transport 

resistance. Carbon monoxide (in exhaled tobacco smoke) has haemoglobin 

binding properties vastly superior to those of oxygen, thus oxygen 

availability from the blood itself may be severely restricted. 

Hence it can be argued that each of these three conditions could 

induce hypoxic conditions within the arterial wall which initiate the 

atherosclerotic process. 

These observations, however, while interesting in themselves, do 

not explain why atherosclerosis appears to be a focal disease which 

develops primarily in regions where disturbed flow is expected. The 

natural conclusion to be drawn is that the fluid mechanical behaviour 

of the blood flow in the major arteries must, in some way, influence 

the rate of oxygen transport into the wall. The most plausible (and 

obvious) means by which fluid mechanical behaviour could play a role is 

if the fluid boundary layer resistance to oxygen transport is of the 

same order of magnitude as or greater than the tissue-side resistance. 

The diffusivity of 02 in the tissue varies, depending upon the region of 

the 	wall, but is in any case of the order of lO 5cm2  sec- 1  while that 

of 	02 in plasma is approx 2 x 1O_Scm2  sec-  1 (S18). 	It is unlikely that 

oxygen transport is restricted by the endothelial layer in the way that 

macromolecular transport is (see C14) for the reason that the oxygen 

molecule is approximately 30 times smaller than the vesicles of the 

endothelial layer. It therefore seems quite plausible that the fluid 
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mechanical nature of flow in the artery may influence the rate of 

transport of oxygen to the wall. 

The major goals of research in this field have been 

to determine variation of oxygen concentration within the 

arterial wall 

to determine whether or not "normal" 02  levels within the 

vessel wall are close to hypoxic conditions, 

to determine how easily the reduction of luminal oxygen 

levels can induce hypoxia, 

to determine whether or not the character of the blood 

flow can induce regions within the arteries wherein the supply of 

oxygen is impaired significantly. 

The methods of study of oxygen transport and distribution have 

included both experimental and computational work. The computational 

studies (which are discussed later) have been concerned with all of the 

work discussed above. The experimental work has been concerned (so 

far) with categories (a) and (b). 

Oxygen distribution within the vessel wall itself has been studied 

with the use of oxygen pressure micro-electrodes, both with excised 

arterial segments and with animals in vivo. Such studies are extremely 

difficult to perform accurately, chiefly due to the effects of tissue 

stretching upon the electrodes and also due to the fragility of the 

electrodes in such hostile conditions. Buerk and Goldstick (BiB) however 

studied the variation of P02  (oxygen partial pressure) in rabbit aortic 
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tissue and in several arteries of dogs in vivo using P02  microelectrodes 

inserted into the tissue. The results they obtained indicated 

unequivocally that variation of P02  across the vessel walls studied is not 

symmetric in the cases where the vessel has a vasa vasorum and that 

oxygen consumption rate is greater near the endothelial side than the 

adventitial side (outer edge of the arterial wall). Their oxygen 

pressure profiles, when used in a computational model of the system, 

predicted that, in the canine abdominal aorta at least, if the oxygen 

supply from the vasa vasorum was curtailed then the outer half of the 

artery would become hypoxic. Crawford et al (C23), on the other 

hand, also measured variation of oxygen pressure in frozen arterial 

segments and found that its profile was roughly symmetric across the 

thickness. They also estimated the ratio of lumen side transport 

resistance to wall-side resistance to be approx. 2.4 , calculating their 

values from the product of diffusivity and P02  gradient. It should 

also be pointed out that their data differed from that of Buerk and 

Goldsticks (whose data predicted a ratio of oxygen consumption rate 

to conductivity only one quarter of that of Crawford et al's (C23)). 

Both studies however indicate that the fluid mechanical nature of the 

flow can play a significant role in influencing oxygen transport 

behaviour in the major arteries. 

Transport of oxygen within blood is governed by three basic 

mechanisms: plasma diffusion, plasma convection and convection of 

oxygen bound reversibly to haemoglobin. The most simplified method of 

studying oxygen transport to the wall is by assuming the major 

transport resistance to lie in the boundary layer immediately adjacent 

to the wall where blood flow is cell-free. This means that blood can 



be treated as an homogeneous fluid which has oxygen dissolved in it 

and that all non-linear terms introduced by the haemoglobin-oxygen 

reaction can be ignored. The axial and transverse velocities from the 

convection terms are found by solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. 

Solution of this equation using numerical techniques for physiological 

situations of this type is difficult because Pe is very high (of the 

order of 280000) causing concentration gradients which are low in the 

bulk flow and which are high in the boundary layer. Numerical solutions 

are produced for a set of points which correspond to the nodes of 

either finite element or finite difference meshes (depending upon which 

method is used). When Pe is high, convective mass transport is much 

greater than diffusive transport hence concentrations are only steep in 

the region adjacent to the wall. To define the system well a large 

number of nodes are needed in the transverse direction close to the 

wall. The more nodes used in a computation, the processing time is 

consumed (computing time varies with cube of no of variables). Hence 

such computations can be extremely costly. Most studies of transport 

within the blood stream have therefore been restricted to the 

boundary layer. Ehrlich and Friedman (E5), for instance, solved the 

Navier-Stokes equations using a finite difference scheme for a 

symmetric Y-branch and used the solution to evaluate the concentration 

gradient at the wall analytically. Their results show, as would be 

expected, qualitative similarity between the curves depicting axial 

variation of vorticity and surface concentration. This meant that 

highest rates of transport to the wall were predicted to occur at 

points of highest vorticity where the concentration boundary layer 

would be expected to be thinnest (ie upon the flow dividing wall) while 

the lowest appeared to occur upon the outer wall just distal to the 
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branching point. The main weakness of their model lies in the 

assumption of linear variation of axial velocity with distance from the 

outer wall of the branch distal to the sharp corner. In such a region 

for two-dimensional flow and Re > 1, the momentum boundary layer 

would be expected to thicken and flow perhaps to separate from the 

wall as axial velocity became small. The neglect of axial diffusion in 

such a region may also be a source of substantial error, particularly 

near the corner where their results indicated the axial variation of the 

wall concentration gradient to be very high. The comparative results 

that they display between the finite difference analysis performed for 

Pe < 500 and the boundary layer approximation show relatively good 

qualitative agreement when 50 < Pe < 400. When Pc was greater than 

this value the difference grid used for the computations became too 

coarse for accurate results, while when Pc < 50, the model assumption 

that the diffusion boundary layer lies in a region where velocity varies 

linearly with distance becomes inaccurate. A point worth noting with 

respect to this kind of study is that mass transfer is defined by not 

only by Pe (=Re.Sc) but also Re ie the development of a concentration 

boundary layer is dependent upon both the diffusion characteristics of 

the system and the velocity profile throughout the domain. When Sc 

is high then the solute transport is defined primarily by convection 

terms and diffusion terms are important only in the region adjacent to 

the wall where velocities are low. Thus when Sc is high accurate 

computation of concentration distribution requires meshes which are 

much more refined in the neighbourhood of the wall than would be 

required for the computation of the velocity profiles. 
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Friedman and Ehrlich (FlO) compared the effects of various 

boundary conditions upon the concentration distribution using the same 

boundary layer formulation. They found that lengthening the upstream 

section in order to cause the concentration boundary layer to develop 

further caused a decrease in wall concentration which decreased with 

respect to the shorter section solution along the test section. This 

result is as expected because the rate of boundary layer growth along 

a section decreases with distance (eg Bird et al (B19) show that the 

thickness of a momentum boundary in an otherwise potential flow 

regime varies with square root of distance from the leading edge). 

They also found that the effect upon wall concentration of using a 

flat rather than parabolic velocity profile at the entrance was minimal. 

These two studies report only a crude assessment of the concentration 

boundary layer thickness (assuming linear variation of concentration in 

this region). 

Back et al (616) also solved the Navier-Stokes equations for flow 

in stenosed arterial vessels using the finite difference method. 

Assuming oxygen transport within free plasma to be diffusion and 

convection controlled and transport of oxygen bound to haemoglobin to 

be governed by convection only, they added a new concentration 

variable to the convective terms of the equation governing 

concentration distribution which is equal to the product of saturated 

02 concentration in haemoglobin, fractional saturation of 02  in 

haemoglobin and fractional distribution of red cells in the boundary 

layer. Assuming their feed concentration of 02 to be unity and 

boundary normalised concentrations set at 1/3, they found maximum 

mass transfer coefficients occurred upon the proximal side of a 
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stenosis where the shear stress is highest (a similar result to that of 

Friedman and Ehrlich) and minimum coefficients upon the distal side 

where a separation region was found. They found very little 

difference between time averaged and steady state mass transfer 

coefficients except where the mass transfer coefficients were very 

low. Even when this was so the maximum difference was only 451. At 

points of high mass transfer they found that the convective term 

characterising the contribution of the haemoglobin reaction played a 

major role in the transport rate. This is evidenced by the fact that 

when this term has been included in the computations the resulting 

transfer coefficients in these regions are very much higher than when 

it has not. This was found not to be the case in regions of lower 

mass transfer. 

Schneiderman and Goldstick (S11) reached similar conclusions 

regarding the role of the non-linear convection term. They found that 

the cell free layer represented a fairly minor resistance to oxygen 

transfer and that the boundary layer extended well into the bulk 

luminal flow. 	Only at the leading edge was resistance predominantly in 

the cell-free layer but in any case the resistance in this region is very 

low. The model used by Schneiderman and Goldstick was designed to 

aid investigation into the conditions necessary for hypoxic regions within 

the arterial wall to develop. As such, the focus of their work is upon 

the distribution of oxygen within the wall itself and thus the effects 

of spatial variation of transport from the lumen are not considered. 

There is no computational study such as the ones described above which 

combines an assessment of both luminal and wall transport of oxygen. 

The same group (S9) did perform a study of transport to a stenosed 
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vessel using an expression for both axial and radial velocities in terms 

of axial and radial distances. 	The results from this study were similar 

to those of Back et al (B23). 

Using the lumen-side concentration gradients predicted by the 

model of Schneiderman and Goldstick (S12) an approximate mass transfer 

-1 	. 
coefficient of 1.3 x 10

-3 
 cm s (ie Sh = 65) is obtained for 

conditions which were expected to induce local hypoxia in the middle 

regions of the artery. This value is similar to those found by Back et 

al (B23) in regions of higher mass transfer. It is very much higher 

than the coefficients predicted by Back et al in the separation region 

distal to the stenosis. Again, this can be interpreted as providing 

indirect evidence that hypoxic conditions can be induced in the arteries 

by the nature of the conditions of flow. 

Thus, like all other areas of engineering study concerned with 

explaining what role fluid mechanics of blood might play in inducing 

atherosclerosis, the study of 02 transport yields several possible ways 

by which the disease could conceivably be induced. A study of mass 

transfer in a model of the arterial system was performed by the 

author, which is outlined in brief in section 1.8. 

1.8 Scope of this Thesis 

The above summary of the literature suggests that the influence 

of oxygen transport to and within the arterial wall may well in some 
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circumstances induce atherosclerosis. It appeared somewhat anomalous 

that no studies of three-dimensional oxygen transport to the arterial 

wall have been performed. Bearing in mind that 

the lowest transfer coefficients have been predicted to 

occur in regions of separation 

Brech and Belihouse (B4) predict no flow separation even in 

three- dimensional branches with sharp corners 

atherosclerosis appears to initiate even in arteries where no 

stenoses exist 

it seemed worthwhile to pursue a study of the mass transfer behaviour 

in an experimental model in which the flow features could be 

controlled. Chapter 2 contains a report of this experimental study in 

which mass transfer coefficients were measured in a two dimensional 

branch. 

A parallel study of this domain was performed using the finite 

element method to solve the Navier-Stokes equations and compute 

Sherwood numbers (normalised mass transfer coefficients) from the 

resulting velocity data. The report of the computational procedures 

and results is contained in chapter 3. 

As described above in section 1.5, some seemingly anomalous results 

were reported by two sets of authors (R6) & (C13). Both found that 

the ratio of rates of side branch flow to main branch flow in an 

asymmetric flow domain consisting of two equidimensional downstream 

branches increased with decreasing Re, asymptoting towards infinity as 
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Re -> 0. In view of this, an attempt was made to reproduce the 

experimental apparatus of the workers and to explain these results. 

This work and somewhat trivial results are described in Appendix Q. 

Chapter 6 contains a discussion of the results of the experimental 

and computational work together with an assessment of their 

significance with respect to the initiation of the disease 

atherosclerosis. Chapter 5 contains the overall conclusions of the 

study. 
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Chapter 2 	 An Experimental Study of 	the Variation of Mass 

Transfer Coefficient in 	a Symmetric Branched Channel 

2.1 Introduction 

The transport of 02  from the lumen into and through the arterial 

wall is controlled by three factors which are 

the concentration boundary layer resistance within the lumen. 

diffusive resistance to transport within the intimal and 

medial layers. 

local rate of consumption of 0 within these layers. 

Whilst the relative importance of each of these components in 

controlling the supply of 02  to all parts of the avascular arterial 

tissue varies from region to region, it is of interest to note that 

both Back et al (Bib), studying transport to a stenosed vessel wall 

using computational techniques and Crawford et al (C23), performing in 

vivo experiments to determine variation of 02  pressure within canine 

femoral tissue, conclude that in the regions of artery which they were 

studying, the lumen-side transport resistance was the dominant 

transport- controlling process. 

To date, all simulation of 02 transport to the arterial wall has 

been by use of computational models or by measurement of 02 pressure 

variation across sections of artery in vivo or in vitro. 	As discussed in 

chapter 1, section 1.7, the accuracy of the computational models 
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simulating -Flow of blood in a two-dimensional domain is limited by the 

elimination of any three-dimensional secondary flows. Models of 

transport behaviour between bloodstream and wall are thus necessarily 

limited by the same problem. Since some in vitro experimental studies 

(eg Brech and Bellhouse,B4 and Batten and Nerem B15) have shown that 

strong three-dimensional flows can occur in regions where 

atherosclerosis is commonly initiated, the validity of any fluid mechanical 

study which fails to take account of such features appears 

questionable. 

Measurement of luminal transport resistance using arterial segments 

in vitro is also very difficult. Crawford at al (C23) found major 

problems of positioning microelectrodes accurately and eliminating all 

effects of tissue stress upon the measurement of 02 pressure. Buerk 

and Goldstick (818) found similar problems when working in vivo: they 

also cited the fragility of the electrodes as a major problem when 

using this method. In addition while such studies supply transport data 

in physiological regions, a general study within arterial tissue is limited 

by the lack of consistant geometrical definition. 

Because there is little evidence of spatial variation in local tissue 

properties, the spatial variation of oxygen transport to the wall is less 

likely to be influenced directly by the transport properties of the wall 

than by those of the blood-flow. There-Fore three-dimensional variation 

of the transport properties can, in principle at least, be estimated if 

a suitable technique can be devised for measuring local mass transfer 

coefficients in such a domain. The advantage of this is that if the 

spatial variation of mass transfer coefficient, can be found for any 
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domain of interest, then the oxygen concentration in blood, together 

with the mass transfer coefficient can be used (perhaps in a simulation 

package such as that developed by Schneiderman et al S18) in order to 

assess the effects of boundary layer resistance in the model under 

study upon medial region 02  levels in an artery which is geometrically 

similar. In this way it should be possible to predict approximately 

what types of flow conditions, if any, may cause oxygen starvation 

within the tissue. 

2.2 Types of Experimental Method for Measurement of Local Mass 

Transfer Coefficient 

As identified by MacLeod (M8), experimental systems for measuring 

local mass transfer coefficients should ideally be simple to use, easily 

prepared and altered, produce easily processible results and be usable 

over a wide range of Schmidt numbers (Sc). Two principal techniques 

are available for measurement of local mass transfer coefficients, viz 

(a) profilometric methods and (b) electrochemical techniques. 

The method most commonly used to measure these coefficients is 

the electrochemical technique. As described in chapter 1, Lutz et al 

(Li) used this method to measure diffusion rates of electrolyte to an 

isolated electrode implanted in a model wall, from which measurements 

shear stress could be determined using the Leveque solution. Within 

the physiological system the boundary layer is well developed, hence 

when using the method to measure mass transfer coefficients in a 

model of such a system, the concentration boundary layer must be 

developed. For studies of transport to a three-dimensional model of 
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an arterial branch this would be done by making the entire boundary a 

cathode, whereby the boundary layer growth could start at the flow 

channel entrance. To measure the local mass transfer coefficient at 

any location, a small cathode electrode would be implanted upon the 

surface, isolated from the large cathode. Thus measurement of 

coefficients over a three-dimensional domain would require a large 

number of isolated electrodes implanted over the surface of the model. 

Lutz et al (Li) ,for example, used 75 electrodes in their two-

dimensional domain for shear stress measurement. Hence construction 

of the necessary apparatus is extremely laborious and many individual 

measurements are required. 

The most common profilometric technique used in the past involves 

the coating of a surface of interest with naphthalene using air as the 

experimental fluid and the measurement of local thickness before and 

after an experimental run at various selected sites of interest over 

the surface by some means such as air-gauging. Again, many such 

individual measurements are required in order that the variation of 

transfer coefficient over the surface may be obtained. 

A more efficient method for measuring mass transfer coefficients 

would be a profilometric technique in which rate of transfer could be 

observed directly - in domains such as three-dimensional arteries, this 

would be particularly advantageous. Such a method has been developed 

in Edinburgh and is termed the "Interferometric Swollen Polymer 

Technique". With this method, a thin silicone rubber coating upon the 

surface of interest is swollen to saturation by a swelling agent 

(typically an aromatic ester). The system can be designed fairly easily 
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so that both the physical and the optical density of the silicone 

rubber are similar to those of the swelling agent. This means that the 

rate of surface recession is directly proportional to the rate of 

evaporation or solution of the swelling agent from the surface into the 

working fluid during the constant rate period (in which the dominant 

transport resistance is in the working fluid). The recession occurring 

in a known time interval can be measured by laser interferometric 

techniques (either holography or electronic speckle pattern 

interferometry). Local mass transfer coefficients can thus be 

computed simply by counting the number of interference fringes 

passing the point of interest in a given period of time. 

Holographic methods have been used with the swollen polymer 

technique with considerable success in the past by MacLeod and others 

(K5.K6,K7,K8M8,H1O,M5). A basic introduction to and critical analysis of 

the technique is given by MacLeod and Todd (M5). They point out that 

the validity of the method is dependent upon five conditions being 

fulfilled, 

(I) rate 	of 	diminution 	of 	thickness 	is proportional 	to 	rate 	of 

evaporation of the swelling agent. 

 effective 	vapour pressure 	of 	the swelling 	agent 	over 	the 

surface is 	the 	same 	initially and remains constant throughout the period 

of the run. 

 overall 	resistance to 	mass 	transfer is 	predominantly 	in 	the 

working fluid 	phase. 

 the 	thickness 	of the coating 	at 	any given 	point 	is 	governed 

by the local 	rate of mass transfer - 	not 	by lateral 	diffusion 	or 	stress 
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effects. 

Cv) 	the relationship between rates of mass transfer and 

recession should be uniform despite any inequalities in the original 

coating thickness. 

Conditions Ci), (iv) and (v) were found experimentally to be valid 

for such systems as RTV silicone rubbers swollen to equilibrium with 

esters or hydrocarbons. Conditions (ii) and (iii) are fulfilled during a 

certain period of the run in which the polymer coating is not too far 

from saturation. MacLeod and Todd (M5) describe a procedure by which 

the length of this constant rate period can be determined a priori 

from the physical properties of polymer and swelling agent. Thus the 

swollen polymer technique can be used relatively easily to determine 

local mass transfer coefficients. This procedure is applied to the 

current case in Appendix C. 

2.3 Use of Optical Techniques to Measure Change in Length 

The use of coherent optical techniques to measure variations in 

length is a technique well used in many applications (eg in plane motion 

of a surface in shear stress measurement, oscillatory motion of a 

surface in rotating machinery). 	In holography the ray of light is split 

into a reference beam and an object beam. The reference beam is 

directed through a lens-pinhole arrangement on to a photographic plate 

(see fig 2.1). 	The object beam is also directed through a lens-pinhole 

arrangement and is then reflected from the object under examination 

on to the photographic plate. Thus a pattern of interferometric 

fringes corresponding to the wave front generated by the surface 
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under examination is produced upon the plate. When this pattern is 

developed photographically the fringe array forms a diffraction grating 

capable of reforming the original wave front (and hence the surface 

that gave rise to it) when illuminated by the reference beam alone. 

IF the reconstructed image is viewed through the photographic plate it 

may be arranged to occupy the same space as the original object. If 

the original object in its original form is still present the light 

originating from the object will interfere constructively with the 

corresponding image on the reconstruction and the object will appear 

light. If a locus of points upon the original object is then moved 

such as to alter the optical path length of light by one half 

wavelength then the light from that locus of points will interfere 

destructively with the corresponding locus of points on the 

reconstruction, resulting in a locus of dark points or fringe being 

superimposed upon the object which otherwise appears light. 

When the method is applied to the measurement of rates of 

surface recession of a swollen polymer, very accurate measurements of 

mass transfer coefficient can be made and the variation of 

coefficients over the surface easily assessed, at least in principle. 

There is, however, one major disadvantage with the method, namely 

uncertainty of fringe identification - it is often difficult to determine 

how many fringes have passed over a point in a given period of time 

because, if viewed in real time, some would be seen to have passed 

off of the edge of the plate. To follow the progress of a fringe 

across the interferometric image of the surface a run must be 

repeated several times over periods of varying length. In this way the 

rate of fringe traversal of the image can be observed and mass 
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transfer coefficients determined. This method is, however, somewhat 

laborious. 

A more satisfactory arrangement for observing fringe development 

is afforded by the more recently developed method of electronic 

speckle pattern interferometry in which fringes evolving due to the 

recession of a surface as described above can be viewed upon a video 

screen and recorded upon video tape or disc. In this system an 

optical path similar to that for holography is used but the object is 

viewed through an aperture small enough to generate a speckled image 

of dark and light dots such as that in fig. 2.2 which depicts a 

diffusely reflecting flat aluminium alloy plate. These dots are small 

interference fringes caused by the super-imposition of the reference 

beam upon the image produced by the object beam reflected from the 

surface of interest and represent points upon the surface which cause 

the reflected object beam to interfere either constructively or 

destructively with the reference beam. If. before an experimental run 

is performed, such an image is produced upon the face plate of a 

television camera and stored electronically, then exposure of the 

camera to the surface under inspection gives a signal that may be 

subtracted electronically from that of the original image. If, during 

the run, any specific point upon the surface has been translated out 

of plane such that the optical path length of the object beam 

reflecting from that point is altered by one half wavelength then the 

image of that point upon the camera face after the run will be a 

dark point caused by destructive interference of the stored image 

with the real time image. If this point upon the image forms part of 

a dark fringe, then this fringe represents a locus of points upon the 
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surface, all of whose translation has caused an alteration in optical 

path length of one half wavelength. Thus by considering the angle at 

which the light strikes and reflects from the surface, the distance of 

translation of all points on such a locus can be determined. 

This system has the distinct advantage that a new "original" image 

or reference state of the surface can be generated at the push of a 

button rather than by having to arrange a new exposure of the 

photographic plate. Fringe development can (where the experimental 

arrangements of the mass transfer system allow) be observed in real 

time rather than by the frozen -Fringe images which holography 

produces. Fringe development can also be recorded upon video-tapes 

or -discs for subsequent re-examination after the run. The only 

significant disadvantage of using speckle pattern interferometry rather 

than holography is that while the grain size upon the photographic 

plate can be made extremely fine, the pixel size in a video system is 

relatively coarse. Indeed it is the coarseness of resolution of video 

systems which prevents their direct application to holography, where 

the spatial frequency of the micro-fringes constituting a hologram is 

of the order of the wave number of the light employed. As is 

described below, this was found to be a significant problem near mass 

transfer leading edges but it can be overcome by use of a sufficiently 

flexible optical system. 

An electronic speckle pattern interferometer is marketed by 

Vinten Ltd of Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, England, which has facilities 

for viewing fringe development and video-recording as described above. 

This instrument, the -First available commercially, has been used to study 



the variation of mass transfer coefficients over a domain to simulate 

some features of arterial flow. Those studies are described in the 

remainder of this chapter. 

2.4 Preliminary Work and Considerations 

The aim of the experimental study was to examine how the mass 

transfer coefficient for oxygen 	varied 	axially 	in a 	branched domain 	and 

to demonstrate the value of 	the swollen 	polymer technique 	as 	a means 

by which this can be attained. The numerical studies by Ehrlich et al 

(E5,F1O) described computed variation of 02 concentration in a 

symmetric bifurcation which was chosen to model a two-dimensional 

arterial branch. In order that some comparison could be made with 

the results that they obtained, it was decided that a two-dimensional 

symmetrically branched channel should be constructed. This is 

illustrated in fig 2.3. 

For any optical system, rigidity of the materials of construction is 

essential in order that alteration of the optical path length due to 

undesirable experimental artefacts (eg creep) be avoided. The most 

suitable materials of construction are hard metals and glass. The 

machining of glass, however, is extremely difficult, and, in any case, 

given the necessary frequency of removal and replacement of an 

optically clear block it was felt that the use of a brittle material 

such as glass was inappropriate. For this reason several tests of the 

suitability of both perspex and polycarbonate plastic were performed. 
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Because the transparent material of construction was to be 

coated with polymer which was to be swollen with ethyl salicylate, it 

was necessary to ensure that the solubility of either plastic in the 

swelling agent was negligible. In addition, the plastic would be removed 

from the model structure between runs for swelling to resaturate the 

polymer coating. Such a procedure meant that the structure would be 

exposed to substantial bending- and shear-stress, both of which may 

cause creep and affect the optical characteristics of the structure 

directly or indirectly by causing creep. Therefore the effects of 

stress upon the structures optical characteristics were also examined. 

2.4.1 Solution of Plastic in Swelling Agent 

Both perspex and polycarbonate were Found to dissolve in the 

swelling agent (ethyl salicylate) though to markedly different degrees. 

The surface of the polycarbonate dissolved completely within hours, 

making the material completely opaque and unsuitable for use with the 

swollen polymer technique. Perspex, on the other hand, was found to 

dissolve very slowly in the swelling agent and retained a relatively 

(optically) pure surface over the course of several days. It was also 

found that the polymer tended to peel 0-F-f the surface of the 

perspex after several days, probably due to the slight solution of the 

surface in the swelling agent. Restoration of the surface to 

presolution clarity was achieved easily by heating the perspex plate in 

an oven at 600C overnight (to evaporate the ethyl salicylate) and 

subsequently by rubbing with perspex polish. It should be noted that 

periodic restoration of the perspex surface is necessary. If the 
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perspex has been machined substantially it should also be annealed in 

order to reduce the level of internal stress set up within the 

structure. If this is not done then (U slight creep of the structure 

may occur, distorting the results and (ii) cracking of the structure 

along the lines of dislocation within the structure may occur when the 

structure is exposed to the swelling agent. 
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2.4.2 Optical Distortion of Plastic Under Stress 

A perspex block of dimensions 2 x 1.7 x 40 cm was laid 

horizontally across two block supports positioned 20 cm apart upon the 

optical table of the interferometer and the vertical -Face further away 

from the light source was coated with matt-white paint to provide a 

suitable diffusely reflecting surface. A pre-test image of the surface 

was stored and then a weight was placed upon the centre of the 

block. When a 24g weight was added, four clear horizontal fringes 

became visible immediately upon the image. During the experiment 

there was no subsequent fringe movement, but after approximately 

three minutes the fringes had faded completely. When an 89 weight 

was added, again four fringes appeared, but this time took about ten 

minutes to -Fade. 

These results indicated that the optical characteristics of the 

block (ie its refractive index) were altered by the initial stress which 

was caused by the addition of the weights. The -Fringes upon the 

image corresponded to lines of distensive and compressive stress in the 

structure, while their disappearance indicated that creep of the 

structure had caused stress relaxation and a return to the original 

refractive index. When the smaller weight was added the rate of 

creep was lower than during the previous test and therefore the 

refractive index returned to its original value more slowly. 

These conclusions were borne out when a weight was added to the 

block and left to stand for twenty minutes to reach equilibrium. At 

the end of this period an image was stored and the weight removed. 
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Again, horizontal fringes appeared upon the image corresponding to lines 

of internal stress in the structure. These fringes disappeared after 

several minutes, again indicating creep of the structure, this time 

returning to its original state. 

These tests indicate that while the optical characteristics of a 

perspex structure are altered by the application of stress, consequent 

creep within the structure causes stress relaxation and restoration of 

the original optical characteristics. For this reason when any 

experimental channel was constructed for testing, a stress relaxation 

time of 20 minutes was allowed before a run was started. 

4.3 	Reflection Techniques 

As is shown in figs 2.5a and 2.5b, two basic optical reflection 

methods can be used to study the variation of mass transfer 

coefficients across a surface. These are total internal reflection and 

direct reflection. Both methods were employed in preliminary studies 

to compare the quality of fringes evolving from the point of 

impingement of an air-jet. 

Fig 2.5a illustrates the experimental configuration used to study 

the total internal reflection. When air is used as the working fluid, 

the critical angle 8 of the air-polymer system is given by 

8c 	 air polymer 
sin(n In 	) 	n = refractive index 

fl 	= 1.00 and n 	= 1.52 => 8 	= 41 0 air 	 polymer 	 c 

2 
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The prism under study was rotated until the angle of incidence 

was slightly greater than the critical angle and the diffusely reflecting 

surface was in view upon the screen by internal reflection from the 

polymer-air interface. A laminar jet of Re = 1000 (based on jet 

diameter) was directed at the swollen polymer surface from a distance 

of 5cm and fringe development observed. 

Fig 2b illustrates 	the configuration used to 	study 	direct 

reflection from a 	rear 	surface. As with 	the total internal 	reflection 

study, a laminar jet of Re = 1000 was directed at the swollen polymer 

surface from a distance of 5cm and fringe development observed. 

With both configurations, the contrast of the fringes such as 

those in fig.2.6 produced decreased with time, so that eventually they 

became indistinguishable from the light background. It was found 

consistently, however, that while this happened after only about eight 

fringes using the total internal reflection technique, as many as 

twenty-five fringes remained clearly distinguishable with the direct 

reflection method. 

The fading of the fringes was believed to be caused partly by 

the comparatively low resolution of the video monitor and partly by 

the fact that the fringes were viewed through a glass plate. When 

the fringe thickness becomes as low as one pixel (unit of spatial 

resolution upon the video monitor) the fringe becomes indistinguishable 

from the background. Because roughly similar absolute surface areas 

were studied using the two methods and because the fringes viewed 

with total internal reflection were viewed at an acute angle to the 
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surface, the fringe density upon the monitor observed with this 

method was considerably greater than with the direct reflection 

method. In addition, fringes viewed with total internal reflection were 

viewed through as much as two inches of glass while those viewed with 

direct reflection were not viewed through any medium more optically 

dense than air except at the surface itself. Comparisons between 

fringe quality of surfaces viewed directly and surfaces viewed for 

example through a glass plate of 1/2 inch thickness showed that the 

fringe quality is diminished significantly if the surface is viewed 

through an optically dense medium. 

Another possible cause of the fringe disappearance considered was 

that of surface decorrelation (where the optical configuration of the 

surface is altered). Examination of the fringe movement, however, 

indicated that the fringes became more and more thin with time and 

in any case, many such tests performed with the higher resolution 

holographic technique have revealed no such decorrelation. For this 

reason, this possibility was rejected. 

2.4.4 Conclusions 

These initial tests performed upon clear plastic prompted the 

following conclusions. 

(I) 	Polycarbonate, while a tougher plastic than perspex, is too 

soluble in swelling agent to be of use in the swollen polymer technique 

- at least when ethyl salicylate is the swelling agent. 
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Perspex is slightly soluble in ethyl salicylate, but careful 

monitoring of the condition of the surface and subsequent treatment 

of it as described above should allow this problem to be overcome. 

While perspex scatters and absorbs more light than glass, 

satisfactory fringes can be obtained using it as a material of 

construction. 

Removal from, repositioning upon and bolting to a rigid 

structure of a perspex plate will probably cause substantial internal 

stresses to be set up in the plate - allowance for natural stress 

relaxation of the structure over a period of twenty minutes before 

the run is performed should overcome this problem. 

Periodic stripping of polymer coating from the perspex 

should be expected. Treatment of the surface as described above 

with subsequent recoating of the surface should result in a coating 

suitable for experimental runs being obtained. 

NO 	Superior fringe quality was observed when direct reflection 

of light rather than total internal reflection was used. 

For these reasons, the optically clear material used was perspex and all 

surfaces were viewed using direct reflection from a diffusely reflecting 

back surface. 

2.5 Computation of Local Mass Transfer Coefficients Using the Swollen 

Polymer Technique 

Figs. 2.7 and 2.8 show the two optical paths employed in the 

present experiments using the direct reflection technique. Fig 2.7 
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shows 	a system 	in 	which the 	swollen 	polymer 	is 	coated 	upon the 

diffusely reflecting 	metal 	surface 	and 	in 	which 	light 	passes 	through 

both 	the flow 	stream 	and the 	perspex 	boundary 	wall 	opposite the 

surface. Fig 	2.8 	shows 	the same system with the exception that the 

polymer 	is coated upon the perspex wall through which 	light enters the 

system. 

In deriving the relationship for mass transport coefficient in 

terms of rate of fringe traversal, the following conditions must be 

fulfilled in addition to those specified by MacLeod and Todd (M5), 

The only surface which is translating is that of the swollen 

polymer (ie the system is free from the effects of creep); 

Where the transferring surface is viewed through the fluid 

stream the working fluid is optically homogeneous (ie the refractive 

index of the working fluid must be constant throughout the system - 

any alteration of it by eg the presence of evaporated swelling agent 

within the -Fluid must be negligible) 

Note that if the frozen fringe method is used rather than real 

time fringe observation, the apparatus can be emptied of fluid before 

the initial and final observations of the transferring surface and 

condition (ii) need not apply. If, in addition, the other components of 

the channel are dismantled before these observations of the 

transferring wall, condition (i) need not apply either. 

Assuming conditions can be fulfilled then for the configurations in 

figs 2.7 & 2.8 the initial length of the optical path through the 
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perspex wall, the diffusely reflecting wall and back through the 

perspex wall is given by 

S1  = 2(L1 	nL2) 	eqn (2-1a) 

After the polymer has receded by 6, the path length S2, is given by 

S 
2 	

= 2(L1 
	 2 

	

6 + nL - nö) 	eqn (2-1b) 

Therefore the path length difference caused by a surface recession 6, 

As, is 

	

AS = S - S2  = 26(n - 1) 	eqn (2-2) 

The number of (black) fringes thereby generated, 

N = AS/) = 26(n - l)/) 

and the rate of surface recession can be expressed by 

v = â/t = AN'/2(n-1) 	eqn (2-3) 

where N = aN/at and n = refractive index. 

The rate of mass transfer of swelling agent from the surface per unit 

area, M, is given by 

M = k(c - c) = k  
M 	 a 	ms 

when the working fluid can everywhere be taken as pure air, 



* 
= 	k 

m s 
P in /RT eqn (2-4) 

s 

where k = mass transfer coefficient 
M 

* 
P 	= vapour pressure of swelling agent, 

S 

C = concentration of swelling agent in the working fluid. 

c = concentration of swelling agent at the surface 

m = 1/(molecular weight) where all units are consistent. 

Also, if p = density of swelling agent then 

M = p o/t = pv = gXN/2(n - 1) 	eqn (2-5) 

and hence, 

* 
k 

m 	
= pARTm N'/2(n- 1)P 	eqn (2-6) 

S 

Eqn (2-6) becomes invalid if the vapour pressure of the swelling agent 

in the working fluid is not negligible. 	If this is the case then the 

true concentration gradients will be greater than those assumed, hence 

the true mass transfer coefficients will greater than those computed. 

One means of assessing the axial rate of change in vapour pressure is 

the following scheme. 

The rate of change of transfer rate with axial distance from the 

leading edge by the above derivation is 

k (x)WP /RT 	eqn (2-7) 
M 	 s 
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where 	 M = mass transfer rate 

x = axial distance from leading edge 

W = width of the duct 

P = swelling agent vapour pressure at mass transfer 
S 

surface 

R = Universal Gas Constant 

T = temperature (absolute) 

hence 

M(x) = P W/RTJk(x)  dx 	eqn (2-8) 
S 

The concentration of evaporated swelling agent in the fluid stream is 

the total rate of evaporation divided by volumetric flow rate. ie  

* 
c 	P /RT = Mb = P W/RTQJ0Xk(x)  dx 

0 	 S 

=> 	p * 5 
	 0

x 
= w/of k(x) dx 

Thus at any point x along the surface, the mass transfer rate is given 

SM 

* 	 * 
M/3>< = k(x)WP = k (x)W(P - P 

B 	 S 

* 	 * 
k (x) = k(x)P P - P ) 	eqn (2-9) 

S 

Eqn (2-8) was evaluated by integration of k(x) with respect to x 

graphically. The results plotted in figs 2.15, 2.16 & 2.17 were 

computed using eqn (2-9). 
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2.6 	Measurement of Local Mass Transfer Coefficients in a Two-Dimensional 

Model Branch. 

2.6.1 Apparatus 

A two-dimensional symmetric bifurcation was constructed as 

illustrated in fig 2.4. The upstream channel was 20 cm in length, 

4.8cm in height and 0.8cm in width. Both downstream branches had 

corresponding dimensions of 10cm x 4.8cm x 0.4cm and the angle 

between the branches was 900. The base was constructed from 

aluminium alloy and the top from perspex. The flow dividing wall, one 

side of the upstream channel and one downstream outer wall were also 

constructed from aluminium alloy while, as shown in fig 2.5, the other 

walls were of perspex. Air was used as the working fluid in all 

experiments. The flow inlet to the channel was a 1/2cm diameter 

nozzle which connected to an expanding PVC channel as shown. A Layer 

of cloth was placed across the channel entrance to promote a uniform 

velocity profile at the entrance. All walls and the upstream feeder 

channel were fitted flush with each other and were bolted both to 

the top and to the base of the model, their removal thus being easily 

facilitated. The whole model was bolted to the optical table of the 

interferometer (fig 2.9) during each run. To minimise reflection of the 

light from the aluminium base, a strip of matt-black paper was 

cemented to this surface. Air flow rate was measured using a 

rotameter positioned upstream of the model. 
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2.6.2 Experimental Preparation 

The silicone rubber polymer was prepared by mixing thoroughly a 

10:1 	weight 	ratio 	of RTV 	615 	monomer 	and catalyst 	(GEC 	Silicone 

Polymer 	Div.) 	which 	was cast 	over 	the surface 	of interest 	to 	form 	a 

uniform 	coating 	approx. 0.3mm 	thick. 	(iii) Curing of 	the monomer was 

done 	overnight 	at 	60°C. The 	polymer was 	cast simply 	by 	(a) 	pouring 

the 	mixture 	on 	to 	the 	surface 	of interest, and 	(b) 	bursting 	all 

entrained 	air 	bubbles on the surface. 
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2.6.3 	Experimental Procedure 

Before each run, the polymer coating was immersed in the swelling 

agent (in this case ethyl salicylate) for at least three hours in order 

to swell it to equilibrium. The mass transferring surface was 

subsequently 	removed and allowed to 	drain before 	being 	dried 

superficially 	and 	bolted to the 	model channel. The 	channel 	itself 	was 

then 	positioned 	upon and bolted to 	the optical 	table 	of 	the 

interferometer and a preliminary image of the surface stored 

electronically. A standing time of 10-15 minutes was then allowed in 

order to enable the effects of creep in the perspex components to 

stabilise (these were considered to have stopped when the -Fringe 

movement over the screen had ceased). A new image was then stored, 

air supply through the model commenced, and fringe development 

observed and recorded upon video-tape. 

Three sections of the model were studied: namely the flow 

dividing wall, the parent wall near the branching point and the outer 

wall of the daughter branch. In the former two sections it is 

physiologically realistic to assume that the boundary layer develops from 

a leading edge incorporated within the section. For example, a new 

boundary layer must be formed at the point of flow impingement upon 

a flow dividing wall. In the latter section, however, this is not the 

case. The boundary layer development upon a continuous wall at a 

branching point will initiate at a discontinuity upstream from the 

bifurcation (such as another bifurcation). For this reason when the 

outer wall was studied a boundary layer was grown upon the upstream 

section. 
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2.7 	Data for Computation of Mass Transfer Coefficients 

Eqn (2-6) is the equation by which local mass transfer coefficients 

were found. The data for this equation is as follows 

Density of ethyl salicylate (liquid) = 1 129 kg m 2  

Wavelength of Laser Light = 633 nm 

Universal Gas Constant = 8.314 3 mol K 

Temperature (K) was measured at the time of each run. 

Number of gram moles per kilogram of ethyl salicylate = 6.024 mol kg- 

The vapour pressure of ethyl salicylate, P 	Is given in functional form 
S 

by Kapur and MacLeod (K6) le 

* 
P (mmHg) = exp(20.318 - 6790/T) , 291 K 4 T 4 297 K. 

S 

Using an EP411 rubber - ethyl salicylate system, Kapur and MacLeod (KB) 

found little variation of refractive index with volume fraction of 

swelling agent. On this basis, it was assumed that the same applies to 

the RTV 615 polymer used in the present experiments. 

2.8 Interpretation of Interferometric Fringe Patterns. 

As has been discussed above, the consequence of variation of mass 

transfer coefficient across the surface of a polymer coating upon the 

variation of change in thickness Of that coating is that in regions of 

high mass transfer coefficient the rate of decrease in coating 

thickness is greater than it is in regions of low mass transfer 

coefficient. Thus in a duct which has one wall coated in polymer and 
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swollen with (eg) ethyl salicylate such that the coating thickness is 

initially uniform across the surface the greatest rate of recession 

occurs at the leading edge. When, at the point of maximum mass 

transfer coefficient (ie leading edge) the surface has receded by a 

distance corresponding to one half wavelength in optical path length 

the image of this point becomes black as described above. As 

recession continues, the optical path length increases eventually by one 

more half wavelength and the image of the leading edge becomes white 

again while points downstream, as they reach a distance of recession 

corresponding to one half wavelength become black. As the coating at 

these latter points recedes further, these again become white. Thus 

the real time image produced by the recession of the coating is one 

of a black fringe evolving from the point of maximum mass transfer 

coefficient and moving progressively across points of lower and lower 

mass transfer coefficient. Fig 2.6 shows the image produced by an air 

jet impinging upon a flat surface. In this case the point of maximum 

mass transfer coefficient was the point of impingement. All points 

around the point of impingement were of lower mass transfer 

coefficient and the mass transfer coefficient decayed with distance 

from the point of impingement. This process was modelled on the 

video screen by; firstly the appearance of a black dot at the image of 

the point of impingement; secondly the growth of that dot into a 

black solid circle, and thirdly by the development of a white dot 

within the black circle thus causing the circle to become a black 

fringe. This process repeated itself throughout the experimental run, 

giving rise to the image photographed in fig 2.6. 	Since the points of 

maximum mass transfer coefficient act as fringe sources, it follows 

that points of minimum mass transfer coefficient act as fringe sinks. 
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Fig 2.10 is a photograph of a fringe pattern observed upon the outer 

wall of the model bifurcation. Three circular fringes were moving 

towards the images of points of minimum mass transfer coefficient at 

which they disappeared (rather than away from points of maximum mass 

transfer coefficient from which they would have evolved). 

The consequence of this surface recession is, naturally, that 

hollows, troughs, peaks and crests develop upon the surface of the 

coating. If the surface is initially flat then in the experiment in 

which air impinges upon the surface, a circular hollow develops which 

becomes several microns deeper with respect to the rest of the 

surface. Upon the outer wall of the bifurcation at the three points 

of minimum mass transfer, three peaks develop which become several 

microns higher than the rest of the surface. Thus the interferometric 

fringe pattern becomes effectively a contour map of the surface of 

interest for which peaks and hollows can be identified by whether 

fringes are moving towards or away from them. 

2.9 	Results 

2.9.1 General Conclusions 

Three sets of runs were performed upon the apparatus at six 

different values 	of Re each. 	The areas studied 	were the 	flow divider, 

the 	outer wall 	of the daughter branch and 	the parent branch. 	With 

the 	exception 	only of points near 	the apex 	of 	the 	flow 	dividing 	wall, 

it 	proved 	possible to observe 	fringe development 	in 	real 	time 	by 
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shining light through both a perspex wall and an air stream and 

reflecting it from a diffusely reflecting surface. Prior to the runs 

being performed, it was felt that substantial difficulties in following 

fringe movement might be encountered due to the oscillation of the 

fringes in real time caused by minor variations in the refractive index 

of air. 	This turned out not to be the case. Prior to the runs being 

done, it was planned that all measurements of fringe traversal would 

be done by simple counting of fringes passing a single point upon the 

video screen. Because, in some cases, substantial three- dimensional 

flow effects were encountered, this was not always possible because 

very large "height-wise" variations of transfer coefficient were found 

as well as length-wise variations. In these cases, fringes were 

superimposed upon the video screen by adjustment of an object beam 

mirror and their rate of movement was observedf.Y -13 

Several problems were encountered with the use of the 

interferometer itself. While the machine was designed to be operated 

with the minimum of operator skill, it has become apparent 

subsequently that, with its being a prototype, several of the optical 

characteristics were somewhat poorly designed. The net effect of this 

was that only relatively poor contrast was obtainable and it was, 

therefore, not possible to identify fringes which were reasonably close 

together. 	As is discussed below, this meant that it was impossible to 

identify, for example, fringes eminating from the apex of the flow 

dividing wall with the result that a complete profile of the variation 

of mass transfer coefficient over the whole branched region was not 

possible. Problems were also encountered with the electronics of the 

machine. Each time that the machine was switched on, a substantial 
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warm-up time was required - often as long as 2 hours before 

pre-superimposed fringes upon the screen stopped traversing the 

screen. During the course of some runs it became evident that 

fringes generated by the machine were being superimposed upon the 

those causing recession of the surface and that results obtained were 

consequently meaningless. Lastly, when the machine was switched on 

for an excessive period, electrical interference caused a snow pattern 

to be superimposed upon the screen. For these reasons several of the 

results were worthless and the runs had to be repeated. This meant 

ultimately that not as many runs were done as had been envisaged at 

the start of the work. The rest of the chapter describes those that 

were. 

2.9.2 Adequacy of the Two-Dimensional Model 

The purpose of the experimental program was to examine the 

variation of mass transfer coefficient in a two-dimensional flow 

branched environment. The configuration used to achieve this end was 

as described above a Y shaped channel of rectangular cross-section 

with an aspect ratio of 10 (see fig 2.4). The inlet axial velocity 

profile was made uniform across the whole cross-section by the 

mounting of filter cloth at the channel entrance in order to impose a 

significant uniform pressure drop upon the system. As can be seen in 

figs. 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12, however, this did not cause an even variation 

of mass transfer coefficient across the (vertical) transferring wall. In 

virtually every run performed there were three maxima and four minima 

at any axial position. Similar, although not identical, results have been 

obtained previously in unpublished work from studies of mass transfer 
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in a rectangular duct using the same swelling agent system as the 

present with holographic interferometry (Lewin 1978). In this work 

fringes were found generally to have two peaks (rather than three - 

see fig 2.14) at positions approximately one sixth of the channel width 

from either side - these peaks corresponding to points of highest mass 

transfer. Between the peaks slightly lower mass transfer coefficients 

were observed and there was relatively little variation of k m 
 with 

transverse distance. In general Re for these studies was about an 

order of magnitude higher than those in the present studies and flow 

could be described as completely turbulent. The fringe shapes 

observed in these studies suggested that 

the velocity profile in the central portion of the duct was 

completely flat 

elevated values of k were induced by the vortical nature of the 
M 

flow near the corners of the ducts 

the sharp reduction of k with decreasing transverse distance from 

the corner was caused by the decreasing velocities expected in this 

region with decreasing distance from the corner. 

While the present set of experiments were conducted in a domain of 

different geometry and while flow was generally only partially disturbed, 

conclusions (b) and (c) above hold for them also. The presence of 

secondary flows near the corners of the channel walls and top suggests 

that flow in the channel is not developed laminar flow but is 

disturbed. Such mass transfer characteristics were found in the 

upstream section as well as in the flow dividing and outer walls of the 

downstream section hence their presence cannot be related solely to 

the kind of three-dimensional secondary flows associated with branched 

flow discussed in chapter 1. No examination was conducted with a 
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view to determining whether or not such secondary flows were to be 

found throughout the flow domain as well as the corners, but the 

upstream flow channel was designed with a view to removing all entry 

length effects, hence it was assumed that flow was well developed 

near the branch point except at top and bottom corners. Because a 

centre-line peak appears in all runs performed, conclusion (a) appears 

inappropriate. The presence of this peak suggests that the velocity 

profile in the vertical direction was not flat but, given its symmetry, 

perhaps parabolic. It was not felt, however, that this velocity 

variation was, in any of the tests, very significant. Fig 2.1j. for 

example is a photograph of fringes caused by mass transfer of swelling 

agent in the upstream section of the branched channel with Re = 15oo. 

The three main fringes in this figure are, from right to left, the 

fifth, sixth and seventh respectively to have passed over the screen 

from the left hand side. It can be seen that in this figure the 

maximum transverse variation in fringe number at any point within the 

central portion is one, which corresponds to a maximum transverse 

variation of k of c. 257. Upon this basis it was reasoned that the 
M 

vertical variation of axial velocity was unlikely to be substantially 

greater than 257 and for the purposes of km  measurement, therefore, 

the centre-line peak fringes were taken to be representative of the 

two-dimensional axial variation of k 
M 

A major problem encountered with measuring rates of fringe 

traversal of the image was that in regions with a strong variation of 

km with distance (in any direction) fringes became very close to one 

another and upon the video screen, which was of relatively low 

resolution, their identification became extremely difficult. This problem 
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could have been overcome by use of a shorter focus imaging lens and 

with suitable adjustment of aperture and beam intensity, but with the 

general purpose commercial instrument employed, such adjustment was 

impossible. For this reason it was not possible to measure accurately 

mass transfer coefficients upon or near to the apex of the flow 

dividing wall and would not have been possible to measure such 

coefficients accurately in the region adjacent to the boundary. 

This effect is demonstrated in fig 2.13. This photograph depicts 

mass transfer fringes in the upstream section of the channel with Re 

= 	5 OCt In the centre of the photograph where transverse gradients 

of k are low, fringes are well defined while at both the bottom and, 
M 

and particularly at the top, fringes are decidedly less distinguishable 

due to the lack of resolution of the video monitor, or more probably, 

of the whole system. 

2.9.3 Variation of Sh with Position 

The 	results plotted in 	figs 2.15, 	2.16 and 2.17 	were computed 

using 	eqn 	(2-9). From this equation it 	is obvious that 	the 

p!-c. concentration of swelling agent increases with increasing mass transfer 

coefficient and decreasing volumetric flow rate etc. The highest mass 

transfer coefficients occurred upon the flow dividing wall, thus the 

highest concentration of swelling agent was found to occur at Re = 

160 (the lowest Re tested). The maximum vapour pressure in the 

stream was found to be lOX of that at the mass transfer surface at 

the exit from the channel. When Re = 1900, this figure was 77. Thus 
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the effects of increase of swelling agent vapour pressure often cannot 

be ignored in systems of similar dimensions and flow-rates as the 

present and the treatment of the coefficients measured directly as is 

described by eqn (2-9) is necessary to correct the results obtained 

using eqn (2-6). 

Figures 2.15, 2.16 and 2.17 depict variation of mass transfer 

coefficient with local position for a variety of Re at three different 

parts of the experimental domain; namely the flow dividing wall, the 

upstream wall and the outer wall of the channel downstream of the 

branching 	point. 	As can 	be seen in 	fig. 2.15, 	k 
m 

decreases 

monotonically with axial distance from the apex of the dividing wall. 

This is caused directly by the monotonic growth of the concentration 

boundary layer with distance from the leading edge of the mass 

transferring region which in this case was the apex of the flow 

dividing wall. Such an effect implies that if all other mass 

transferring effects are neglected, the flow dividing wall near the 

apex is not likely to be very as susceptible to hypoxic conditions as 

other regions because the mass transfer coefficients in that region are 

comparatively high. This result is supportive of those obtained by 

Friedman and Ehrlich (FlO) in their computational studies and is one 

which has been used in the past by Caro et al (C2) to support their 

view that high macromolecular transport transport from the wall in this 

region causes retardation of atherosclerosis. 

A similar 	result 	occurs when mass transfer in 	the upstream section 

of the system 	is 	considered- 	In this 	case, 	as with the 	flow dividing 

section, the 	mass 	transferring leading 	edge is 	well defined and 	is 
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coincident with that for momentum transfer. Thus, again, Sh decreases 

with axial distance from the leading edge. 

The rates of growth of momentum boundary layers in each region 

are affected by different flow features. In the upstream section of 

the channel the feed velocity pro-File is approximately flat. This causes 

a high shear stress at the channel entrance which diminishes with 

distance as the momentum boundary layer grows. In the flow divider 

region the entry flow is likely to be reasonably well developed (see 

chapter 3 - computational work) but the velocity profile is strongly 

skewed towards the dividing wall. 	Thus centrifugal -Forces are liable to 

restrict boundary layer growth along this wall. In addition, the channel 

was so designed that the mean velocity in each of the daughter 

branches was equal to that in the parent branch. Thus since their 

widths are one half of that of the parent branch, the mean shear 

stress in the daughter branches would be expected to be greater than 

in the parent branch even without the skewed velocity profile. 

For these reasons it should be expected that both the momentum 

and the mass transfer boundary layers develop more 'slowly' axially 

upon the -Flow divider than in the upstream section and correspondingly, 

that mass transfer coefficients will be higher upon the flow dividing 

wall. While this is impossible to assess precisely due to the difficulties 

of measuring Sh in the region of the leading edge, it does appear 

generally to be the case. 

The situation in the third part of the flow domain - the outer 

wall of the daughter branch - is somewhat different. It is the only 
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region of the three which has no mass transfer leading edge and for 

this reason its mass transfer characteristics are substantially more 

dependent upon flow conditions in other regions of the domain than 

are those of the upstream and flow dividing walls. Furthermore, 

because the domain is essentially two-dimensional, there is no reason 

why the three-dimensional secondary flows observed by Brech and 

Bellhouse (86) in this region of their three-dimensional channel should 

occur. It seems likely that flow separation downstream of the 

branching point should occur, particularly in view of the fact that the 

upstream and downstream walls of the model meet at a sharp point. 

The results, illustrated in fig. 2.17, indicate that this is the case. 

As can be seen Sh increases with distance from the sharp corner upon 

the outer wall at all values of Re tested. Only at the highest Re 

tested (Re1330) is the increase of Sh with distance not monotonic. 

In this case Sh reaches a minimum value close to the corner followed 

by a subsequent increase with distance away from this point. 

From above, these results imply that the concentration boundary 

layer is thickest near the branch point upon the outer wall and that 

it decreases in thickness with distance from that point. This is 

consistent with there being flow separation and reversal in this region 

as illustrated in fig.2.18. Separation causes low reverse velocities in 

the region immediately distal to the branch point. Transport in this 

separation "bubble" is more strongly influenced by diffusion than in 

others as the convection term is weak. Further downstream, boundary 

velocities increase as the velocity profile skews less towards the 

dividing wall, hence the role of convective transport becomes more 
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important and therefore Sh increases. Beyond the point of 

reattachment the influence of Convection near the boundary decreases 

axially and. Correspondingly. Sh decreases. In the present studies, 

however, this point of reattachment was not observed and was 

presumed to be beyond the end of the Channel. 

This whole effect of 	ewira of the velocity profile if modified 

to some extent by the rate of boundary layer growth in the upstream 

section of the channel. When Re is low the upstream boundary layer 

grows relatively quickly before the corner and subsequently decreases 

with distance downstream from this point. If Re is hiah, however, 

boundary layer growth over the length of the upstream section is 

limited, with the net result that the boundary layer continue: tc grow 

distal to the corner for a distance dependent upon Re before reducing 

in thickness with distance downstream up to the point of reattachment 

of flow. This is why a minimum Sh was found for the highest Re 

examined. 

A 	preliminary 	experiment 	demonstrated 	the effect 	cf tber€ 	being 

no 	boundary 	layer 	growth 	in the 	upstream 	section of t he 	ch?rInE 1. 

With 	this 	configuration 	it 	was fcnd 	that 	St decrea:e srarp•y 	v 	U 

distance 	along 	the 	whole 	lenoth of 	the 	outer wall 	for ah 	e, 	tIlL: 

confirming 	that 	in 	this 	region the 	boundary layer 	will onv 	diminish 

axially 	if 	it 	is 	sufficiently 	thick at the corner. 
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2.8.4 Comparison of Relative Magnitudes of Sh in the Various 

Regions under Study 

By far 	the 	most 	consistent results 	were 	obtained 	for mass 

transfer measurements upon 	the flow dividing 	wall. 	In 	this case 

(fig.2.15) Sh 	increased monotonically with Re 	in 	all 	axial 	positions upon 

the 	wall. Sh decayed rnonbnfrally with distance from the apex in 	all 

cases 	and, particularly when Re was high, there appeared to be a very 

sharp 	decay in 	Sh 	with distance 	in the region 	adjacent 	to 	the apex. 

As 	will 	be discussed 	in chapters 	3 	and 4. these 	results 	are 	very 	similar 

to those predicted by the computational model. 

Such consistency 	was 	not 	found 	for 	mass transfer coefficients 

measured upon 	the perspex 	outer 	wall. 	In 	the upstream section 	Sh 

decayed 	linearly with distance 	from 	the entrance for 	all 	Re. The curve 

for 	Re 	= 1500 	is closer 	to 	that 	for 	Re 	= 1000 	than would 	be 

expected from 	the apparent 	variation 	of 	Sh 	with 	Re 	for most other 

values of Re. 

In the downstream section the curves for Re = 1500 and 1900 

were separated by a sizeable gap from the curves for smaller Re. 

Figs. 2.16 and 2.17 can be used to check for consistency of 

results between the separate branch regions. Because the 

concentration boundary layer in the upstream section is still apparently 

growing with distance at the branch point and because boundary layer 

thickening would be expected downstream from the branch for reasons 

discussed above, lower Sh would be expected in the region near to but 

downstream from the branch than in that upstream. This was found 

to be the case for all lower values of Re Cie Re < 1500). Each of the 

curves for the lower Re upon the downstream outer wall, if projected 
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to the corner (or axis) shows Sh to be very similar to, but less than, 

that for the upstream wall. 

For these reasons it was felt that the results presented were 

reasonably consistent with each other and - qualitatively at least - 

with those results which would be expected for a physiological domain 

of geometric similarity given similar Sc for the systems. 
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Chapter 3 

Analysis of Flow and Mass Transport in a Symmetric Branch Using the 

Finite Element Method 

3.1 	Purpose of the Numerical Work 

The experiments described in chapter 2 were performed in order 

to demonstrate a technique by which the basic mass transferring 

characteristics of the arterial lumen may be predicted. As is discussed 

in chapters 1 & 2, a major problem with modelling oxygen transport 

within the arterial system is that while, mechanically speaking, blood 

behaves like a homogeneous fluid, in terms of oxygen transport, it is 

non-homogeneous. With this experimental model the system is treated 

as being homogeneous. The validity of the present experimental model 

is also limited by the fact that while the Schmidt number (Sc) of the 

air-ethyl salicylate system is about 2.7, that of the oxygen-blood 

system is of the order of 2800. Thus the model fails to simulate 

accurately 	the 	relative degrees 	of importance of 	convective 	and 

diffusive 	transport 	in 	the physiological system. 	This 	shortcoming 	could 

have 	been 	overcome 	to some 	extent by 	the 	use of 	water 	as 	the 

working 	fluid 	(found 	to 	be 	satisfactory 	by 	Kapur and 	MacLeod 	K5) 	as 

this system 	has a 	value of Sc 	of about 1100, 	but difficulties 	with 	the 

interferometer 	resulted 	in delays 	and insufficient time 	for 	this 	logical 

extension to the work to be done. 

In order to assess what effect the variation of Sc has upon the 

mass transport characteristics of the system, it was decided that in 
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addition to the experimental program, a numerical analysis should also 

be performed which would model the experimental system. With this 

study, it should be possible to observe, and perhaps correlate (via some 

exponential or quadratic function) the variation of Sherwood number 

(Sh) with Sc for any value of Re of physiological significance. 	In this 

way the validity of the mass transport behaviour predicted by the 

experimental program could be assessed and an appreciation of how the 

experimental results may be used to predict behaviour in the 

physiological system obtained. 

Because the computational scheme was intended to simulate the 

experimental flow situation rather than the physiological system 

directly, 	the 	non-linear 	convection 	term 	describing 	the 

haemoglobin-oxygen reaction introduced by both Back et at (616) and by 

Schneiderman et at (Sil. SY), was neglected. Thus the system studied 

resembled most closely that modelled by Friedman et at (F4) with the 

major exception that, in this study, the effects of pulsatility were 

ignored and the axial diffusion term was included. 

12 	Choice of Solution Technique 

The flow system under consideration is illustrated in fig 3.1. 	The 

solution of the full Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation 

(expressed in dimensionless form in eqns 3-1) 

U. VU = -VP + ReSI 2U 	egn (3-1a) 

	

VU = 0 	egn (3-1b) 
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is impossible in general by analytical techniques and for the system 

illustrated in fig. 3.1, substantial transverse and axial velocity variation 

occurs, so that simplification to a system of simultaneous ordinary 

differential equations is also impossible. The only other feasible method 

of solution is by use of some numerical method for partial differential 

equations such as the finite difference or finite element methods. 

Both of these methods require discretization of the flow domain into a 

locus of nodes, formation of a system of simultaneous algebraic 

equations and subsequent solution of this system. The study of 

arterial 	flow 	using 	both 	methods 	is 	well 	documented 

(82,D2,05,E5,F4,G9,K3,02,03,Ri2,18) as is discussed in chapter 1. Both 

techniques have been applied to studies of flow domains similar to that 

under present examination (finite difference - F4, finite element - K3). 

The study of Navier-Stokes flow using the finite difference method, 

however, entails a mesh of rectangular nodes being set up. This type 

of mesh is inconvenient for fitting to a domain such as that in fig.3.1 

and, in practice, it is often better to transform the coordinates to 

form a rectangular domain for solution. This problem does not arise in 

the finite element method which is altogether more suited for 

modelling flow in domains of awkward shape because the elements 

formed from the discretized domain can be of virtually any shape and 

orientation. It is also worth noting that several authors (eg Oden and 

Wellford 05) have found that the finite element formulation of the 

Navier-Stokes equations is rather better conditioned than that obtained 

using the finite difference formulation. For this reason the finite 

element approach was used to evaluate the equations. 
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3,3 	Choice of the Equation Formulation 

The Navier-Stokes equations can be expressed in any of several 

forms, three of which are (a) stream function formulation, (b) 

vorticity/stream function formulation, (c) velocity/pressure formulation. 

Each of the formulations has been tested using the finite element 

method and each appears to be a powerful method in its own right. 

In the present work the velocity/pressure formulation was used for the 

following three reasons. 

With some mathematical manipulation the equations can be 

made only first order in any independent variable. This means that the 

element interpolation functions (see below) need be made only 

quadratic. The other formulations both have second 'order terms which 

cannot be reduced further. 

The quantities which were under examination in this study 

were (a) vorticity, (b) stream function (c) concentration and (d) 

concentration gradient. By solving the equations for the velocities 

directly, (a), (b) and (c) could be evaluated by solving a system of 

linear equations which were expressed in terms of velocity, while (d) 

could then be solved directly from (c). If other variables were 

evaluated first then the velocities would still need to be found before 

the concentration profile could be found, thus introducing an extra 

source of error to the process. 

The velocity/pressure formulation appears to be better for 

finite element discretization of the flow domain than the 
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vorticity/stream function formulation (G9). 

3.4 	Development of the Navier-Stokes Equations for Solution 

The domain of 	fig. 	3.1 is 	discretized 	into 	quadrilateral 	elements 

(eg 	see fig.3.2) using 	the 	"PAFEC" 	structural 	analysis 	package. 	Each 

element contains (see 	fig. 	3.3) eight 	nodes, 	each 	of which 	has 	axial 	and 

transverse velocity components (both unknown) associated with them 	and 

four 	of which 	have 	an 	unknown 	pressure 	associated 	with 	them. 	It 	is 

assumed that 	the variation 	of velocity 	and 	pressure 	across 	the 	element 

can 	be defined respectively in 	terms 	of 	the 	nodal 	velocities 	and 

pressures by the relationships, 

U = [ N(E,n) U , i = 1-8 	egn (3-2a) 
1 	 1 

V = E N(E,q) V , i = 1-8 	egn (3-2b) 
1 	 1 

P = t M (E,q) P 	j = 1-4 	egn (3-2c) 

where [N] is a quadratic vector interpolation function, [M] is a linear 

vector 	interpolation 	function and U, V 	& 	P 	are 	respectively the 
1 1 	 j 

velocities 	and 	pressure 	at 	nodes 	i and j 	respectively. 	Both functions 

are 	expressed 	explicitly 	in 	terms of local 	coordinates 	(E,q) and are 

arranged 	so 	that 	at 	node 	i, N=1, M=1, 	while 	N =O 	and 	M =O, (j~i) (ie 
I I 3 	 3  

at 	node 	i 	U 	= 	U). 	Choice of interpolation functions 	reflects the 

relative 	rates 	of 	variation of the independent 	variables in the 

Navier-Stokes 	equations. 	Thus velocity, which 	is 	2nd order 	in X 	and Y, 
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is defined by quadratic functions, etc. 

Within each element the global coordinates, X and Y, can also be 

expressed in terms of local coordinates viz 

	

X = [ N(E,,q) X. 	i = 1-8 
I 	 1 

or 

X = E M(E,fl) X 	j = 1-4 

and likewise for Y. 	It follows that the local derivatives of U, V, P, X 

and Y can be expressed in terms of 	and q  ie 

eg 

= E [aN/8EJ U 

and hence the global derivatives of 1W and [N] can be found easily 

within the element in terms of the local coordinates. Substituting 

eqns 6-2 into eqn (4-1) and integrating across the two-dimensional 

domain (with respect to dA) gives 

S E [(Re.0 N - 2N) {U} + E M1P1)]dA 	0 	egn (3-3a) 
3 	3 	3 

S 	E 	
N 3 3 

U dA 	0 	egn (3-3b) 

* 
where U is the velocity at (Ear))  computed using the estimated nodal 

velocities. 

Because eqns (3-2) are not exact definitions of the variation of 

the independent variables across the element, their substitution into 
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eqns (3-1) and subsequent integration (eqns 3-3) across the element will 

yield only approximate solutions. 

If, however, the integrands are multiplied by a Galerkin weighting 

function (see Huebner H11), then these integrals can be made exactly 

equal to zero. 	From Taylor and Hughes (19), these weighting functions 

are taken to be, 

N for eqn (3-3a) 

M for eqn (3-3b) 

Equations 3-3a and 3-3b become 

$ 	
t[ (Re.N. 

1 
 U* N 3 
	

N. 2N){U 3 } + L M1P1]dA 	U egn (3-4a) 
1 	3  

S rLM N]dA {U} = 13 	egn (3-4b) 
1 	3 	3 

Using Greens theorem, the viscous term in eqn (3-4a) becomes 

$N 
1 
 2N 

3 
 dA = -f N NdA - 5N8N/an dS 

1 	3 	 1 	3 

where the latter term is a surface integral which is equal to zero 

over the whole surface of the domain. 

Separating eqn (3-4a) out into the .X and Y.  direction force 

balance equations, the system can be described by the simple matrix 
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llj 	
A 
12j 	

0 	 1 I 

IA 
21j 	 23j 

0 	A 	 I I P 	I = 0 egn (3-5a) 

I 0 	A32 . 	A33 	I IV 
j 

where 

	

* 	 * 
A llj = A 

33j = S 	E Re[NU 3N/X + N 
1 
 V 8N 3 /y] dA + 

5 T 	[(N 
1 
 /x)(N/x) 	(8N/Y)(8N/3Y)] dA 	egn (3-5b) 

3 	 1 	 3 

A 	= 5 EN8N/X dA egn (3-5c) 

A 
21j 

= 	M 
i 
 3N/X dA egn (3-5d) 

A 	= $ E M i  8 j 
N /8Y dA egn (3-5e) 

A 
32j 

= 5 t N ' 8M/ay dA egn (3-5f) 

This is the system of equations which is solved for velocity and 

pressure. 

3.5 	Solution Procedure 

From eqn (3-5a) It can be seen that each eight noded element 

has twenty unknowns (four pressure, eight axial and transverse 

velocities) and that a 20 x 20 square matrix (or element stiffness 

matrix - so called because the finite element technique was originally 

devised to deal with structural problems) can be multiplied by the 

element velocity-pressure vector to give zero. Each local element node 

is identified by a local node number which corresponds to a specific 

global node number. Thus each component of the 
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matrix can be added to the equivalent component of the system 

stiffness matrix and hence, by integrating over all of the elements, 

the system stiffness matrix can be constructed. When a convergent 

solution of velocities is obtained, the global velocity-pressure vector, 

multiplied by the system stiffness matrix gives zero. 

The solution of the equations consisted of the following steps, 

estimating global velocity data. 

using the estimated velocity data to construct the system 

stiffness matrix. 

solving 	the 	system 	of 	equations 	for 	the 	global 

velocity-pressure vector. 

checking for convergence. 

either stopping if convergence is achieved, or using the new 

velocity-pressure data to obtain an improved estimate of the solution. 

The initial estimates for velocity were zero. Thus the first 

solution corresponded to the Stokes flow solution (Re = 0). Subsequent 

computations were for non-linear equations and were solved iteratively. 

Before solving the system of equations the known velocities and 

pressures (initial and boundary conditions) were removed from the left 

hand side to the right and the equations corresponding to these 

variables discarded. The reduced system was then solved directly using 

a sparse LU decomposition and Gauss elimination technique (National 

Algorithms Group routines F01BRF, FO1BSF and F04AXF). The solution was 

assumed to have converged satisfactorily when the maximum percentage 

difference between new and old data was less than U. The 
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convergence scheme used was Picard iteration (successive substitution), a 

method which was found satisfactory by Gartling and Becker (GlO & 

Gil). 
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3.6 	Formulation and Solution of the Other Equations 

As stated in section 3.3, velocity-pressure data were secondary to 

the direct requirements of this study but, nevertheless, served as the 

means by which the desired quantities (concentration, stream function 

and vorticity) could be obtained 
	

The equations by which these were 

obtained were the following 

Pe[UC/)X + VC/Y] = a 2c/8x2  + 	 egn (3-6) 

U 
	

egn (3-7) 

= LIMY - 8v/x 
	

eqn(3-8) 

The rate of mass transfer from the surface per unit area, rn , is given 

by 

-= k(C - C ) = D(iC/n).all 

where C is wall concentration, C is bulk flow concentration = 0. 
5 	 0 

This implies that 

k = D/C [C/3n]= D/L[3C/'3N] 
S 	 wall 	 wall 

where L is the characteristic length of the system, N = nIL, 
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and therefore that 

[8C/N]= kL/D = Sh = Sherwood number 
wall 

Therefore, by computing the non-dimensionalised concentration gradient 

at the wall, the local Sherwood number was evaluated. The maximum 

concentration gradient at any point is oriented in the direction normal 

to the concentration contour (see fig. 3.4). The gradient of this 

contour at any point can be found by making C and X the independent 

variables and then evaluate 8Y/3X using 

= (3C/X)/(3C/Y) 	egn (3-9a) 

The normal to this contour has a gradient of -(XfY) whose angle to 

the axial direction is tan 1(-X/aY). 	The concentration gradient in this 

direction is given by 

8C/8N = (8C/X).(3X/8N) + (C/8Y)(3Y/8N) 

which gives 

8C/8N = C/8X cos(tan 1 (-E)X/8Y)) 

- 8C/3Y . sin(tan 1(-aX/Y)) 	egn (3-9b) 

The Sherwood number is found when this equation is evaluated upon 

the boundary. 

As with the variables of the Navier-Stokes equations, the variation 

of C. 4 and w over an element was assumed to be described by 
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equations similar 	to 	eqns 	(3-2). 	In these 	cases, 	all 	variables 	were 

assumed to 	vary 	quadratically 	over 	an element. All 	terms 	in 	eqns 	3-6. 

3-7 	and 3-8 	were 	then 	multiplied by 	the weighting 	function 	as 

described in 	section 	3.4. 	Greens 	theorem 	was applied 	to 	eqn 	(3-6) 	and 

all three equations were then integrated over the domain. These 

processes left the following equations 

	

E 	J{ReScN(U
* 
 8N/x 	V

* 
 N/8Y) 

1 	 3 	 3 

+ 	(aN/8X)(8N/8x) 	(N /Y)(8N 
3 
 /8Y)]dA {C} = 0 	eqn (3-10) 

1 	 3 	 1 	 3 

Ef [N8N/Y]dA fili} = ES NN]dA {U} 	eqn (3-11) 
1 	3 	 1) 	 3 

Ef[N 
1 3 
N ]dA {w1} 	

3 
fN E[Ll .N /Y - V 8 3 N /X]clA 	eqn (3-12) 

	

INN dA {c } = f[N8N/8X]dA {C} 
	

eqn (3-13) 
13 	X3 	 1 	3 	 3 

IN 
1  N 3 	3 

. dA {C } = f[N 
1 	3 
3N /8Y] dA {C 3 } 
	

egn (3-14) 

where C 	3C/X and C 	ac/8Y, 
XJ 	 3 	 yj 	3 

all of which reduced to the basic matrix equation 

[A]1x} = {} 

which was solved directly for the respective variables. 
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3.7 	Boundary Conditions 

	

3.7.1 	Navier-Stokes Equations 

Fig. 3.5 illustrates the Flow domain and boundary conditions for 

the Navier-Stokes equations. The zero velocity boundary condition was 

applied upon all boundary walls, ie flow dividing wail, upstream and 

outer downstream walls. In addition, both the flow inlet and the 

centre-stream (y=O) transverse velocities were set to zero. In the 

experimental apparatus, a long upstream section of channel fed the 

bifurcation region. The velocity profile was made to be virtually flat 

at the entrance to this region by the use of fine-mesh muslin cloth. 

The rate of boundary layer growth therefore depended upon the value 

of Re. The profile of axial feed velocity was, for this reason, treated 

in two different ways. 

	

(I) 	it was treated as fully developed laminar flow. 

	

(ii) 	an algebraic equation was used to describe the boundary 

layer growth. 

This is discussed in sect. 3.8.1. 

Because 	the variation in 	pressure 	is 	wholly 	dependent upon 	the 

local 	viscous 	and inertial forces, 	it 	was 	not 	necessary 	to specify 	a 

pressure 	boundary condition. When 	no 	nodal 	pressures 	were specified, 

the 	magnitudes of 	local pressure 	gradients 	were 	reasonable, the 

absolute 	values of 	the normalised 	pressures 	generated by 	the 
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computational process were of the order 10 13. 	For this reason, one 

nodal pressure was specified to equal zero and the values of all other 

pressures computed were based Upon this value. 

17.2 	Stream Function 

Fig. 16 	illustrates the boundary 	conditions for 	the 	stream 

function. The 	streamline upon the centreline 	(y=O) flow 	dividing 	wall 

was 	set 	to 	equal 	zero. The inlet velocity 	conditions were 	chosen 	so 

that 	their integral 	with respect 	to Y 	gave 	unity 	which 	was 	therefore 

the stream function 	value upon the upstream - 	outer wall 	boundary. 

3.7.3 	Vorticity 

Vorticity, like pressure, is a term whose variation is wholly 

dependent upon local velocity conditions and does not require boundary 

conditions. The domain depicted by fig.3.6, however, forms one half of 

a symmetric bifurcation in which the velocities, pressures etc can be 

predicted by symmetry. By symmetry, therefore, there can be no 

rotation of fluid upon the centre-stream (4i=O), and hence, no 

vorticity. Thus upon the centre-stream the vorticity was set to equal 

zero. 
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3.7.4 	Concentration 

Fig. 3.6 illustrates the boundary conditions for the 

concentration profile. Essentially, upon each solid boundary, the 

concentration was specified as being unity. As with the 

Navier-Stokes equations, two sets of initial conditions were 

considered. When the feed velocity was described by Poiseuille flow, 

the initial conditions were specified to equal zero. When, on the 

other hand, the momentum boundary layer growth model was used, a 

parallel concentration boundary layer growth model was applied. This 

is discussed in section 3.8.2 

	

3.7.5 	Concentration Gradient 

This quantity is wholly dependent upon the local variation of 

concentration and therefore needs no specified boundary conditions. 

Because flow and concentration are defined to be symmetric the 

concentration gradient could have been defined as zero at Y = 0, 

however. 

3.8 	Initial Conditions 

3.8.1 	Axial Velocity 

(a) As stated in section 3.7.1, two sets of initial conditions were 

applied to the axial velocity. The first condition tested was fully 

developed Poiseuille flow which is described by the equation 

U 	= 	1.5(1 - Y 2 ) 	egn (3-15) 
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This condition satisfies the stream function boundary condition upon 

the outer wall (ij=i, Y=1). 

(b) The latter initial condition was obtained by considering flow in the 

entrance region of the experimental apparatus. The velocity profile 

was considered initially to be flat, with a velocity (normalised with 

respect to mean velocity) of unity (fig. (3.7)). Downstream of the 

entrance a momentum boundary layer of thickness ô developed in which 
M 

the velocity profile could be expressed as 

U/U 	= 21(1 _Y)/ôm)] - 1(1 Y)/6]2 	e 	(3-16) 

where U = the magnitude of the flat velocity profile in the centre 

of the stream. 

Thus U changed with distance from the leading edge of the momentum 

	

boundary layer and could be taken as varying only with X. 	Eqn (3-15) 

shows that between the entrance and the point where fully developed 

flow is assumed. U increases in value from 1 to 1.5. Following 
C 

Sparrow's formulation (in K9 ,p260), U can be expressed as a function 
C 

of X. Using a characteristic length of one half channel width, as in 

the present study, this relationship becomes. 
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= 0.3 Re (9-16/U +7/U 2) 

Applying the initial conditions, U 
C 

= 1, X = X, yields 

	

X - X = 0.3 Re 19(U -1) - 16 log U + 70-1/U )) 	egn (3-17) 
0 	 C 	 e 	 c 

The solution of eqn 3-17 was done using a secant search. The 

volumetric throughput of the channel was found by integrating the 

velocity with respect to Y. By equating this integral to unity (the 

normalised volumetric throughput) an expression for 6 was obtained 
M 

	

o 	= 3(1 -. 1/U ) 	egn (3-18) 
M 	 C 

Using this value of 6M,eqn 3-16 was evaluated to give a velocity 

profile which was related both to axial distance and to Re. 

3.8.2 	Concentration 

When the Poiseuille flow model was used the initial conditions set 

for concentration were simply 

C(X=X ) = 0 
0 

and the mass transferring boundary layer was assumed to start at the 

entrance to the numerical domain. 

When the entry-length flow condition was used, it was assumed 
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that both the momentum and concentration boundary layer leading 

edges were coincident as is the case with the experimental apparatus. 

Neglecting axial diffusion (a justifiable assumption in a straight conduit 

distant from the leading edge such as the experimental apparatus) then 

if 	6 
C 	 C 

< 6 where 6 is the concentration boundary layer thickness, (ie 
m  

if Sc > 1) eqn (3-6) reduces to 

/X f6UC dY 	k 0   

where k = mass transfer coefficient. This equation, expressed in 

dimensionless form, is the following, 

Pe /XJ6UC  dY = Sh 	eqn (3-19) 

where Sh = Sherwood number 

Fitting a 3 	order polynomial approximation to C(Y) such that C(Y=0) = 

1, C(6) = 0, a2C/3Y2(1) = 0, 3C/y(ö) = 0 yielded 

C(Y) = 1 - 1.5(Y/6) + 0.5(Y/ô)3 
	

eqn (3-20) 

Together with eqn (3-16), this expression was substituted into eqn 

(3-19). Eqn (3-19) contains two unknowns, 6 and Sh, both of which 
C 

can be expressed as functions of X. To solve eqn (3-19), another 

expression in terms of either one of or both of these variables was 

necessary. 

The equation relating convective and diffusive heat transfer in 

fluid flow is identical in form to eqn (3-6) - the only difference being 
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that temperature is used instead of concentration and thermal 

conductivity is used instead of diffusivity. The thermal system is 

hence completely described by Re and Pr (Prandtl number, analogous to 

Sc) and the normalised heat transfer coefficient Nu (Nusselt number) is 

thus directly analogous to Sh. Therefore a study of heat transfer in 

the 	entrance 	region of 	a 	straight 	channel 	with constant wall 

temperature 	is 	directly 	analogous 	to 	the 	study presently under 

consideration. 	Such 	a study has been 	performed 	by 	Bhatti and Savery 

(B20) 	who 	developed 	a semi-analytical 	solution 	to 	the problem. They 

produced 	solutions for local 	Nu 	as a 	function 	of X/Re for 	0.01 Pr 

10,000, 	which 	covers completely 	the 	range 	Of 	values 	used 	in 	the 

present study. 

When their definition of X was converted to that of the present 

study then in the range 1 4 Pr 4 10,000, their results could be 

described by the following relationship 

0.404 	0.404 	0.336 

	

Sh = 0.629(X-X ) 	Re 	Sc 	 egn (3-21) 
0 

When this expression was substituted into eqn (3-19) together with 

eqns (3-20) and (3-16) and the initial condition ö (X=X ) 	0 was 
C 	0 

applied, upon integration the following non-linear expression was 

obtained in terms of ö 
C 

2 	- 	3 	2 	- 	-0.596 	-0.684 	0.596 
U [6 /56 	6 /246 ] 	1 035 Re 	Sc 	(X-X ) 	 egn (3-22) 

C C m 	C 	m 	 0 

which was solved using the secant search routine as before. Eqn (3-20) 

was then evaluated for C(0,Y). 
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3.9 Stability of the Computational Scheme 

The equations were solved for the linear system (Re=0) and the 

resulting nodal velocity-pressure data were stored computationally. 

Solutions for non-zero values of Re were obtained by use of successive 

substitution using the initial values of nodal velocity/ pressure data (for 

Re=O) as initial estimates. When all of the values of the current 

iteration differed by <17 from those of the previous iteration, the 

solutions were considered to be converged and the nodal 

velocity/ pressure data were stored. When solutions for any value of Re 

were required, data from the solution corresponding to the previous 

highest Re were used for the starting estimate. 

This iterative technique was found to be successful when Re 

300. The required number of iterations for convergence increased with 

Re and also with coarseness of mesh. Thus if a more refined mesh has 

been used then converged solutions for velocity would have been 

possible for higher values of Re. Because this would have required 

substantially more storage space and computer processing time and also 

because mean coronary Re is generally less than 300 this procedure was 

not adopted. Successful convergence was obtained in 2 - 3 iterations 

when Re < 100, a number which increased to about 15 when Re = 300. 

Thus while the scheme was not found to be as successful as was 

claimed by Gartling and Becker (GlO) who found that 5 iterations 

sufficed even when Re = 10000, it was found adequate for the present 

problem. 
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3.10 	Results 

The 	data 	generated 	by 	the iterative scheme 	were used 	as 

described 	in 	sections 	3.6 	- 	3.8 	to compute corresponding vorticity, 

stream 	function, 	concentration 	and steepest concentration gradient 

data. Computer graphics facilities were then used to plot streamlines, 

concentration contours and variation of both boundary vorticities and 

Sherwood numbers. 

3.10.1 	Inlet Conditions 

Fig. 3.8 illustrates the radial variation of the normalised axial 

velocity for various values of Re at the entrance to the domain as 

defined computationally. As can be seen the velocity profile at the 

inlet to the computational upstream section of the channel is parabolic 

for each Re used with the exception of Re = 300. In the latter case 

the flat profile exists only in a very narrow section at the centre of 

the channel and elsewhere the profile is parabolic. The use of eqns 

3.16 and 3.18 therefore had very little effect upon either the flow 

behaviour or the computed mass transport behaviour within the domain. 

The influence of concentration boundary layer upon the domain 

inlet conditions was substantially greater than that of momentum 

boundary layer. Figs 3.9a and 3.9b show the variation of concentration 

with transverse distance from the boundary at X = 0 for Re = 50 & 

300 and Sc = 2.7, 50, 300, 1500 & 2800. As can be seen in fig. 3.9a, 

when Re=50 the inlet concentration becomes non-zero at a point close 

to the centre of the channel when Sc = 27 (ie Pe=135) and that the 
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transverse distance of this paint from the centre increases with Sc. 

The concentration profile illustrated in fig. 3.9b demonstrates that this 

distance increases also with Re. Such results suggest that accurate 

simulation of the inlet conditions to the experimental domain may, in 

this instance, be of much greater importance in describing transport 

behaviour than that of the velocity profile at the inlet. If the inlet 

concentration is assumed to be zero except upon the boundary then 

the finite element mesh required would have to be exceedingly -Fine 

near the boundary in order that the boundary layer growth be 

described accurately when Re and Sc are high. Because boundary 

concentration gradients are very high at a leading edge, if the mesh is 

not sufficiently refined, then it is possible that concentrations at 

nudes adjacent to the boundary will equal zero. Such an effect means 

that the interpolation functions used to describe variation of 

concentration within the boundary elements will be highly inaccurate and 

that very misleading concentration gradients will be obtained. This 

effect was observed with some of the coarser meshes examined and to 

some extent was observed in the most refined mesh used (when Pe was 

high) when the inlet concentration was set to zero. It was altogether 

less apparent when eqns 3.16 3.17 and 3.18 were used to describe the 

inlet conditions. 

3.102 	Nature of Flow in the Domain. 

Fig. 3.10 is a computer generated plot of predicted streamlines 

through one half of the symmetric bifurcation for Re=250. The 

streamlines are dimensionless, are set to zero upon the flow dividing 
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wall and centreline and are set to unity upon the outer wall. The 

streamlines at the entrance to the domain are widely spaced upon the 

outer wall and closely bunched at the centre (ie consistent with there 

being developed flow at the inlet). At the exit the streamlines are 

approximately symmetrically spaced about the centre of the stream, are 

again bunched in the centre and are widely spaced at the boundaries - 

corresponding again to developed flow in the stream. The streamlines 

appear most poorly defined in the region of the branching point where 

there is, mathematically speaking, a discontinuity (Ic a bend of infinite 

radius of curvature) upon both boundaries. Whilst this in-Finitely sharp 

bend configuration could not be accommodated in an analytical study, 

with the current numerical approach the boundary shape is defined only 

approximately in any case and could therefore be taken as curved 

(hence continuous). The rapid change in flow conditions in this region 

is, however, difficult to simulate accurately with a numerical study. 

The streamlines plotted appear somewhat sharp pointed in the proximity 

of the branch because they are plotted as a series of straight lines 

joining the points at which the stream functions are evaluated, and 

they change direction sharply in this region. This change in direction 

of the streamlines in the region proximal to the apex (skews initially 

away from the dividing wall and then towards it) is caused by the 

presence of a stagnation point at the apex which is itself caused by 

the fact that flow is symmetric about the centreline (and therefore 

centreline flow is irrotational). From this reasoning therefore it would 

be expected that vorticity at the apex of the flow divider is zero, 

that it increases sharply with distance along the wall to a maximum and 

that subsequently It decreases asymptotically to a value corresponding 

approximately to that expected for Poiseuille flow. Fig.3.11 indicates 
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that this is the case at Re250. Although vorticity upon the apex was 

not specified as a boundary condition it can readily be seen that, as 

predicted from the streamline diagram, the spatial variation of 

vorticity is essentially as described above. The dimensionless values of 

vorticity upon the outer wall and the dividing wall at the channel end 

were respectively -6.05 and 6.53. Assuming axial velocity along the 

distal part of the channel (whose outer and flow dividing walls are 

defined to be located at Y=0.5 and -0.5 respectively) to be given by 

the equation for parabolic flow, 

U = 1.5(1-4Y) 

the 	vorticities 	predicted from this 	equation 	are 	respectively 	-6.0 	and 

6.0. 	Thus flow 	both near the outer 	wall 	and 	the 	dividing wall 	appears 

to 	be 	well developed 	and the numerical 	results 	strongly 	supported 	by 

prediction using 	simplified theory. The 	maximum 	dimensionless 	vorticity 

predicted by 	the 	model for Re=250 	was 	21. 	This 	value 	can 	be 

converted to 	an 	absolute value for 	any 	geometrically 	similar 	system 	by 

use of the equation 	3-23 below 

w = Re.(U/Y)4J/pL2 	 egn 3-23 

Using average data for the coronary system (L = radius = 0.0015m.1j = 

-3 	-1-1 	 -3 	 -1 
1.10 kgm s , = 1100 kg m ) gives w = 8484 s which corresponds 

to a shear stress of 339 dyne/cm 1  (33.9 Nm 2). This figure is fairly 

close to Fry's (Fl) much quoted critical shear stress of 400 dyne/cm 2  

but is different from some predicted by other authors. For example 

Kandarpa and Davids (K3) predicted shear stresses to be about 5 times 
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smaller than the present the present for similar Re with similar 

dimensional and physical data. On the other hand, using the vessel size 

assumed by Friedman et al (F4) (ie radius = 0.67 cm) the present value 

becomes approx 17 dyne/cm-2  which is a figure substantially lower than 

the peak vorticity predicted by them of 33 dyne/cm
-2 
 for Re = 110 in 

pulsatile flow studies. Thus it becomes apparent that choice of vessel 

size plays an important role in the determination of arterial shear 

stress. It should be pointed out that if the current Re was 

determined using vessel diameter rather than vessel radius as the base 

length then in this case Re = 500. This is rather a high value of Re 

for the coronary circulation for which mean Re is generally about 120. 

For this reason the above value of shear stress could also be rather 

high. 

Fig 3.10 indicates that very little boundary layer growth occurred 

upon the outer wall distal to the branching point. No reverse flow 

was found at any values of Re tested by study of either streamline 

patterns or vorticity and no negative velocities were recorded. In 

view of the experimental flow patterns found by Fox & Hugh (F?) and 

those predicted by Kandarpa and Davids (K3) in which strong 

recirculation was found in this region this is perhaps surprising. It is 

quite likely that the mesh used for the flow domain was not 

sufficiently refined in each of the branch regions for flow to be 

modelled accurately. In the modelled domain there is a mathematical 

discontinuity at which if there was no flow separation then there 

would clearly be infinite acceleration of flow. As this is clearly 

impossible it follows that the absence of separation in the solution is 

due to the inaccuracy of the numerical scheme. As lack of storage 
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space prevented the further refinement of the mesh a focussing 

technique was employed whereby eqns 3-5 were solved in a strongly 

refined mesh covering the region adjacent to the outer wall 

immediately distal to the corner (a similar technique to that described 

by Gartling & Becker (Gb)) using as boundary conditions the computed 

velocities of the crude mesh. This technique was unsuccessful, however, 

and boundary vorticities obtained varied widely and somewhat randomly 

with distance along the boundary. For this reason the focussing 

technique was abandoned and the above results used. 

Slight skewing of the flow towards the outer wall was found in 

the region proximal to the branch point, development of a relatively 

large boundary layer was found immediately distal to this point, and 

relatively little change in boundary flow conditions was found further 

along this wall. 	Fig.3.1 1 shows a sharp increase in vorticity in the 

region proximal to the branch point, a sharp decrease in that 

immediately distal to the branch , and a slight smooth increase with 

distance along the outer wall of the branch, asymptoting to a 

normalised vorticity of -6.0. The mean vorticities in this region were, 

as expected, low by comparison with those upon the flow dividing wall. 

Additionally, if the flow regime under study had had rounded, rather 

than sharp, corners, the vorticities at the corners would both be very 

much lower than those actually found. For this reason it is felt that 

the vorticities obtained in these studies are likely to be very much 

higher than those which would be found in geometrically similar arterial 

branches or in the experimental flow channel. 
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Fig 3.12 shows how vorticity was found to vary with distance 

along all boundaries for each value of Re evaluated. As can be seen, 

when Re=O vorticity upon the outer wall peaks (as described above) at 

the corner and then very quickly reaches a value of -6.337. Upon the 

flow dividing wall the vorticity rises quickly from a low value (which 

should be zero but, due to numerical inaccuracy, is riot) to a steady 

value of 6.337. In this case skewing of the velocity profile is caused 

only by the presence of the flow dividing wall. Because inertial 

effects are absent, the velocity profile is affected only in the region 

of the branch and does not vary with distance in the distal region. 

Thus vorticity, in this region, is constant. As Re increases the 

magnitudes of peak vorticity increase and those of minimum vorticity 

decrease. In each case, however, the Poiseuille flow develops relatively 

quickly downstream from the branch. The latter effect has been 

found in most numerical studies (eg Ehrlich (El), Friedman et al (F4), 

Kandarpa & Davids (K3)) (presumably partly due to the fact that most 

laminar flow studies discount any effects of flow instability or 

turbulence) and is generally found (though to a lesser degree due 

presumably to effects of instability) in animal experiments (eg Nerem 

et al (N4), Wells et al (Wi), Gutstein et al (G2)). 

As 	inertial effects 	become more 	and 	more 	important the 	peaks 

and 	troughs in vorticity become increasingly accentuated. 	It can 	easily 

be 	seen 	how flow 	conditions within 	an 	arterial 	branch may 	vary 

markedly 	with distance, 	particularly 	if 	further 	factors such 	as 

pulsatility 	and 	three 	dimensionality are 	considered. 	It 	is 	felt that the 

present 	results, while 	limited in 	their 	accuracy 	regarding absolute 

magnitudes 	of vorticity, 	serve well 	to 	illustrate 	the 	complexities of 
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flow even in such a simplified system. 

3.10.3 	Mass Transport Characteristics within the Domain. 

Similarly, the mass transfer studies provided illustrative, if not 

quantitatively accurate, information regarding the effects of fluid flow 

upon transport to and from the wall and evidence generally supportive 

of the experimental results. Figs. 3.13a and 3.13b are computer 

generated plots of the variation of concentration within the domain 

for Re20,40, and Sc = 2.7 (corresponding to that of the experimental 

system). The contours which correspond to values of 0.1 - 1.0 (where 

1 = boundary concentration) illustrate how even at low values of Pc 

(=Re.Sc = 50, 100) the rate of boundary layer growth is very small. Pc 

for the 02-haemoglobin system in the coronary arteries is of the order 

300.000 (Sc = 2800, Re = 110). While in this system the diffusive 

transport term is minute by comparison with the convective term it 

can still sometimes prove useful to use systems of low Sc to simulate 

the transport behaviour of those of high Sc. In several commonly used 

empirical expressions for estimating local Sherwood numbers (Sh) in 

systems of known geometry 

Sh 	
c Sc 0.333 

an expression which can 	be derived from boundary layer 	theory. 	Hence 

even where Sc for two systems differ by a factor of 1000 their 	mass 

transfer 	coefficients 	may 	differ by 	only a 	factor of 10. 	Therefore, 

boundary Sh was computed 	for a 	wide 	variety 	of 	Sc and 	Re 	in 	order 

to 	assess 	not 	only 	the 	validity of 	the experimental results 	but 	also 

how 	usefully 	these 	results 	may be 	used to 	predict the 	effects 	of 
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three-dimensional flow upon arterial mass transport. 

Fig 3.14 is a computer generated graph which shows the variation 

of boundary Sh for Sc = 2.7 and Re = 250. Upon the flow dividing 

wall the apex forms the mass transfer leading edge and the boundary 

layer grows monotonically from this point. Thus Sh decays exponentially 

with distance from the apex (with a peak value of 42) to a minimum 

value of 4.3. In contrast, upon the outer wall in the region proximal 

to the branch, Sh increases (virtually) monotonically with distance and 

peaks at the branch point. Sh decreases sharply with distance 

immediately from this point before remaining virtually constant at a 

value of 3.6 along the rest of the outer wall. Thus both sets of 

curves are very similar to those for vorticity - the only significant 

difference being that Sh does not reach a minimum upon the outside 

wall downstream from the branch upon the outer wall (not an 

unexpected result since if Sc = 1 and P/X is small, the Navier-Stokes 

equation and eqn (3-6) are identical). 

A computer plot of Sh vs distance for all other Sc with Re 

250 is shown in fig. 3.15. The curves for Sc = 50, 300, 1500, 2800 

are slightly different in shape to that for Sc = 2.7 and, as would be 

expected, the higher is Sc, the higher is Sh throughout the domain. 

The curves for the section upstream from the branch and immediately 

downstream upon the outer wall lack continuity for Sc > 2.7. In each 

case, however, Sh increases as the corner is approached in similar 

manner to that for Sc = 2.7. 
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Upon the outer wall immediately downstream from the branch, Sh 

decreases sharply and then increases slightly before becoming relatively 

constant. These changes in Sh become more pronounced as Sc increases 

(when Sc=2.7, no increase occurs) and are caused by thickening of the 

concentration boundary layer in this region. This is similar to the 

momentum boundary layer growth described above which causes low 

vorticity in this region. Because velocities are low in this region, 

convective mass transfer becomes less important and consequently Sh is 

decreased. As Sc increases, convective transport becomes increasingly 

influential, thus Sh increases. 

Upon the flow dividing wall Sh decreases exponentially with 

distance for all Sc > 2.7 in a manner similar to that for Sc = 2.7 - 

the only difference between the two cases is that in the latter, Sh 

increases initially with distance and then decays exponentially, whilst in 

the former, only exponential decay occurs. This initial increase in Sh 

appears to be a numerical oddity generated by the limited accuracy of 

the scheme. Whilst the concentration boundary layer initiates•at a 

stagnation point in the flow regime (in which diffusive transport 

dominates), the boundary layer thickness at this point is zero, hence in 

theory, at least, an infinite mass transfer rate is predicted. In the 

physical situation other forces (eg electrostatic ) which would otherwise 

be negligible become important, hence this situation cannot be 

described analytically using purely a convection/diffusion model. With 

the present numerical scheme the problem does not arise directly, 

because the domain is only modelled approximately, but as is stated 

above, local numerical inaccuracies occur. 
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The curves describing variation of Sh with distance upon the flow 

dividing wall also have slight discontinuities between elements (though as 

can be seen, Sh is continuous within each element). This effect is 

induced 	by 	finite 	element 	discretisation 	of 	the domain and would 	be 

less 	apparent 	if 	a 	more 	refined 	mesh 	was 	used. It 	is also possible 

that 	use 	of 	a 	linear 	(rather 	than 	a 	quadratic interpolation function 

upon 	the 	left 	hand 	sides 	of 	eqns 	3.13 	and 	3.13 would have improved 

continuity since variation 	of 	the concentration gradient 	is of one order 

of magnitude less than that of concentration. 

Figs 	3.16a 	and 	3.16b show 	the equivalent 	sets 	of 	results 	for Re = 

50 	and 	0. 	When 	Re 	= 	50 	and 	Sc 	= 	1500 	or 	2800, 	Sh 	is more 

continuous 	within 	the 	upstream 	section, 	but 	is 	less 	so 	beyond the 

branch 	point 	upon 	the 	outer 	wall 	and 	the 	flow-dividing 	wall. 	As can 

be 	seen 	peak 	Sh 	is 	much 	lower 	in 	this 	case than 	when 	Re 	= 	250 and 

the 	sharp decrease 	in 	Sh found 	immediately 	distal to 	the 	apex of the 

flow dividing wall 	is 	much 	less pronounced when 	Re 	= 	50. 	When 	Re = 	0 

(fig 	3.16b) 	transport 	is 	completely 	diffusion 	controlled 	and 	in 	this case 

the 	only 	reason 	that 	there 	is 	any 	variation 	of 	Sh 	is 	that 	the inlet 

concentration boundary condition 	is zero. 	When Re 	= 	0, 	the momentum 

and 	concentration 	boundary 	layers 	are 	fully 	developed, 	hence 	6 1. 
C 

Thus 	from 	eqn 	3.20 	it 	is 	clear 	that 	Sh 	(=MOD(aC/3Y)) 	= 	1.5. 	This is 

seen to be the case in the numerical solution. 
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3.10.4 	Effect Upon Sh for Varying Sc 

In order that Sh predicted by experiment using a transport 

system for which Sc = 2.7 (ie ethyl salicylate and air at 20°C) can be 

extrapolated approximately to that equivalent system for which Sc = 

2800 (02 and blood at 370C) a correlation between Sh and Sc is 

required. As is discussed in chapter 2 introduction, the most commonly 

used correlation between these parameters is Sh u Sc. To establish 

how well this relationship applies in the present case a new variable 

was defined: 

Sh Sc (Sc,ReX) = Sh(Sc,Re,X)/Sh(Sc=2,7,Re,X) 

ie Sh for any value of Sc,Re X normalised with respect to Sh for Sc = 

2.7 	for any value of Re and X. 	Fig 3.17 shows variation of Sh 
SC

with 

X 	for Re = 50. 	As can be seen, Sh 
Sc 

 varies slightly with X for Re 

50. For each value of Sc the mean and standard deviations of all 

boundary points was found and these are tabulated in table 3.2. The 

standard deviation increased with Sc (thus indicating that the accuracy 

of any Sh vs Sc correlation decreases with Sc) but was always less 

than 257 of the mean. A best fit straight line was plotted through a 

graph (fig 3.18) of In (mean Sh5 ) vs In (Sc) which had a gradient of 

0.303 (In Sc was "x" axis). To a best approximation therefore the 

computations described above give the following correlation 

	

Sh 	
Sc 0.303 
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which is close to the theoretical expectation. 

The same approach was followed for Sh variation with Re: Ic a 

new variable was defined such that 

Sh 
Re 

(Sc,Re,X) = Sh(Sc,Re,X)/Sh(Sc,Re = 50,X) 

Sh 
Re 

was plotted in fig 3.19 for Sc = 2.7, the mean values 

tabulated in table 3.3 and a straight line drawn through ln(moan Sh 
Re 

vs ln(Re). In this case, the standard deviation was very small by 

comparison with mean Sh 
Re' 

thus indicating that the correlation between 

Sh 
Re 	 Sc 

and Re was more reliable than that between Sh 	& Sc.. 	The 

correlation obtained was 

0.409 
Sh c Re 

Re 

Thus for the experimental system described in chapter 2, a rough 

extrapolation of the Sherwood numbers obtained by experiment would 

be 

Sh 
extrap 	expt"  

= Sh 	(Sc/Sc 
expt 	 expt 

)03(Re/Re 	
)041 	

eqn (3-24) 

(expt = experimental, extrap = extrapolated) 

Fig 3.21 shows extrapolation of the solutions for Sh vs distance 

for Re = 50, Sc = 50 & 2800 from that for Re = 50, Sc = 2.7 using 

eqn 3-24. 
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Relatively good correlation was obtained between solutions for Sc: 

50 extrapolated for the computed results for Sc = 2.7 and for the 

computed solutions for Sc = 50 for all parts of the domain. Similar 

extrapolation to solutions for Sc = 2800 from these for Sc = 2.7 was 

less successful however. The extrapolated solutions for Sh upon the 

flow dividing wall were relatively close to the computed results 

downstream from the apex but those for Sh upon the upstream wall 

and upon the outer wall in the downstream section, while qualitatively 

similar in shape, were in magnitude only approximately 60 - 70 X of 

the computed solutions. This indicates that extrapolation from one 

solution for low Sc to another with high Sc, while feasible for simple 

domains, does not appear to give accurate results throughout a 

branched domain such as the present one. Such poor correlation may, 

however, be an artefact of the relative inaccuracy of the 

computational scheme at high Sc, particularly in regions in which Sh is 

high (as local variation of C is high with respect to mesh fineness). 	As 

MacLeod (M8) points out, if Sc > 1 then the ratio of concentration 

boundary layer/momentum boundary layer thickness (and hence of mass 

transfer coefficient) is not -a strong function of Sc ((x Sc03 ). While 

not much detailed study of this type for variation of local mass 

transfer coefficient with Sc has been done, such studies of overall 

mass transfer coefficient with Sc have yielded good correlation. Thus 

reasonable correlation of Sh with Sc should be possible. 

From these results it appears that while a rough approximation to 

the mass transfer behaviour of °2 in blood may be obtained by using 

the air-ethyl salicylate system, results by far superior may be obtained 

by use of a system with Sc more close to that of the 02 
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haemoglobin system. Such a system could be H 
2 
 0 - ethyl salicylate for 

which Sc 	1100. 

3.10.5 	Comparison with Literature 

Because theoretical and experimental studies of transport 

characteristics of 02 are relatively rare, it was impossible to correlate 

directly the present results with others. 	The only numerical study of 

transport of a comparable domain was done by Ehrlich and Friedman 

(ES). Qualitatively their flow results appear similar to the present (ie 

vorticity upon the flow dividing wall rises to a peak at the corner and 

drops sharply beyond it - they also found no flow reversal). Because 

most of their boundary conditions were for constant wall flux rather 

than constant wall concentration and because they considered only 

boundary flow, their results are not directly comparable to the present 

ones. Their fig 5 contains one plot of flux (approx analogous to Sh) 

vs axial distance for constant boundary concentration, however, whose 

shape is very similar to that of the present. Their solutions were for 

Re = 110, Sc = 2300 and g (= approx Sh in the present study) varied 

between 40 & 10. Fig 3.15 shows that Sh varied between 40 and 70 in 

the present study within the finite element domain (Sh based upon 

radius rather than diameter) and was therefore of the same order of 

magnitude. Additionally, the initial sharp decrease in g shown by 

Ehrlich and Friedman (E5) is found in the upstream section of the flow 

domain described by the boundary layer growth equations 3-15 - 3-22. 
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The only data found in the literature with which a suitable 

comparison between use of the non-linear and the linear models for 0 

transport was that by Back et al (B16). They incorporated a non-linear 

relationship between °2 pressure and 02  concentration in haemoglobin 

into the basic equation (eqn 3-6) and solved for transport within a 

stenosed region. The mean Sherwood numbers (computed using radius as 

characteristic length) varied between 4 and 350 during pulsatile flow 

throughout the domain for Re = 110 while those for their linear study 

ranged between 4 and 150 approx. The results indicated that major 

differences between the conventional linear transport model of eqn 3-6 

and the non-linear model describing the 02-haemoglobin reaction 

equilibrium only occurred at high Sh - particularly when Sh > 40. Thus 

it appears from these data that a study such as the present one, in 

which regions of low Sh are sought using the linear model may yield 

results reasonably similar to those obtained from a study incorporating 

a non-linear relationship between 02 concentration and pressure in 

terms of magnitude and location of regions of low mass transfer 

coefficient. 
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Chapter 4 

Discussion of Mass Transfer Results in Chapters 2 & 3 

4.1 Comparability of Experimental and Computational Studies 

Chapters 2 & 3 presented two separate approaches to the study 

of variation of mass transfer coefficients within the arterial system 

with particular reference to the effects of blood flow upon supply of 

oxygen to avascular tissue in branched regions of the major arteries. 

In this chapter a comparison of the results is presented in order that 

the consistancy and value of the two methods can be assessed. 

While the experimental and finite element domains in which flow 

and transport were studied were not exactly similar geometrically, they 

differed only in the lengths of the downstream branches. In the 

finite element domain these were 6.2 while those in the experimental 

domain were 27. These parameters were also identical originally, but it 

was found during preliminary experiments on the experimental apparatus 

that the air velocities were sufficiently small that natural convection 

of the ethyl salicylate caused strong vertical variation of mass transfer 

coefficients. This problem was alleviated by reducing the channel width 

to a size which could only be modelled accurately computationally if 

more elements were added to the domain than was feasible 

computationally. As it was, the entrance region of the experimental 

channel was only modelled satisfactorily when a simplified approximation 

to the entry flow was used to reduce the required number of 

elements. In addition a possible source of misinterpretation of results 
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was caused by a lack of suitable equipment to measure velocity 

variation throughout the domain. This meant that comparisons with 

computational results of flow were not possible and that basic flow 

patterns within the domain could only be estimated. 

While only 2-dimensional flow could be studied in the 

computational domain, as is discussed in chapter 2, it proved impossible 

to remove the 3-dimensional flow effects completely from the 

experimental domain. These caused some vertical variation of Sh at the 

top and bottom support plates of the experimental channel. 

4.1.1 Sources of Error 

The differences between the two sets of results are due probably 

to shortcomings in both types of model. As stated previously, the 

computer model describes only the classic viscous- pressure-inertial 

force balance upon a fluid and neglects flow instabilities turbulence 

etc. 	The domain is idealised and the finite element method gives only 

a numerically approximate solution. While results obtained in simple 

test flow channels gave expected results, the data obtained for the 

present domain could not be tested adequately. It was impossible to 

increase the number of nodes in the domain and observe the effects 

upon results because of the prohibitive costs involved (the present 

domain contained 511 nodes and involved the solution of up to 1083 

simultaneous equations). The experimental model depends for its 

accuracy upon reliable vapour pressure data for the swelling agent. 
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This data has been determined for isobutyl benzoate, methyl salicylate 

and ethyl salicylate by Kapur and MacLeod (K6) using holographic 

techniques and has been found to provide good correlation with 

standard empirical mass transfer models. This source was used to 

determine the vapour pressure in the present work, but its accuracy 

has been the subject recent study by WR Paterson (personal 

communication) who has found the vapour pressure of ethyl salicylate 

to be rather higher than that determined by Kapur and MacLeod (K5). 

A further possible source of error was the speckle pattern 

interferometer itself which required some 'warm-up' time before it 

stabilised and did occasionally generate fringes when the system was 

completely immobile. 

Thus several sources of discrepancy do exist between the two 

methods and as will be seen below, the results differ by varying 

degrees with Re and locality. Nevertheless, in all cases Sh for both 

methods of measurement is of similar magnitude and it is probable that 

better agreement would be obtained if some of the above sources of 

error could be alleviated. 

4,2 Results 

The measured and computed variations of Sh within the upstream 

section are plotted in fig 4.1 for Re = 150 and Sc = 2.7. As can be 

seen, when X<-4 the curves are qualitatively similar in shape (ie 'Sh 

decreases with distance from flow entrance) and the (computationally 

derived) absolute values of Sh are about 607 of those obtained by 
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experiment; these being reproduced from the work of Bhatti & Savery 

(620). When x ) -1 the computational results are generated by finite 

element analysis and from this point Sh increases sharply with X. 	This 

increase appears to be caused by sharp skewing of the velocity profile 

towards the outer wall (and consequent increase in vorticity) in this 

region immediately upstream from the branch (see fig 3.11). Such a 

effect was not foundhowever, with the mass transfer experiments 

carried out. In these, for all Re, a monotonic decrease in Sh with 

distance from entrance was found (see fig 2.15) with no increase even 

very close to the branch point (such an effect would have been made 

apparent by pronounced branching of fringes at this point).Similarly, a 

lack of behavioural consistency was found for Sh variation upon the 

outer wall of the downstream section (fig 4.2). In the "computational" 

case Sh was very high at the branch point (ie Sh = 7.3) but dropped 

sharply to S = 3.3 for 0.3 	6.11. The corresponding experimental 

results showed simply a monotonic increase of Sh with distance from 

the branch (ie no sharp decrease from the branch point). 

It is probable that these discrepancies in behaviour upon the 

outer wall can be explained (at least in part) by there being no flow 

separation predicted by the computer model (due, probably, to the lack 

of mesh refinement - see chapter 3). Because flow is predicted not 

to separate in this region, stronger skewing towards this wall is 

predicted computationally than occurs experimentally. Boundary layer 

growth in this region is therefore more restricted and a higher initial 

vorticity and Sh is predicted. In the experimental domain, as the 

reattachment point is approached, the concentration boundary layer 

decreases in thickness and Sh increases. The point of reattachment 
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was not located within the flow region in any of the experiments 

performed in the present study, however, so it was not possible to 

observe the point of maximum mass transfer or to determine the 

variation of its location with Re. 

Better qualitative agreement with results was obtained for the 

more simple flow in the region of the flow dividing wall as is shown 

in fig 4.3 the computer model predicted Sh to be very high at the 

apex, initially to decrease sharply with distance and then to 

asymptote to a value of about 3. 	The experimental apparatus was not 

able (as discussed in chapter 2) to describe mass transfer behaviour 

in te immediate vicinity of the apex because the rate of change of Sh 

observed caused excessive fringe bunching. This in itself suggests 

at least strong qualitative agreement with the computational results, 

but as is discussed in chapter 2 a more flexible interferometric 

system would be required in order to verify the quantitative 

accuracy. In the region of common axial distances from the apex 

between the two models, experimentally determined Sh was generally 

about 701 of that of the computational model and the former appeared 

to asymptote to a value of about 2. 

4.3 Assessment of  Transport Using the Experimental Results 

The values of Sh found for the air/ethyl 	salicylate system 	can 

be used to predict the variation of 	levels within the medial and 

intimal regions of the arterial wall. 	Rate of 02 consumption per 

unit volume of 
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where D = 02 diffusivity within the tissue, k = 02 solubility within 

tissue. 

Within the medial (innermost) region it may be assumed that a 

minimum P02  is reached (this is reasonable if the region is not hypoxic) 

hence the boundary conditions are the following 

P = p2 @ y = y2, 	= 0 @ Y = 

Thus within this region 

P 
02 	02 

= Q /Dk(O.5Y2 - 0.5Y 2 2 - 	+ 	+ P2 	eqn (-2) 

where Y3  is the point of minimum P02  and Y is the location of 

intimal/medial tissue interface. 

Within the intimal region it may be assumed that at Y = Y (ie 

the intimal/medial interface), WoY is the same for both regions. The 

boundary conditions are the following 

PPY=Y and P/EWI 	=Q/Dk(Y -Y)Y=Y 
1 	 1 	 Y=Y2 	02 	3 	2 	 2 

and these give 

P02 	Q02IDk(0.5Y 2  - yy3 - o.sy 2 	y 
1 3 	1 
y ) + P 	eqn (4-3) 

The 	mass flux m 
02 of 02  from the lumen into the wall is 

expressed in terms of mass transfer coefficient k by 
In 
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111 
02 	 o 	1 

kk (P 	- P ) 	eqn (4-4) 

where P = luminal P 
0 	

02 

But at the intimal/luminal interface, 

02 = DkP/aYI 
yzyl  =

0 02(Y 3  - Y1) 

hence 

P1  = Q02/kk(Y1  - 'i'3 ) 	P 	eqn (4-5) 

Using the data (table 4.1) for Q, k, Y and 0 from Schneiderman 

and Goldstick (S11) and the minimum value of Sh found upon the outer 

wall of the branch for Re = 180 during the experimental program, eqns 

2-8 - 2-11 can be evaluated. From eqn (3-24) 

0.303 

ext rap 
Sb 	= 2.05(2800/2.7) 	= 16.8 

Assuming a vessel radius of 1.5mm, k = 2.24 x 10 3cm/s 

hence en (4-5) becomes 

P/il = P - 11.7 
0 

eqn (4-3) becomes 

= P1  - 52.1 

eqn (4-2) becomes 
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P 
3 	

= P 2 - 19,4 

These figures indicate that for the above dimensions and mass transfer 

coefficients, the highest 0 pressure drop occurs across the intimal 

region and that the pressure drop of 02 across the wall is 33.2 Torr. 

Schneiderman and Goldstick (Sil) assumed that P 02 = 85 Torr within the 

bloodstream and their results suggest that P02  becomes very close to 

zero at the point of minimum mass transfer with the pressure drop 

across the blood/wall interface being relatively small. 

If the mass transfer coefficient was halved then in the system 

described above 

P1 - P0  - 23.4 

and hypoxic conditions would occur. Thus lumina! 0, transport 

properties may influence the occurrance of hypoxic conditions within 

the wall. 	These results are very dependent upon the exact dimensions, 

0 transport properties and 0, consumption rates of the tissue, 
2 

however, and can give only an approximation of the °2 profile across 

the wall. 	Their value is strongly dependent upon the accuracy of the 

simplifications made from the physiological situation. These are 

discussed below. 
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4.4 	 Accuracy of the Modelling Techniques and Development 

to the Physiological Situation 

The experimental model described above used substantial 

simplifications in its description of -flow and transport in arterial 

branches. The major differences between model and reality are 

following: 

steady flow rather than pulsatile 

rigid walls rather than compliant 

constant rather than axially varying concentration boundary 

condition 

linear rather than non-linear relationship between solute 

vapour pressure and concentration 

very simplified branch system 

NO 	two- rather than three-dimensional flow regime. 

Because of this the results described and discussed in chapters 2 

and 4 cannot be taken to be quantitatively accurate but should be 

considered merely as a step towards describing flow and transport in 

arterial branches. Because the computational model was intended to 

simulate the experimental model rather than directly the physiological 

situation (in order to assess the relationship between Sh and Re, Sc 

for a range of Sc) the validity of the results with respect to the 

true situation is also highly limited. The major differences between 

this and the finite element domain are the same as above together 

with the fact that the mesh used was probably rather cruder than 

required in places of high shear or mass transport. 
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Both Back et al (B16) and Schneiderman et al (Sb) have published 
(Ck1L iffA LfD(s O 	P1pot.  

results which indicate that pulsatility of blood f  low !both the 

Navier-Stokes equations and the 02  transport equation using the finite 

difference technique. 	flOWQV 	their results may contain significant 

inaccuracies in transport rates in the vicinity of the wall. 

Schneiderman et al's model took account of wall motion (as function of 

pressure) but its -Flow domain was very simplified with respect to the 

geometries of regions prone to atheromatous growth. 

Experimental simulation of the effects of pulsatility upon 02 

transport using the swollen polymer technique was not attempted 

during the present study. From the above results it was felt unlikely 

that substantial effects upon transport due to pulsatility would be 

observed and additionally, it would be very difficult to obtain accurate 

results. The accuracy of the swollen polymer technique is strongly 

dependent upon the rigidity of the materials of construction of the 

model, particularly if fringe development is observed in real time. A 

pulsating medium would be unlikely to satisfy this criterion. 	In this 

respect, use of the electrochemical technique would be mor€ 

appropriate and useful measurements of time varying Sherwood numbers 

could be obtained. 	Such a study could well be extended to pulsatile 

studies in compliant media (should a suitably conducting wall coating be 

available) using elastin or its synthetic equivalent (described by 

Dorrington (08)). 

The transport model which both the experimental and the 

computational programs simulated had constant boundary concentrations. 

This may limit substantially the accuracy of the simulation, particularly 
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because it is assumed that luminal mass transfer is the rate limiting °2 

transport step. 

This means that oxygen reaching the arterial wall is transported 

rapidly within the wall and that 02  concentration at the wall is 

strongly a function of Luminal mass transport. This problem has been 

tackled by Ehrlich and Friedman (E5) by assuming constant 02 flux into 

the wall with varying wall 02 concentration and by Back t al (816) who 

assigned a function of axial distance and time to wall concentration 

and solved for 02  concentration within the lumen. Ehrlich and Friedman 

(ES), as described in chapter 1, found qualitative similarity between wall 

P 02 variation for constant wall flux and wall flux for constant wall P. 

They made no comments about the variation of P02  throughout the 

domain, however, hence a useful assessment of the effects of each of 

the boundary conditions was not possible. Further investigation of this 

problem would be useful in determining the validity of the work 

described in previous chapters. 

In the present experimental study, however, it is impossible to 

vary wall concentration in a reliable fashion. In principle it would be 

possible to swell only partly any selected region of the polymer-coated 

boundary thereby causing P 	(es = ethyl salicylate) locally to be small. 
es 

If this was done, then detailed knowledge of the rate of variation of 

es 
with coating thickness would be necessary and, in any case, the 

system boundary conditions would then be time varying. A far greater 

knowledge and understanding of the diffusive behaviour of swelling 

agent in polymer coating would be required before this was possible. 
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Both the results of Backs et al (816) and of Schneiderman's et al 

(s9,s11) works indicated that the oxygen-haemoglobin reaction has a 

significant effect upon the rate of 02 transport to the arterial wall. 

Prior to these investigations it was believed that the major resistance 

to 02 transport lay in the red cell-free region adjacent to the wall. 

These investigations indicated that this was not the case and that the 

boundary layer may be up to 10 times as thick as this cell-free layer. 

One author (Back et al (816)) indicated that mass transfer rates may 

be twice as high when the non-linear 02-Haemoglobin equilibrium 

relationship is coupled with the simple diffusion-convection model as 

when only the simple model is used. Back's et al (biB) study did 

indicate, however, that in regions of low mass transfer, the transport 

characteristics for both cases were fairly similar and, therefore, that 

experimental and computational models which do not (or cannot) take 

account of this non-linear,  relationship may still predict realistic mass 

transfer coefficients assuming that there are no other artefacts in 

the model. Further computational verification of this would be 

necessary in order to assess better the applicability of the results 

produced by the present experimental model. 

The latter two differences between the models used in this work 

and the physiological situation (viz simple flow system and 2-d flow) 

could be substantially removed by use, experimentally, of a more 

realistic flow domain which incorporated several branches and whose 

limbs were approximately circular in cross-section. The only major 

difficulty in working with a circular cross-section would be the choice 

of optical through the model. 	Use of total internal reflection, even if 

it produced usable fringes, would (as seen in fig 4.4) require an 
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extremely exact knowledge of the angles of reflection from the 

polymer surface at all points upon the surface of interest. These 

angles would vary spatially across the surface thus complicating 

immensely the computation of mass transfer coefficients. A better 

method of viewing surface recession in such a system is illustrated in 

fig 4.5. Refraction through a focussing lens means that the beam can 

be made to pass through the glass surface at 90 to all surfaces. 

Diffuse reflection from the opposite wall would cause major problems 

with scattered light from many parts of the surface being detected 

at one point by the camera and consequently, some loss of fringe 

contrast would occur (fig 4.5). Direct reflection from a remote 

diffusely reflecting surface should, however, minimise the amount of 

stray light entering the camera. Thus the swollen polymer technique 

should allow measurement of the variation of mass transfer coefficients 

in 3-dimensional flow domains as well as 2-dimensional ones. 

Three dimensional flow cannot be studied easily computationally 

using numerical approximations because of the astronomical computer 

processing times and storage space involved. For similar reasons, 

extension of the current 2 dimensional domain to, for example, a 

multibranching one would prove equally difficult. While work is 

proceeding at present into new ways of solving partial differential 

equations more efficiently using both new numerical techniques leg the 

Integral Representation Techniques for Navier-Stokes equations, Wu 

(W12)) and new types of computer leg ICLs Distributed Array Processor 

(DAP) which performs multiple matrix operations simultaneously) there 

remains much development to be done before solution of the 

Navier-Stokes equations for such complex systems can be done easily. 
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A major drawback of the air-ethyl salicylate system used in the 

present work was the low Sc (= 2.7) of the system. For 

02-haemoglobin systems Sc = 2800 and,as was indicated by the 

computational results, transport behaviour for such systems differs 

substantially from that for Sc = 2.7. 	Use of a water-ethyl salicylate 

system has been tried by Kapur and MacLeod (KS) who measured fringe 

development holographically for flow impinging upon a flat plate. For 

this system, Sc = 1100, therefore results which relate better to the 

physiological situation may be expected if satisfactory fringe 

development can be obtained. Because the refractive index of water 

(1.35) is rather closer to that of ethyl salicylate (1.52) than that of 

air, fringes of good quality would be harder to obtain and fewer 

fringes per unit mass transfer coefficient would be observed in a given 

time. Direct viewing of a surface through moving liquid may well prove 

difficult due to slight fluctuations in optical density of the liquid. 

A discussion of several current theories for how fluid mechanical 

flow features may influence atherogenesis was presented in chapter 1. 

In each case an artery was subjected to relatively severe conditions (eg 

high shear stress, low shear, endothelial cell layer removal etc) designed 

to test the proposed mechanism for atherogenesis and results 

presented which supported or rejected accordingly the respective 

theses. Within the study of 02 transfer the results presented in 

chapter's 	2 	and 	3 	together 	with 	various 	others 

(B16,S9,S10S11,C236l8l-i1o,04) show that not only can hypoxic conditions 

appear to cause development of plaques but that strong variation of 

02 conditions within the lumen is possible. The major problems within 

this area of research still to be addressed thoroughly are 
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W 	the effect of localised 02 starvation upon the wall s  

(ii) 	the effect of 3-dimensional flow conditions upon 02 

transport 

The first problem is very much one requiring the attention of the 

biologist. Further work related to how 02 starvation affects the 

nature of both the tissue and of the endothelial cells with regard to 

the transport of macromolecules is needed. It has been postulated 

that (04) °2 starvation restricts metabolism and allows lipid growth. 	An 

assessment of how strongly this may influence plaque formation and 

comparison of the relative importances of this and of the effects 

upon cells and tissue of hypoxia will compliment the engineering studies 

(see below) and should provide an improved understanding of the role 

of 02  transport in the disease process. 

The second is one which requires an engineering approach. 

Detailed programmes combining studies of both the fluid dynamic nature 

of blood flow within a branched luminal domain and the variation of 

the mass transfer coefficient with axial and azimuthal position would 

provide some understanding of this. None of the experimental work 

done to date (see sects 1.4,1.51.8) has attempted. Because of the 

experimental difficulty of measuring 02  transfer coefficients the focus 

experimentally has been in developing and testing P02  measurement 

techniques. Until suitable instrumentation is developed such techniques 

will be of limited value. An in vitro model, however, using for example 

the swollen polymer method with a water-ethyl salicylate system of 

mass transfer coefficient measurement coupled with a laser-Doppler 

anemometry study of flow would yield considerable information about 

the correlation of mass transport with flow conditions in well defined 
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conditions. 

Such experimental methods as the above could also be of value in 

other physiological applications. For example, Caro et al (C2) used mass 

transfer principles in their assessment of the role of concentration 

boundary layer in transport of macromolecules from the arterial wall 

into the bloodstream. 	Galanga and LLoyd (G12) used the electrochemical 

method to examine the variation of local mass transfer coefficients 

near prosthetic heart valves. Dumas and Barozzi (09) analysed heat 

transfer to blood flowing in a duct using Finite Difference methods. 

In each of these cases use of the swollen polymer technique could have 

be made in order to predict rates of transport of mass or heat in a 

biomedical application. 
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Chapter 5 

Summary of the Thesis 

The work presented in the preceding chapters has been motivated 

by the apparent correlation of location of atherosclerotic lesion 

formation with regions of strong asymmetry in blood flow profile. Two 

lines of investigation have been developed; namely 

study of the cause of an apparent lack of correlation 

between distribution of flow in downstream limbs of an asymmetric 

branch with Re, and 

the use of experimental and computational technique to 

describe the mass transfer of 02  from the lumen into the arterial wall. 

It has been found (appendix B) that the tendency for flow to 

enter the side branch of an asymmetric branched domain preferentially, 

found independently by two sets of workers, was caused by an 

artefact of the experimental apparatus used by the workers. By minor 

alteration of the geometry of the side channel exit it was found that 

substantial alteration of the relationship between flow distribution 

between the branches & Re occurred. Similarly, alteration of this 

relationship occurred when the solid surface was greased slightly and 

when one of two inter-connected end reservoirs was contaminated with 

detergent. In each case the only feature of the system which was 

altered substantially was the energy of formation of air-water 

interface at the channel exit- When the system was immersed in 

water (in order to remove all surface effects from the channel exits) 

and flow distribution observed by measurement of the rate of advance 
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of a dye front, no such tendency was observed. Indeed, flow in the 

straight limb was generally higher than that in the side limb and 

increased with Re relative to that in the side limb. The suggestion by 

Crowe that the uneven distribution of flow in the branches was caused 

by the Coanda effect was examined experimentally and found invalid. 

The Coanda effect is a bistable condition whereby in a branched domain 

all flow proceeds exclusively down either of two branches or, in an 

expanding channel, attaches itself to either side wall. 	No such signs of 

bistability were observed in the current work and only at very low 

flow rates did flow proceed along one branch only. For these reasons 

it was concluded that 

the results obtained by Crowe (Cl]) and by Rodkiewicz and 

Roussel (R5) were misleading by their neglect of surface tension 

effects. 

any further studies of this type should be done in 

environments where no surface effects will be encountered and 

there is no evidence to suggest that similar in vivo branch 

configurations would give similar results to those found by these 

authors. 

The swollen polymer technique has been used to measure the 

variation of Sherwood number in a two dimensional domain simulating an 

arterial bifurcation. 	It has been possible to predict with relative ease 

rates of mass transfer along all walls of the branched domain with the 

exception of regions where high mass transfer coefficient gradients 

occurred. These could also be measured if a more flexible 

interferometric system was used. The Sherwood numbers obtained were 

of similar magnitude to those found computationally and those inferred 
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from published computational data. Qualitatively the variation of Sh 

within the domain and with Re was very much as would be expected; 

high Sh decreasing with distance along both the flow dividing walland 

the wall upstream from the branch with low Sh increasing with distance 

along the outer wall. 

The results indicated that flow separation and reversal occurred 

upon the outer wall of the branch and that the recirculation zone 

extended beyond the channel exit for all Re (ie a distance of 25 

channel widths). This effect may well not occur in the physiological 

situation because the three dimensional domain will undoubtedly generate 

compensatory secondary flows (as found by Brech and Bellhouse (B4)). In 

addition separation was undoubtedly enhanced by the presence of a 

sharp corner in the domain. Arterial branch points are characterised 

by smooth curvatures rather than sharp bends. 

Incorporation of the mass transfer coefficients obtained 

experimentally into a model of 02 diffusion and consumption in the wall 

indicated that while the 02 pressure difference across the boundary 

layer was small by comparison with that across the intimal and medial 

regions of the wall, because the 02 pressures in the middle of the wall 

may be very low, the magnitude of the 02  mass transfer coefficient 

may well play an important role in determining whether or not 

starvation occurs. 

The finite element method has been used to determine local 

velocities, pressures, vorticities, concentrations and Sherwood numbers 

within the domain used experimentally for comparative purposes and for 
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assessment of the variation of Sh with Schmidt number (Sc). The 

model predicted the vorticities at the inlet and outlet of the domain 

to be similar to these for Poiseulile flow. For this reason velocity and 

vorticity measurements were believed to be reasonably accurate at least 

in these regions. Flow separation upon the outer wall was not 

predicted, however, due probably to the use of too coarse a mesh in 

the region of the branch. The peak vorticities predicted upon the 

flow dividing wall were slightly below the corresponding critical shear 

stress of 40 Nm 2  as defined by Fry (Fl). Appropriate use of slightly 

different dimensions, however, could imply the predicted shear stress 

either to be well in excess Of this figure or well below it, hence on 

this basis it is quite plausible that some endothelial damage caused by 

fluid shear stresses could occur in some arteries. This is a reasonably 

sweeping statement, however, as it has been made without consideration 

of the Re likely to occur in arteries of dimensions wherein this critical 

shear stress is predicted to be succeeded. 

The Sherwood numbers predicted by the model were quantitatively 

similar to both those found experimentally and those found in the 

literature. The qualitative differences found in the relationship 

between Sh and distance for computational and experimental work were 

believed also to have been caused by use of too coarse a mesh. These 

results have, however, been use to correlate Sh with both Re and with 

Sc in order that mass transfer data generated by experiment using an 

air-ethyl salicylate system may be used to predict the behaviour in an 

0 
2- 

 haemoglobin system. 	The resulting correlation (eqn 3-24) was in 

close agreement with the well known empirical relationship between Sh 

and Sc and was very similar to that derived from the results of Bhatti 
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and Saverys (B20) computational work (eqn 3-21). 

From computational results obtained by Back et al (BiB) it appears 

that 02  transfer coefficients can be predicted with reasonable accuracy 

in regions of low 02  transfer using a linear relationship between 02 

concentration and pressure within haemoglobin 	If this is the case, 

then the swollen polymer method appears to offer a convenient means 

of measuring and observing rates of mass transfer in models of arterial 

branches and could be used conveniently both to predict 02 transfer 

behaviour in three dimensional models and to generate other heat and 

mass transfer data in physiological systems. 

With regard to the problem of identifying mechanisms related to 

fluid dynamics likely to be responsible for causing atherogenesis, the 

above results and conclusions present some further evidence for a 

possible role of high shear stress in the initiation of the disease and a 

possible role for low transport of 02 into the wall in the initiation of 

the disease. 	In the case particularly of 0 transport the closeness in 

magnitude of Sb to those found in other studies offers some support 

to the belief that such a study can give useful information. 
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Appendix A 

For a domain such as that described in Appendix B, by making the 

three flow streams of infinite length, an analytical solution of the flow 

field can be obtained for potential flow. The boundary conditions for 

potential flow differ from those for the viscous flow studies described 

in chapter 3 in that plug flow is assumed at the entrance to the 

channel and the zero velocity boundary condition at the boundary is 

inappropriate. The dividing streamline is assumed to meet the boundary 

at the tip of the flow divider and consequently the tip is a point of 

stagnation. The velocity at the sharp corner on the outer wall is 

defined as infinity. The velocity of the side branch is taken as 

Uexp(-L) and that of the main branch as U.exp(-L1) where U is the 

upstream feed velocity. The domain is represented in fig.A1. 

Variation of absolute velocity q along the boundaries is as follows. 

AB 	8 	0, 	 U ) q ) U.exp(-L1 ) 

=> 	lnU)lnq)lnU - L 

(Eqn Al) 	 => 	0 4 In U/q 	L1  

AE 	8=0 	 Uqoo 

1 	q/U 

(Eqn 42) 	 => 	0 ) In U/q ) 

ED 	 8 	= c, ? 	q 	U.exp(-L2 ) 

(Eqn A3) => 	-°° 	In 	U/q 	< L2  
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CB 	 B 	0, 	 0 	q 	U.exp(-L1) 

In q 	In U - 

(Eqn A4) 	 => 	00 ) In U/q ) L1  

CD 	 B = cx, 	 0 	q 	U.exp(-L2 ) 

(Eqn A5) 	 => 	00 	In u/q ) L2  

The domain of fig.A1 is transformed to the 	plane of -Fig.A2 

using the transformation, 

(Eqn AS) 	 = In U/v = In LI/q + i8 

where v is complex velocity defined by v = q.exp(-iB) 

In this plane the points C and E become in-Finite while those of A, B 

and 0 become finite, A representing a source while B and D represent 

sinks. 

The E plane is transformed to the t plane of -fig.A3 upon which 

only the boundaries remain real using the general relation 

(Eqn A8) 

=> 	E = 	kJn 	t 	+ L 

At 	F, 	t = 	1 	and 	E. 	= 	ia, 	=> 	ici 	= k.0 	+ 	L, => 	L 	= 	ici 

At 	A. 	E = 	0 	and 	t 	= 	-1 • 	=> 	0 	= k.ln(- 1) 	+ ici 	= 	kiir 	+ 	cx 

=> k = 

Thus 

(Eqn A9) 	 -c/li In t + ia- 
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and 

(Eqn MU) 	 t = -exp(-Ejt/ct) 

At 	B (fig AN, E = L1  => t = 	= -exp(-L1  IT/ ci), 

therefore, 

(Eqn All) 	 t1  = exp(-TIL1/cl) 

At D (fig A2) E = L2  + ic => t = t2 	-exp(--1T/c(L + i(i)) 

therefore 

(Eqn Al 2) 	 t2  = exp(-ITL2IcI) 

From Mime-Thompson (M12), p201, the velocity at complex distance 

z from a source of strength m situated at position z0  is, 

(Eqn A13) 	 v = iw/dz = rn/(z-z 
I) 

where 	 w = complex potential 

z = complex distance 

v = complex velocity 

The strength of the source at A is the volumetric flow-rate which is 

/ m = U.H/1T, while the strengths of sinks B and D are respectively 

mi  = U.Hu 1.exp(-L1) & m2  = U.H. 1.exp(-L2) 

The velocity for a domain consisting of one source and two sinks will 

be simply the difference between m/(z-z ) for the source and the sum 
a 

of m/(z-z ) for the sinks. Expressed in terms of t, this becomes 
0 
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(Eqn A14) 	 aw/at = m/(t+1) - m1/(t4t1) - m2/(t-t2) 

Therefore by integration, 

(Eqn A15) 	 w = m.ln(t+1) - m1.ln(t+t1) - m2.ln(t-t2) 

In the domain of fig.(A1). H = H1  = H2  and by continuity m = m1  + m2, 

therefore 

(Eqn A16) Ui-I 	= 	U.H1.exp(-L1) + 	U.H2.exp(-L2 ) 

(Eqn All) => 	1 	= 	exp(-L1) 	+ exp(-L2 ) 

Since 

= 	v 	= U.t 
1x/1r. 

 .exp(-ict) 

can be found by division. At point C, v = 0 and t = 0, 

therefore both w/z and st/az = 0, thus sw/at = 0. 

Equation (A14) reduces to 

(Eqn A18) 	 exp(ir/ci - 1)L1  - exp(u/ci - 1)L2 	1 

In the domain under consideration, a 	ir/4, thus solution of 

simultaneous equations (A17) & (A18) gives the values of L1  and L2  of 

07142 and 0.6725 respectively which correspond to a flow ratio, Fr = 

1.043. 

If the flow 	dividing 	streamline lies at another 	point than C in 	fig 

Al, 	then 	this 	value 	of 	Fr 	will 	not necessarily 	occur. 	In this instance 

the 	stagnation 	point 	would 	lie 	distal to 	C 	in 	either 	of the branches 

and C would be infinity. 
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Appendix fl 

A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REYNOLDS' NUMBER & FLOW 

DISTRIBUTION IN A BRANCHED CHANNEL 

Introduction 

Crowe (C13) tested the influence of upstream Reynolds' number 

(Re) on the ratio of fluid flow in the downstream limbs of a 

bifurcated channel 3mm in diameter as shown in fig.81. The flow 

model, whose limbs were of the same cross-sectional shape and area as 

the portion upstream of the bifurcation, consisted of a straight 

channel 20cm in length with a side branch lOcni in length commencing 

10cm from the entrance at an angle of 300 to the axial direction. 

The channel ends were open to the atmosphere in order to ensure 

that the end pressures were equal. Defining the flow ratio (Fr) as the 

ratio flow in branch/flow in mainstream, he obtained curves for Re vs 

Fr similar to those in fig.2 for a) water and for b) a 147 mass dye 

solution (using Milling yellow dye) in water. 	The dye solution viscosity 

was in,  the range 10-15cP, while viscosity of water was lcP. 

Crowe's 	results indicated 	that when 	viscosity is 	altered, 	the 

Fr-Re 	relationship 	while retaining 	the same form, 	changes quantitatively. 

The 	curve 	describing 	the 	relationship invariably 	exhibits a maximum 	Fr; 

but 	for the 	more viscous 	fluid this is much closer to the 	origin 	(ie 	is 

reached at much 	lower Re). 	This 	indicates 	that 	Fr 	is not a function 

of Re alone. 
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Rodkiewicz & Roussel (R5) performed similar tests upon a 

branched flow system using downstream limb diameters of 1.25 inches 

and varying the side branch-mainstream angles. In this case the 

channel ends were submerged under constant head overflow tanks which 

were carefully levelled to provide identical end conditions. The 

behaviour they observed was similar to that observed by Crowe (Cl]) 

but they found Fr became greater than unity at much larger values of 

Re. 

As Re -> 0, momentum forces become small and the flow rates in 

the two branches are determined by viscous resistance alone. Because 

the branches in the experiments described above were of virtually 

equal dimensions, as Re -> 0 viscous resistance in each branch should 

become equal, and the flow ratio should approach unity. This has been 

found not to be the case. An additional anomaly is that if Fr 

becomes equal to 00, as reported, there is a pressure difference but 

no flow between the entrance and the exit of the mainstream. Crowe 

(C13) explains this as being an example of the Coanda effect, in which 

-Flow may be conveyed down one branch only under the influence of a 

low pressure region occurring immediately beyond the sharp bend. The 

Coanda effect is generally found in symmetric flow regimes ( eg 

Y-branches, expanding ducts etc); in particular those in which there is 

flow into an expanding cross-section. In an expanding duct, flow along 

the axis is neutrally stable because hydrostatic pressure is high in the 

centre and low at the boundaries. If an asymmetric radial pressure is 

applied instantaneously to the flow the velocity profile immediately 

skews and the flow becomes attached to one wall. This condition 

remains when the asymmetric pressure is removed. The direction in 
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which the asymmetric 	pressure acts 	is 	irrelevant 	and consequently 	the 

condition is 	bistable. 	There 	is no evidence in Crowe's thesis to suggest 

that 	bistability exists 	(perhaps not 	surprisingly 	in 	an asymmetric model) 

thus 	it seems 	unlikely 	that the 	flow 	inequality observed 	can 	be 

explained satisfactorily 	by 	an effect 	of 	which 	this 	is 	a 	prominent 

feature. 

The Navier-Stokes equations show that for given boundary 

conditions, the flow, if governed solely by viscous, inertial and pressure 

forces, is defined uniquely by Re no matter what fluid is used. As has 

been described Fr is here found not to be determined purely by Re. 

These results thus pose two immediate problems. 

Why does Fr -> oo as Re -> 0 ? 

Why is Fr apparently not a unique function of Re? 

These anomalies merit further examination in view of the physiological 

importance of low Re branched flows. Accordingly, tests on branched 

channels have been conducted in order to study these phenomena and 

these are described below. 
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ExDermenta$ 

Several tests upon a diverging duct seem to remove any doubt 

about whether or not Crowe's assertion that the Coanda effect causes 

Fr to tend to infinity at low Re is correct. These revealed that, for 

1700 < Re < 6000 the flow was always bistable, and attached itself to 

either duct wall. When a flow divider was inserted to the model, 

making it a 2-dimensional Y-branched channel, the flow became 

monostable. This indicates that at the values of Re at which Crowe's 

work was done the Coanda effect does not occur, and that some other 

consideration is needed in order to explain why Fr -> . 

It was decided to test a model similar to that used by Crowe 

(Cl]) in order to see if his results were reproducible. Fig.81 

illustrates the basic apparatus used. 	The square cross-section channels 

were milled in a PVC block and the dimensions of the upstream and 

each of the downstream branches were 3mm x 3mm x 100mm. The 

channels were cut of square cross-section primarily because of the 

greater ease with which the walls could be made continuous at the 

bifurcation. Crowe (Cl]) found little difference between results 

whether the channels were of square or circular cross-section. To 

enable the flow to be observed, the channel-block was covered with a 

perspex lid which was bolted on. The angle between the downstream 

channels was 450 	A constant head was maintained by an overflow in 

the head tank, which discharged into a lower reservoir. The head tank 

was fed from the lower reservoir by a pump. In the first 

xp.r,ments flow from the channels was discharged into the 

atmosphere, as with Crowe's apparatus. Flow-rates were measured by 
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weighing the fluid collected in beakers placed below the exits in a 

known period of time. 

The variation of flow ratio with Reynolds' number was studied 

using two fluids: water, and a glycerol/water solution of viscosities lcP 

and lOcP respectively. The viscosities were measured using a Haake 

co-axial cylinder viscometer. The results are plotted in fig.B3, with 

those of Crowe (C13) superimposed. There is very little agreement 

between the two sets of results. Where Crowe's curves for both 

liquids show increasing flow ratio with decreasing Re, present results 

for water show Fr decreasing monotonically with Re whereas those for 

the glycerol solution show that Fr first increases with decreasing Re 

and then suddenly decreases sharply to zero. At no point does the 

flow ratio of either fluid exceed unity. The present results were 

similar to those of Crowe only in that poor correlation between the 

Fr-Re curve for water and that for the more viscous solution was 

found both in the present work and in that done by Crowe (C13). 

The present results do offer support to Crowes finding that 

when the fluid is changed, the relationship between Fr & Re is altered. 

This implies that some fluid mechanical property of the testing fluids 

other than those considered in the conventional formulation of the 

Navier-Stokes equations must also be taken into account in order that 

the flow system be defined fully. 

Because new surface is created at the channel exits as the fluid 

discharges into the atmosphere surface energy is expended. It seems 

likely that surface tension could be one such property. If surface 
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tension is significant in the system, then in order to define the flow 

fully a new dimensionless parameter incorporating it must be defined. 

One such parameter could be 

Rw = Re2/We = god/p2  

	

where 	o 	surface tension, 

	

and 	We = Weber number = Liu2
u d/o 

Rw is dependent only on the static properties of the fluid and the 

characteristic length d. If no other forces are significant, then Rw 

and Re will define the system fully. The values of Rw for water and 

for the water-glycerol solution were found to be 216000 and 1940 

respectively. The surface tensions of the liquids were determined using 

a torsion balance. Because these values differ by a factor of 100, any 

effect of surface tension upon the flow system might be expected to 

be made apparent. In order to observe the effect of 

testing a fluid of Rw similar to water, and 

using a fluid of density and viscosity similar to water but of 

different surface tension, 

the first experiments were repeated with heptane and a detergent 

solution in water, for which the values of Rw were respectively 247000 

and 131000. The values of Rw for heptane and water are similar and 

the soap solution is fluid mechanically similar to water, differing only in 

its surface tension. It should be noted that the values of Rw for all 

the fluids are substantially different from that of the glycerol 

solution. 
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Plots of Fr vs Re for heptane and the detergent solution are 

contained in fig.154 and those for water are super-imposed. The curves 

for the three are qualitatively very similar, as would be expected if Fr 

= fn(Re,Rw), and each can be divided approximately into 3 parts, viz. 

the regions 0 4 Re 4 200, and 1000 ( Re  ( 4000 when the gradient is 

positive (ie when Fr increases with increasing Re) and the region 200 ( 

Re ( 1000 when the gradient is negative 	when Fr decreases with 

increasing Re). 

The section of the curve where 200 ( Re ( 1000 shows Fr 

increasing (as expected) to unity with decreasing Re as the influence of 

inertial forces upon the flow diminishes. 

Fr begins to increase with Re when Re > 2000 and become 

relatively constant when Re rz 6000. The relationship between Fr and 

Re for Re > 6000 has not been investigated here, but it is interesting 

at this point to speculate upon the results for flows in which viscosity 

Is small. 	Appendix A contains a formulation of the equations describing 

potential flow in this domain. Equation (Al) in Appendix A s the 

following 

(Fr-i-1)3 - ((Fr+1*)3 = 1 

which gives a value for Fr of 1.043 for a branch angle of 450 	This 

implies that as Re -> eo in the systems discussed above Fr approaches a 

value just greater than unity; ie more flow enters the branch than 

the mainstream. This result is obtained using theory which incorporates 

different boundary conditions from those which occur in reality in 
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viscous flow even at very high, non-physiological Re; namely non-zero 

velocity conditions at solid boundaries and infinite velocity at the sharp 

cornered entrance to the side branch upon the outer wall and using a 

2-dimensional infinite domain rather than the 3-dimensional domain under 

examination. For water-flows of high Re Fr increases with increasing 

Re. Whether or not Fr -> 1.043 as Re -> uc  cannot be ascertained 

easily using water for the simple reason that the apparatus would not 

stand up to the high pressures involved. 

If the angle is w/4 then Fr = 1.000 ie if viscous -Forces were 

negligible throughout the domain then Fr would be greater than unity. 

It is possible that as Re -> , Fr -> 1.000 . When Re becomes less 

than 200 however, Fr starts to decrease with decreasing Re and side 

branch flow stops when Re > 0. 

In 	addition, 	a number of tests were devised 	in order to observe 

the 	effects 	upon flow 	of altering 	the method of 	discharge 	and 

measurement and of eliminating all 	effects of surface tension. 

(i) 	each channel was made to discharge over a weir which was 

contained within a reservoir attached to the model as illustrated in 

fig.B5. The weir heights were measured carefully using a depth 

micrometer and adjusted Until the difference was less th 	Olmm. 

The discharged liquid was caught in a beaker as described before, and 

flow rates determined by timing the run. With this configuration Fr 

decreased with decreasing Re but reproducibility of results was poor. 

Because it is impossible to make the heights of the weirs absolutely 

equal it is likely that slight differences in level distorted the values of 
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Fr 	obtained 	at low 	flow 	rates. However 	this does not 	explain 

satisfactorily 	the 	lack 	of 	reproducibility 	in 	the 	results. During 	the 

runs 	a meniscus formed at the tops of the weirs due to the effects 

of 	surface 	tension. 	The 	heights 	of these 	menisci varied proportionally 

with 	flow-rate (*e 	the 	higher the 	flow-rate the higher 	the 

meniscus-height), hence 	it 	was 	felt that 	height differences 	in 	the 

menisci 	should, if 	anything, 	have an 	equalising effect 	upon 	the 

flow-ratios. 

(ii) 	the reservoirs described above were joined by 1/2 inch pipe 

and the weirs removed. The channels now discharged into the 

reservoirs below the liquid surface in each, which was held at a 

common level by the connecting pipe. A water-dye interface was 

introduced by a sudden switch of feed to the model from a reservoir 

containing clear water to one containing a solution of bromo-thymol 

blue dye. Flow through the branched channel was timed using a 

stop-watch placed upon the apparatus and recorded using a video 

camera and recorder. The flow-rate was determined by folowirig the 

rate of advance of the velocity front. Variation of flow- rate duo to 

the progressive change in hydrostatic head in the exit-rc-serioirs over 

the course of a run was prevented by use of a constant rate- in-fusion 

pump. 

Variation of Fr with Re was extremely erratic at low flow rates 

and it was impossible to tell what effect varying Re had upon Fr. 

Close inspection of the reservoirs during different runs revealed that 

the angle of contact between the water and the wall in each of the 

reservoirs varied greatly, causing the surface sometimes to be concave 
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upwards, and at other times to be concave downwards. Such a finding 

means that the surface tension characteristics of the reservoirs were 

generally different from each other and varied from run to run 

(caused presumably by varying degrees of contamination). Contamination 

of the weir system may also be a reason for the inconsistency of the 

results in that configuration. 

(iii) 	the channel was placed in a large reservoir of water and 

water flow-rates in the branches recorded using video equipment as 

described above. With this configuration there should be no effects 

caused by surface tension as the flows discharge into a large body of 

the same liquid which has no solid surface near the exit local to either 

channel. The results from this set of runs are plotted in fig.B6. 

There does not appear to be any tendency in this case for more flow 

to enter the side branch than the main one at any value Of Re 

tested. When Re is high, Fr is low and when Re decreases Fr tends 

towards unity as was predicted in the introduction to the chapter. 

Furthermore, the results were much more reproducible in this case 

than in previous configurations. 

Because the behaviour observed in the latter experiments 

described above (where all end effects were believed to have been 

eliminated) was as expected and that observed by Crowe (C13) (using a 

system where end effects had not been removed) was anomalous, it 

seems likely that the effects of surface tension at the channel end 

(of which he took no account) could explain his curious results. 	The 

remaining difficulty to be considered is that Crowe (C13) and 

Rodkiewicz & Roussel (PS) reported no problems with reproducibility of 
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results, whereas the results of the former tests described here (using 

a system similar to the one he describes) were highly erratic. It is 

possible that their experimental systems were less susceptible to 

variable contamination of the exposed surfaces than the ones used in 

this case. As is described below, however, much more consistent 

results (which are similar to those of Crowe (C13) and of Rodkiewicz 

and Roussel (R5)) can be obtained if the geometry of the branch is 

altered. 

At low 	flow 	rates, 	viscous 	forces 	alone 	should 	determine 	flow 

distribution 	in this 	geometric configuration. 	There 	are, 	however, 	two 

ways 	in which surface 	tension could 	cause 	an 	inequality 	between 	the 

surface effects at the channel ends, 

 slight contamination of 	one 	or 	other 	of 	the channel exits. 

 minor differences 	in detailed 	geometry of the channel exits. 

The effects of these factors upon the system were tested as 

described below. 

Effects of Deliberate Contamination of the Discharge Reservoirs 

Two cylindrical reservoirs were 	constructed 	from the 	weirs 

described above 	by attaching a 1/2 	inch 	connecting 	pipe to 	the weir 

exits 	and were 	filled with 	water 	to 	a 	level-marker. 	A pre-selected 

amount of detergent was added to one 	reservoir to make the 	surface 

tension of the 	liquid in 	it 	0.048 Nm 1. 	The value of a 	for water at 
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298K was 0.073 Nm 1. The curves in fig.B7 show that the relationship 

between Fr & Re depended highly on the relative surface tensions of 

the reservoirs at low Re but less so at high Re; at low Re, if 0 in 

the side branch reservoir is low, Fr becomes high, while if o in the 

other reservoir is low, then Fr becomes low. These results can be 

explained in terms of reservoir contamination. Early experiments by 

Ablett (reported in C22) indicate that when a horizontal cylinder which 

rests in a reservoir of liquid in such a way that a small meniscus of 

liquid is formed at the interface with the wall, the angle of contact 

between the liquid and the vessel surface varies with rate of cylinder 

rotation. This implies that in any system where a liquid surface is 

moving relative to a solid boundary (such as is the case in the 

reservoir experiments described above), the angle of contact between 

the two will vary with rate of relative motion. This means that even 

in a configuration where no new surface is being formed a driving 

pressure is necessary to overcome the axial component at the 

air-water-wall interface. 	Referring to fig.88, if P a = atmospheric 

pressure (an infinitesimal distance above the liquid surface) then 

sp =P ='P 
2 	3 	a 

If 6P  & 6P  represent the pressure drop due to surface tension 

across the liquid surface in the rese'oir, and 6P  & 6P  represent the 

pressure drop between the channel entrance and a point an 

infinitesimal distance below the liquid surface, then 

P 
1 	

- Pa 
	4 	2 

OP + OP = OP 5 
	3 

+ OP 	(Eqn Bi) 
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When the surface characteristics in the two reservoirs are identical 

and the surfaces rise at the same rate, the angles of contact and 

hence the pressure drop due to surface tension are identical. 

ie 	
6P  

= 
6P  

In this case, 6P 	6P4, and the flow situation is determined purely by 

Re. 

From observations of the system, while the rate of change of the 

surface height is the same in each reservoir, the angles of contact are 

different, 	implying 	that 	
6P  

* 	6P 
3* 
	Consider 	the case when 6P 	< OP. 

Eqn 	(BI) 	implies 	that 	
6P 
	> 	0P4, 	hence the 	flow rate in the mainstream 

is 	driven 	under 	a 	higher 	pressure 	gradient, 	and is 	greater 	than the 

side 	branch 	flow. 	In 	this case 	Fr 	-> 	zero, and 	represents the 

situation 	where 	detergent was 	added 	to 	the mainstream 	reservoir. 

When 	the surface 	tension 	in the side 	branch reservoir 	was reduced by 

addition of detergent 	
6P 
	> 

6P 
	and 	Fr -> 	. 

Effect of Geometry Alteration 

A semi-circular groove 3mm in diameter was cut in the end of 

the 	side branch only 	as 	shown in 	fig.09 	in 	order 	to 	create 	different 

end 	configurations 	between the channels 	The runs were repeated for 

all 	four working fluids: 	water, heptane, glycerol 	solution and detergent 

solution and 	in addition 	several 	tests 	were 	conducted using 	pulsatile 

flow for various values 	of 	the frequency parameter a = dI(f/u) 	(4 
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frequency parameter, u = kinematic viscosity). The steady flow results 

(plotted in fig.B9) showed much greater uniformity and reproducibility 

in this configuration than when the channel ends were similar. All the 

curves depict Fr increasing with decreasing Re at lower Re and Fr 

increasing with Re at higher Re. As Rw decreases, the curves become 

closer to the origin. 

It appears that the alteration of the side branch geometry has 

caused a decrease in the work done by the fluid in forming new 

surface. Because the pressure difference between the fluid inlet pipe 

and the ends of both of the branches is the same, the pressure drop 

in the side branch due to viscous losses must be greater than in the 

main stream and hence its flow rate greater. The alteration of the 

geometry must also have decreased the characteristic, diameter, d, of 

the side branch at exit and therefore the role Of surface tension in 

the side branch flow is reduced. These results also illustrate the 

validity of the parameter Rw in defining the flow. 	While specific fluid 

mechanical properties of heptane and water are substantially different, 

the value of Rw for each is relatively similar and the curves obtained 

for both in fig.B10 are very close together. 

When pulsatile flow was applied to the apparatus (using a 

sinusoidal pulse and minimum velocity of zero) the plot of Fr vs Re 

(based on mean flow rate) was virtually identical to that of steady 

flow for the same working fluid. Frequency parameter was not found 

to be of any significance at all; when it was set at 2.12 for both 

water and for the glycero solution the curves were identical to those 

for the corresponding f1us in steady flow. 
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At low Re during the pulsatile flow tests, when there was no flow 

in the main branch, a surface tension bubble was formed at the 

channel exit which inflated and deflated continuously during the cycle. 

This gave visual evidence that surface tension was preventing flow in 

the main branch and implied that it was altering the flow distribution 

characteristics of the channel. 

4. Conclusions 

The experiments described above indicate that the flow systems 

examined by Crowe and by Rodkiewicz & Roussel (R5) cannot be 

characterised by Re and relevant geometric factors alone: another 

dimensionless parameter containing surface tension is also required. 

From the results obtained using the channel immersed in a reservoir, it 

seems reasonable to conclude that as Re -> zero, Fr -> unity, rather 

than either zero or . This is consistent with the introductory 

discussion in which doubt was expressed over the experimental results 

found by Crowe (C13) whereby Fr -> 	as Re - zero and suggests 

that both his apparatus and that of Roc3kiewicz and Roussel (R5) 

contained some flaw which allowed surface tension effects to cause an 

uneven distribution between the downstream limbs. For a system 

wherein the influence of surface tension can be neglected, the flow 

ratio will be purely a function of Reynolds number. This is likely to 

be the situation in natural arterial systems, for which, accordingly, the 

apparatus used by Crowe (Cl]) and by Rodkewicz and Roussel (P5) do 

not provide a vahc model. 
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Why Fr -> uo rather than zero in the systems tested by 

Crowe (C13) and by Rodkiewicz and Roussel (R5) as Re decreases is, as 

yet, unknown. It may have been due simply to differences in channel 

end conditions associated with differing surface conditions becoming 

apparent only at low flow rates when the ratio of surface tension 

forces to all kinds of flow forces becomes large. 

The 	value 	of 	this 	type 	of 	study, 	in 	terms 	of 	physiological 

implication, may 	well 	be 	limited. 	About 	907 	of 	the 	pressure 	drop 

across 	the circulation 	occurs 	in 	the 	peripheral 	arteries. 	Because 	of 

this, 	if 	a 	lesion is formed 	at a 	large 	bifurcation 	causing for example 	a 

doublng 	of local 	pressure 	drop, 	the 	effect 	upon 	distribution 	of 	flow 

throughout 	the 	network may 	well 	be 	negligible. 	This 	is 	why 	a 	stenosis 

in 	a 	major bifurcation 	is 	not 	generally 	cortsidered 	clinically 	significant 

until 	about 507 	of 	the 	arterial 	cross-section 	is 	blocked; 	fluid 

mechanically the stenosis may 	well 	not 	be 	significant 	in 	influencing 	flow 

distribution until 	it 	is 	even 	more 	severe. 	Similarly 	a 	study 	of 	the 

variation 	of Fr 	with 	Re 	in 	such 	models 	as 	described 	above 	may 	be 	of 

limited 	value because 	of 	the 	relative 	insignificance 	of 	the 	pressure 

drop 	across the 	branch 	compared 	with 	that 	across 	the 	whole 

circulation. Thus 	Rodkiewicz 	and 	Howells 	conclusion 	that 	flow 	to 

various 	parts of 	the 	body 	can 	be 	controlled 	by 	simple adjustment 	of 

pulse 	shape or 	frequency 	is 	somewhat 	short-sighted. 	A 	more 	valid 

representation of 	the 	flow 	situation 	would 	be 	a 	model 	bifurcation 	in 

which the branches discharge 	into long 	thin tubing 	such that 	the ratio 

of 	pressure drop 	in 	the 	branch 	to 	that 	over 	the 	total 	system 	i 

physiological,  realistic. 	A 	study 	of 	the 	effect 	upon 	flow 	distributior, 

of Re or or stenoses would probably reveal much smaller dependency of 
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Fr upon either independent variable in such a system than in those 

discussed above. Flow in the microcirculation is controlled substantially 

by signals from the brain to the smooth muscle cells in the arterial 

wall which cause the vessel cross-section either to contract or to 

dilate as is necessary. 	This process is known as auto-regulation and it 

is more likely that control Of flow in the major arteries is done in 

this way than by varying flow parameters as is suggested by Rodkiewicz 

and Howell. 
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Appendix C 

Estimation of the Constant Rate Period of Mass Transfer 

The second condition specified by MacLeod and Todd (M5) which 

must be fulfilled if the swollen polymer method is to be valid is that 

the effective vapour pressure of the swelling agent must not vary 

significantly either over the surface under study or during the course 

of the experiment. They (MacLeod and Todd M5) present a method by 

which the period of time over which this approximation is valid can be 

approximated. Their method invokes the assumption that if the 

effective vapour pressure during a run does not drop to a level less 

than 957 of the initial vapour pressure, then it can, for experimental 

purposes, be considered constant over the whole course of the run. 

This method is now used to estimate the duration of this constant 

rate period using data from the present set of results. 

Initial polymer coating thickness = 0.03 cm = 

approximate diffusivity of ethyl salicylate in the silicone rubber 

- 	-1 
U = 10 cm S 

Equilibrium volume fraction of ethyl salicylate 

MacLeod and Todds eqn (1) gives X = 0.72, x is a constant 

characteristic of the system. 

Using their fig 3 the change in volume fraction of sweusng agent 

for which a 5Z drop in vapour pressure is sustained If 	
- 
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The rate of mass transfer of swelling agent per unit surface area 

was found by MacLeod and Todd (M5) by weighing samples before and 

after each run. This value can now be found more easily by using 

interferometry. Using eqn 2.5 

H = pv = Q?N/t)/2(n-1) 

The maximum rate of fringe traversal recorded during the experiments 

was 

3N/at = 0.0128 s- 1 

hence H = 8.74 x10-6 
 k9 M-2 -1 

s 

Substituting this value, together 	with those 	above 	into MacLeod 	and 

Todd's 	eqn (18) for ô/ö 	(maximum allowable 	change in 	polymer 

thickness/initial thickness) yields 

= 0.0000795 rn 

and use of this value in their eqn (9) gives 

t' = 171 minutes 

This is the maximum allowable duration of a run before the rate of 

mass transfer of the swelling agent becomes dependent upon rates of 

diffusion within the polymer. 
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Nomenclature 

A area 

A1  components of stiffness matrix according to eqns 3-5 

c concentration 

c concentration of swelling agent 	in working 	fluid 

c concentration of swelling agent at surface S 

C 
X 

d diameter 	(hd4c. 	IX-+\ 	4)c 

D diffusivity 

-F frequency 

Fr -Flow 	ratio 	(side 	branch 	-Flow/main 	branch 	flow) 

H channel 	width 	(appendix 	A) 

(_ 1)05  

k solubility 	of 	02 	in 	tissue 	(chapter 	4) 

k mass transfer coefficient 
m 
* 

k adjusted 	mass 	transfer coefficient rn 

L1, 	L2  geometric 	path 	lengths 	of 	light 

L characteristic 	length 	(taken 	as 	1/2 	width 	of stream 	in 

chapters 2 	& 	3) 

L1, 	L2  vanables 	defining 	ratio 	of 	flow 	distribution 	in 	a potential 

flow 	braicheci domain 	(only 	in 	appendix 	B) 

m rate of mass transfer/unit surface area 

m strength of source (only in appendix A) 

P1 mass transfer rate per unit wiciti 

P1,(M) linear 	interpolation function 

M 
02 mass flux of 02 through tissue 
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m 	 molecular weight 

	

N 	 number of fringes generated (chapter 2) 

rate
L  

a:of fringe generation 	 N 

N, [N] 	quadratic interpolation function 

	

n 	 normal distance (chapter 3) 

	

n 	 refractive index (chapter 2) 

	

P 	 hydrostatic pressure 

	

Pe 	Peclet number 	U L /D 

	

P 
02 	

02 pressure 

	

P 
es 	 ethyl salicylate (swelling agent) pressure 

* 

	

P 
S 	 surface vapour pressure of swelling agent (chapter 2) 

	

q 	 volumetric flow rate as defined in appendix A 

	

0 	 volumetric flow rate per unit width 

	

02 	02 consumption per unit tissue volume 

P 	 Universal Gas Constant 

	

Re 	Reynolds' number 	 U- L 

	

Rw 	Re2/We 

s 	 tangential distance (chapter 3) 

S 	 optical path length of light 

	

AS 	change in optical path length 

	

Sc 	 Schmidt number 

Sherwood number 	k L / 
* 

	

Sh 	Sherwood number adapted to account for reduced swelling 

agent driving force 

Sh 
extrap 	

Sh extrapolated from that for Sc = 2.7 	Re = SC) using eqn 

(3-24) 

Sh Re Sh normalised with respect to that for Re = 50 
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Sri 
Sc 	Sh normalised with respect to that for Sc = 2.7 

t 	 function generated by eqri AiD 

t 	 time 

T 	 absolute temperature 

velocity vector 

u 	 axial velocity 

* 
U 	 axial velocity based on use of estimated nodal velocities and 

{u} 	vector of nodal velocities 

U 	 velocity in centre-stream 

U 	 mean velocity of stream 

U 	 =u/U 
0 

V 	 transverse velocity 

{v} 	vector of nodal velocities 

* 
v 	 transverse velocity based on use of estimated nodal velocities 

and eqns 3-2 

V 	 =v/U 
0 

W 	 complex 	 .1-- t V 

We 	Weber number = çuLIo 

Y 	 axial distance 

X 	 x/l 

axial coordinate of leading edge of momentum boundary layer 

transverse coordinate 

Y 	 y/L 

z 	 complex distance 	X -1--  Lj 
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Greek Letters 

acute angle of branch at flow divider in potential flow 

domain (appendix A) 

frequency parameter (4(f/u)05) 

6 distance 	of 	recession 

o thickness of concentration boundary layer 
C  

thickness of momentum boundary layer 

q local 	nodal 	coordinate 

B critical 	angle 	of 	total 	internal 	reflection 
C  

A wavelength 	of 	light 

P viscosity 

E local 	nodal 	coordinate 

E function generated by eqn (A6) only in appendix A 

density 

o surface tension 

sum of 

u kinematic 	viscosity 

stream function 

W vorticity 
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FIG 2.2 

Speckle pattern of a Diffusely Reflecting Surface 
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FIG 1.6 

Contours of Eu1 Mass Transfer Coefficient Emanating from the 
Point of Im ngeent of an Air-Jet upon a Flat Surface. 
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FIG L.9 

Model Branch Located upon Optical Table of Interferometer 

FIG 2.10 

Fringes upon Outer Downstream Wall of Channel; Re = 1900 
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FIG L.16 Upstream Wall 
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FIG 2J7 Outer Wall 

Sh* vs axial distance 
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FIG '&.3. 

Local Coordinates for An 
8 Noded Quadrilateral Element. 
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FIG 3•L 

Evaluation of Concentration gradient 
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FIG 3 .6 

Boundr'v Condition,-, for Stream Function, Vorticity and Concentration 
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Boundary Layer Growth Model and Equations 
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Log (mean Sh sc ) vs Log Sc 
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FIG 4 
Outer Wall; Re = 10 Sc = 2.7 
Sh va distance; computational vs experimental 
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Direct Reflection from a Remote Surface 
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Fr vs Re: 
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FIG 8.5 	Bifurcation, Reservoirs & Weirs 
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FIG 
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FIG B.? 	Pressure Nomenclature for Egn .1 
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F'IG 9.8 	Altered Side Branch Geometry  
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Table 3.1 

Variation of Mean and Standard Deviation of Sh with Sc 

Sc 	Mean 	Standard Dev 

2.7 	1 	0 

50 	2.93 	0.09 

300 	5.48 	0.69 

1500 	8.78 	1.7 

2800 	11.08 	1.9 

240 



Table 3.2 

Variation of Mean and Standard Deviation of Sh with Re 

Re 	Mean 	Standard Dev 

0 	0.08 	0.16 

100 	1.33 	0.047 

150 	1.5 	0.11 

200 	1.76 	0.17 

2.4 



TABLE 4.1 

Q. 	= 3.5 x 10 5nil 02/Torr ml 

QM = 2.1 x 10m1 02/Torr ml 

r... 	= 0.7 x 10 5crn2/s 

t. 	= 0.9 x lo- 5crn2/s 

D 	= 2.0 x 10 5cm2/s 
p 

k. 	= 2.L+ 	x 10 	'rnl 02/Torr ml 

k 	= 2.14 	x 10 5m1 02/Torr ml 

y1 = 0.0mm 

= 0.1mm 

y3 = 0.5mm 

Sh = 2.05 

r = 1.5mm 

(tissue) 

(tissue) 

(blood) 

(blood) 

a41 


